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 DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 
 
Marisa A. Choffel   

Doctor of Philosophy 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry  

December 2021 

Title: Design, Formation, and Electrical Properties of Bi-Se Containing 

Heterostructures  

New materials are essential for continued technological 

advancements, but synthesizing new materials remains a significant 

challenge. The modulated elemental reactants synthesis approach 

provides tunable parameters to design heterostructures. This 

dissertation focuses on the interplay of these parameters with reaction 

pathways, which resulted in the synthesis of a new binary (Mn-Se) 

compound and of Bi2Se3 and BiSe containing heterostructures.  

The first section of the dissertation focused on how the local 

composition of the precursor affected the reaction pathways of various 

systems. A previously unreported kinetic product containing Mn and 

Se was found depending on the composition of the precursor. Layer 

thickness was not a contributing factor to the formation. Based on the 

hypothesis that local composition has the most impact on what 

nucleates, synthesizing heterostructures containing Bi2Se3 were 

attempted. Substituent-like effects were observed as a result of the 

competition between the formation of Bi2Se3 or BiSe depending on the 

electrical properties of the neighboring layer. Understanding how the 

electrical properties and charge transfer affected the formation of the 

Bi-M-Se heterostructures was vital for the rest of the dissertation.  

The remainder of this dissertation focused on investigating the 
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charge transfer between BiSe and neighboring layers. Charge transfer 

from the BiSe to the MoSe2 layer, which resulted in the formation of a 

kinetic 1T-MoSe2 polymorph, was previously observed in 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) was first 

synthesized to determine the impact of two BiSe layers on the change 

in MoSe2 polymorph and metallic temperature dependent resistivity was 

observed. Charge transfer to the Bi2Se3 conduction band was observed 

in (Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2), instead of 1T-MoSe2. These 

heterostructures examined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to 

probe the BiSe stabilization. An unprecedented difference in the BiSe 

structure in [(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3] prompted an investigation on the 

importance of the local composition during the initial heating. 

(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n heterostructures were synthesized to probe the 

structure-property relationship of one BiSe layer with multiple MoSe2 

layers to further probe the charge transfer. 

This investigation has opened new avenues of research both in 

the Bi-Mo-Se ternary phase diagram and in the importance of 

understanding reaction mechanisms and tunable parameters to better 

design and control the formation of desired products. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1.0. Authorship Statement  

This chapter was written for this work alone with no intention of 

publishing it elsewhere. I am the primary author and wrote the 

following with assistance from my advisor David C. Johnson.  

1.1. Overview  

Transistors sparked a technology revolution, resulting in the 

rapid advances in technology that society is accustomed to today. The 

quick increase in processing and display power coupled with the 

decrease in device size is largely a result of decreasing the size and 

increasing the arial density of silicon transistors. However, the size of 

transistors is reaching their physical limits and it is increasingly more 

difficulty to maintain the rate of advancement predicted by Moore’s 

Law.1 New materials need to be developed to continue to advance 

technology.  

Low dimensional materials are one option that may enable 

advances in device functionality and increases in device density. 

Carbon nanotubes and other 1D materials, graphene and other 2D 

materials such as transition metal dichalcogenides, and yet to be 

discovered low dimensional materials have emergent properties that 

might be used to overcome current bottlenecks. Using low dimensional 

materials in devices comes with a unique set of benefits and challenges. 

The benefits include their 2D thickness,2-4 substrate independence,5-6 

unique electrical properties,7-10 and the potential to tune properties by 

incorporating them into heterostructures.11-14 To better access these 

benefits, improvements need to be made to control the junctions 

between materials,8,14-15 develop new device architectures unique to the 

specific nanomaterial,16 and improve the electrical contacts.17 However, 
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the most severe limitation for the application of low dimensional 

materials in manufacturing is the synthesis of the materials themselves 

over the large wafer areas. The synthesis needs to be compatible with 

current wafer scale technology and the targeted materials have to 

maintain their desired properties while next to the layers that encase 

them in the device. 

1.2. Synthesis of New Materials  

Attempts to synthesize new nanomaterials with useful properties 

have historically depended on serendipity for the formation of unique 

compounds. In the past decade, advances have been made that enable 

computation to guide the discovery of novel materials, ideally 

minimizing exploration time by providing reasonable targets for 

synthesis. The results of synthetic attempts would be used to further 

guide the theoretical predictions, yielding more accurate predictions.18 

This process should lead to materials that will address the current 

limitations to technological advances faster than previously possible. 

However, of the thousands of compounds predicted by programs such 

as the Materials Genome project, only a fraction have been successfully 

formed.19-25 The predicted compounds are not forming due to 

approximations made in the calculations that result in systematic 

errors in formation energies and/or due to the limitations in synthetic 

techniques.  

The limitations for traditional, bulk synthesis methods are 

significant. Little focus is paid to understanding the reaction 

mechanisms in the synthesis of solid-state reactions, especially 

compared to molecular chemistry, which hampers synthesizing 

materials by design. Molecular chemists have a variety of tools to 

control the reaction pathway, including protection groups,26 atalysis,27 

substituent effects, local coordination rules, and bond dissociation 

energies.28  No general rules can be applied to predict kinetic solids as 
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transition metals can exist in several oxidation states and can be non-

stochiometric as a result of vacancies.29 This makes predicting the 

product hard not only from the computational perspective but the 

experimental perspective as well.  

Understanding of traditional solid state synthesis is limited to the 

key parts of interdiffusion, nucleation, and growth.30-32 Diffusion 

limited synthesis methods, like heat ‘n’ beat, require long reaction times 

at high temperatures in order to promote the movement of atoms.33 The 

long diffusion lengths mean A and B will react to form a stable binary 

product before C can diffuse to the nucleation site. The binary 

thermodynamic AB product is in a deep energy well and may not react 

with C. The long diffusion lengths, high reaction temperatures, and 

long reaction times often prevent the synthesis of predicted ternary or 

binary products.34 Nucleation limited synthesis methods that involve a 

fluid phase allow for more control over the energy landscape. Fluid 

phases have higher diffusion rates than solids, and the diffusion rates 

are often enhanced due to convection effects or stirring. The 

composition of the flux can be used to change the energy landscape of 

the reacting system, making products that would be metastable in their 

binary or ternary phase diagrams energetically favorable.35 Nucleation 

of kinetic products are possible but unpredictable due to the lack of 

understanding of what factors influence the evolution of the 

intermediates and/or products.36 Predicting what will form is not 

possible as little is known about the structure or concentration of the 

chemical species in solution. The need for a synthesis method with 

tunable experimental parameters to logically control what nucleates is 

obvious.  

Modulated elemental reactants (MER) is a notable advancement  
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Figure 1.1. (a) An example of a simple binary phase diagram (Mn-Se) with the 

thermodynamic phases identified and (b) a schematic energy diagram for 

metastable and thermodynamic products.  

in the synthesis of kinetic binary products. Designed precursors are 

deposited with small diffusion distances to generate an amorphous 

intermediate. The short diffusion lengths make nucleation the rate 

limiting step. The compound that forms is the easiest to nucleate, not 

necessarily the phase that is most thermodynamically stable. The layer 

thickness affects the diffusion lengths while local composition dictates 

what nucleates.37 MER exercises more control over the reaction 

pathway, intermediates, and final products by adjusting the local 

composition and layer thickness.38     

The synthesis of kinetic products using MER is easier when the 
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phase diagram is relatively simple. For example, the Mn|Se phase 

diagram (Figure 1a) is one of the simpler systems as there are only two 

thermodynamic products: rock salt-MnSe and pyrite-MnSe2.39 The 

composition space between the thermodynamic products is large, 

which may allow for the formation of metastable products at higher 

energies (Figure 1b). The precursor is the highest energy state for the 

sample. As local composition dictates what nucleates, it is possible to 

fall into a local free energy minimum that is consistent with the current 

composition state. The metastable product is stable until more energy 

is applied to overcome the activation barrier to form a thermodynamic 

product. In Chapter 3, I describe how I used MER to explore the Mn|Se 

phase diagram as a function of Se composition and layer thickness to 

probe the system for kinetic products. When a precursor was deposited 

with ~80% Se, a previously unreported kinetic product formed at low 

temperatures. The sample rearranged after annealing at higher 

temperatures to form the thermodynamic product closest in 

composition (MnSe2).40 This is consistent with the prediction based on 

the energy diagrams as a kinetic product formed but when given 

enough energy, fell to a deeper, more stable energy well.  

The synthesis of kinetic products from a more complex phase 

diagram like Bi-Se (Figure 2) is unlikely as there are more possible 

thermodynamic products.41Precursors are more likely to fall into the 

deeper energy well of the thermodynamic products. Formation of a 

kinetic Bi-Se structure from a precursor that is between 30-60% Se is 

unlikely as there are several more energetically favorable, 

thermodynamic Bi-Se structures at these compositions. There is the 

possibility of forming a kinetic product between 0-30% or 60-100% Se 

as there is a larger composition difference between the local 

composition and the closest thermodynamic product, Bi3Se or Bi2Se3, 

respectively. 
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Figure 1.2. (a) An example of a complex binary phase diagram (Bi-Se) with 

the thermodynamic phases identified and (b) a cartoon energy diagram for 

metastable and thermodynamic products.  

1.3. Multilayer Material Synthesis  

As described above, both predicting and synthesizing kinetic 

binary or ternary products is complicated and unpredictable. The 

discovery of graphene in 200442 ropelled interest in 2D materials, and 

approaches to physically stack layers to create heterostructures with 

novel properties were developed. This interest was driven by changes in 

properties as a result of layer thickness and the immergence of new 

emergent properties. For example, a transition from an indirect to a 

direct band gap semiconductor was observed in semiconducting 

transition metal dichalcogenides when the bulk material is scaled down 
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to a monolayer.43 This change resulted in an increase the 

photoluminescence of the materials.43-45 Stacks of 2D materials became 

obvious synthetic targets as predictions were made about their 

potentially unique properties, and they would be expected to be at least 

kinetically stable. The ability to stack layers, like Legos, in a precise 

way to make van der Waals heterostructures has advanced our 

understanding of interfacial interactions and structure-property 

relationships. 46-47A large number of novel phenomena have been 

reported at the interfaces of the layers including superconductivity,48 

flat band ferromagnetism,49 and other phenomena.50-55 The possible 

combinations of materials to explore new phenomena for possible 

applications for nanomaterials are limited only by our ability to 

synthesize them.  

Mechanical assembly, or the “Scotch Tape” method, was the 

synthesis method that propelled this field, enabling researchers to 

isolate finite thickness layers of materials and determine the thickness 

of the layers via optical methods.56 In this process, a piece of tape is 

adhered to a chunk of material and then peeled off, removing flakes of 

the material. The tape and flakes combination are then pressed to a 

surface of choice. When the tape is removed, the bottom layer of the 

material remains on the substrate.57 Controlling the flake size and 

thickness for obtaining finite layers and incorporating them into 

heterostructures has been a major challenge of current research.58-60 

While improvements to the exfoliation methods have been made in 

recent years, these methods still rely on sacrificial polymer layers,61 wet 

processing,62 or result in wrinkling and bubbling if too much pressure 

is applied.63 The method is further restricted by the need for crystalline 

products in order to generate the structure, limiting the extended solids 

to combinations of available products. 

Another approach to synthesize heterostructures is to grow them 
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layer by layer using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), developed by 

Arthur and Choi at Bell Laboratories in the 1970s.64 In MBE, elements 

are deposited on the surface of a sample, which is held at a specific 

temperature where surface diffusion is possible to promote nucleation 

and growth during the deposition. The substrate or previous layer acts 

as a template for the depositing elements to grow the desired structure. 

While this synthesis approach is useful for heterostructure synthesis, 

there are several severe limitations that prevent the scope of possible 

heterostructures. Epitaxial growth depends on the lattice match with 

the substrate for the formation of the desired heterostructure as it acts 

as a template for formation.65 The limited range of conditions where 

MBE growth occurs also significantly limits the number of 

heterostructures that can be made, as it may be possible to grow 

compound A on B, but not compound B on A. The temperature to 

promote surface diffusion and nucleation during the deposition also 

poses a significant issue. High temperatures can affect the probability 

of incorporation of high vapor pressure elements, resulting in the 

formation of different stoichiometric phases.66-67 

MER precursors allow for more control over the energy landscape 

and suite of experimental parameters than can be used to synthesize 

targeted heterostructures. Elements are deposited in a (A|B)m(C|B)n 

pattern, where the number of layers of each can vary based on the 

desired product. The precursor is deposed in a way that mimics the 

desired nanoarchitecture. Instead of forming an amorphous 

intermediate, the precursors usually do not completely mix, although 

of course this depends on the change in free energy (the enthalpy and 

entropy of mixing) and the temperature.68 Nucleation can occur during 

the deposition or at relatively low temperatures and can occur in 

different layers and different regions simultaneously.  Since nucleation 

does not occur only at the substrate, MER is a non-epitaxial growth 
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method. Hence, lattice match between the growing constituent and the 

substrate does not affect the growth of the heterostructure.69 Other 

factors can influence formation besides local composition or lattice 

match.  

1.4. Synthesis of Bi-containing Heterostructures  

 

Figure 1.3. Ternary phase diagram for Bi-Mo-Se system with a tie line drawn 

from Bi2Se3 to MoSe2. Thermodynamic binary compounds are marked in 

purple.  

I intended to explore structure-property interactions in Bi2Se3-

MoSe2 heterostructures to understand the topological properties as a 

function of layer thickness. Utilizing the control over the local 

composition and designed precursors, I expected to be able to 

synthesize heterostructures with compositions consistent along the 

Bi2Se3-MoSe2 tie line (Figure 1.3). Bi2Se3 is of interest as it has an 

unique near-gap electronic structure, which makes for a good 

thermoelectric materials,70 and is predicted to be a topological 

insulators.71-72 Topological insulators are a type of quantum material 

with interior insulating states and conducting surface states, which 

have potential applications for quantum computing. Unfortunately, the 

bulk conductivity dominates the measurements, making it challenging 
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to characterize the topological transport properties.73-74 Bi2Se3 has 

traditionally been subject to extrinsic doping to minimize the influence 

of the bulk states but high doping concentrations can cause impurity 

scattering.75-76 Surface dominated conductance has been observed 

when TIs are synthesized in thin films, making them an ideal avenue 

to study the metallic properties.77 MoSe2 was the ideal partner to start 

synthesizing Bi2Se3-containing heterostructures as it is a large gap 

semiconductor.78 Hence, it’s conductivity would be very small relative 

to the surface conductance of the Bi2Se3, permitting the exploration of 

TIs a function of Bi2Se3 thickness. My plan was to synthesize other 

Bi2Se3-containing heterostructures with other neighboring layers to 

explore proximity effect between layers.  Transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDs) were used by several research groups as 

companion constituents to explore the effect of topological states on 

superconductivity,79 and magnetism.80 I intended to contribute to this 

growing library by synthesizing Bi2Se3-NbSe2 heterostructures with 

different layering sequences to understand the structure-property 

relationships. However, the initial reports of Bi2Se3-containing 

heterostructure synthesis hinted at a more complicated reaction 

mechanism that previously anticipated.  

Differences in the growth of Bi2Se3-TMD heterostructures 

depending on the TMD sparked my investigation into the effect of the 

electrical properties of the neighboring layer on the synthesis of Bi-Se 

containing heterostructures. Researchers reported that a kinetic, rock-

salt structured BiSe layer formed at the interface between Bi2Se3 and 

NbSe2 but not Bi2Se3 and MoSe2.81-84 Before I could pursue 

synthesizing the Bi-Mo-Se heterostructures on the Bi2Se3-MoSe2 tie 

line, I needed to understand the cause of this difference in formation 

and understand the competition with BiSe-MoSe2 compounds (Figure 
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Figure 1.4. Ternary phase diagram for Bi-Mo-Se system with tie lines drawn 

from Bi2Se3 and BiSe to MoSe2. Thermodynamic binary compounds are 

marked in purple.  

1.4). Due to the oxidation state of Bi, the kinetic, rock-salt BiSe 

structure stabilizes its formation one of two ways: by localizing the 

charge through the formation of Bi-Bi bonds (Bi0) or through the 

electron donation to the neighboring layer (Bi3+).85-88 Rock-salt BiSe can 

therefore only form when paired with an electron acceptor.86-92 In 

chapter 4, I detail my exploration of the formation of the Bi-Se layer 

based on the electrical properties of the neighboring layer. I determined 

precursors with metallic layers would segregate to form 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MSe2)]1 and Bi2Se3 while precursors with semiconducting 

layers would form [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MSen)]1. If there is competition between 

two polytypes with different electrical properties, adjusting the 

composition will influence the formation of the final product. 

Understanding how the electrical properties and composition affected 

the formation of the Bi-Mo-Se heterostructures was vital to exploring 

the composition space between the Bi2Se3-MoSe2 and BiSe-MoSe2 tie 

lines.93 

As the synthesis of Bi2Se3-MoSe2 containing heterostructures is 
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more complicated than originally anticipated, I focused the remainder 

of my dissertation on preliminary investigations in the composition 

space between the Bi2Se3-MoSe2 and BiSe-MoSe2 tie lines. The kinetic 

products discussed in this dissertation are marked on the ternary 

phase diagram for the BiSe-MoSe2-Bi2Se3 system and the composition 

 

Figure 1.5. (a) Ternary phase diagram for BiSe-MoSe2-Bi2Se3 system with the 

heterostructures reported here in marked with circles. Tie lines are drawn 

between mixed heterostructures to illustrate other heterostructures that can 

be synthesized with solid (increasing the Bi2Se3 layers) and dashed (increasing 

the MoSe2 layers) lines. (b) Composition space of the heterostructures based 

on estimated amounts of Mo and Bi necessary for formation of the 

heterostructures.  
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space in terms of Bi and Mo (Figure #). The red dot marks the only 

previously synthesized BiSe-MoSe2 heterostructure: 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1.94 Hadland et al. observed that BiSe acted as an 

electron donor, resulting in ~40% of the MoSe2 was the kinetic 1T 

metallic polytype. In order to further explore the charge transfer from 

BiSe to MoSe2, I first synthesized a (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) 

(blue dot) heterostructure. Bi2Se3 was used as a buffer layer between 

the BiSe layers as multiple BiSe layers will not form next to each 

other.95 An isostructural compound had previously been reported, 

indicating the MoSe2 containing heterostructure would be possible.96 

There were unexpected competing reaction pathways between the 

desired structure and [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) (orange dot), which indicated 

their local free energy minima are close in energy. As observed in Figure 

#b, the compositions for (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2), 

[(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2), and (Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) are all very close 

together. Control over the composition of the precursor is vital for the 

synthesis of the intended product. With two BiSe layers next to the 

MoSe2 layer, an increased amount of 1T-MoSe2 (~60%) and metallic 

temperature dependent resistivity was observed.97   

I then varied the structure to synthesize 

(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (green dot) to further probe the structure-

property relationship. Because of the layering of the heterostructure, 

the BiSe layer transfers its electron to one of two layers in the 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1. Bi2Se3 was expected to act as a buffer between the 

BiSe-MoSe2 pair, meaning the change transfer would occur to one 

MoSe2 layer. I expected a slight increase in the amount of 1T-MoSe2 in 

this heterostructure as BiSe would donate its electron to a single layer 

of MoSe2 instead of two in the (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1. Instead, there was no 

1T-MoSe2 observed via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Bi2Se3 

is a small gap semiconductor and may be able to accept the electrons 
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from BiSe.98 Both the nanoarchitecture of this and the previous 

structure can be varied by increasing the number of layers of Bi2Se3 or 

MoSe2 to further probe the interactions between layers and structure, 

as illustrated by the tie lines in Figure 1.5a.  

In collaboration with Fabian Göhler, these heterostructures were 

explored via XPS to probe the stabilization of the metastable layers. We 

determined BiSe stabilized in one of two ways in both heterostructures: 

transfer an electron to the MoSe2 and/or Bi2Se3 layer or localize the 

charge in the antiphase boundaries. However, simple rigid band gap 

models may not be adequate to describe these heterostructures.99 

Three of the heterostructures ([(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n] ) probed in the 

previously discussed paper sparked an interesting discussion of the 

structure of the BiSe layer. The (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n family of 

heterostructures, where n = 1, 2, and 3, were synthesized to probe this 

structure-property relationship of one BiSe layer with multiple MoSe2 

layers before further complicating the structure to follow the dashed tie 

lines on Figure 1.5a. There was a discrepancy in the previous literature 

about the BiSe structure when layered with different dichalcogenide 

neighboring layers. When layered with one layer of either TiSe2 or 

NbSe2, the BiSe basal plane observed was rectangular. However, when 

layered with more than one layer, the basal plane appeared to depend 

on the transition metal. The basal plane for (BiSe)1+x(TiSe2)n 

heterostructures was rectangular but basal plane changed for the 

(BiSe)1+x(NbSe2)n heterostructures to a square.100-102 Variations in the 

BiSe structure were never seen in the same heterostructure until I 

synthesized two samples with similar c-axis lattice parameters 

consistent with (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 but different BiSe basal planes. The 

major difference in the samples was the starting compositions, which 

may have played a role in the formation of different basal planes. The 

formation reaction of these samples could provide information on how 
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to best control the synthesis of designed compounds.  

Based on the previous exploration, I was able to synthesize the 

(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n family of heterostructures, where n = 1, 2, and 3, with 

rectangular basal planes to further explore the changes in electrical 

properties as a function of nanoarchitecture. (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 shows 

increased resistivity compared to (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1, which may indicate 

no networks of 1T-MoSe2 have formed as a result of the charge transfer. 

1.5. Dissertation Overview  

The different chapters of the following dissertation highlight the 

design, formation, and electrical properties of several different 

materials. Section I contains Chapters I and II, which consists of an 

overview of the broad interests in these heterostructures and the 

methods used in the subsequent chapters to characterize the materials. 

Chapter II briefly discusses the process control and development of new 

standard operating procedures for the deposition chamber necessary 

to increase the yield of on target heterostructures.  

Chapter III was published in Zeitschrift für anorganische und 

allgemeine Chemie in 2018. I am the primary author of the manuscript. 

I assisted with writing/editing the manuscript and collecting/analyzing 

the diffraction data. Co-authors include Danielle M. Hamann, Jordan 

A. Joke, Dmitri Leo M. Cordova, and David C. Johnson. Danielle M. 

Hamann was my mentor on this project and helped analyze the data 

and edited the manuscript. David C. Johnson is my advisor and edited 

the manuscript. A previously unreported Mn-Se product was observed.  

Chapter IV was published in Inorganic Chemistry in 2021, 

focusing on the substituent effects of Bi-Se precursors when layered 

with neighboring layers with different electrical properties. I am the 

primary author of the manuscript. I wrote and edited the manuscript 

and collected and analyzed the diffraction data. Co-authors include 
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Taryn M. Kam and David C. Johnson. Taryn M. Kam assisted in 

collecting and analyzing the diffraction data while David C. Johnson is 

my advisor and edited the manuscript. 

The next section, which includes Chapters V – VIII, focuses on 

the synthesis of BiSe-Bi2Se3-MoSe2 containing heterostructures. 

Chapter V was published in Chemistry of Materials in 2021 on the 

synthesis and electrical properties of 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). I am the primary author of this 

manuscript, made the heterostructures, collected and analyzed the 

diffraction data, and analyzed the electrical data. The co-authors 

include Renae N. Gannon, Fabian Göhler, Aaron M. Miller, Douglas L. 

Medlin, Thomas Seyller, and David C. Johnson. Renae N. Gannon and 

Douglas L. Medlin collected and analyzed the electron microscopy data 

and edited the manuscript. Fabian Göhler and Thomas Seyller collected 

and analyzed the XPS data. Aaron M. Miller collected the electrical 

measurements. David C. Johnson is my advisor and edited the 

manuscript. Chapter VI is unpublished work on 

(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). I primarily wrote the manuscript with my 

advisor David C. Johnson, and I collected and analyzed the diffraction 

and electrical data. Fabian Göhler and Thomas Seyller collected and 

analyzed the XPS data. Chapter VII was published in The Journal of 

Physical Chemistry C in 2021. I am the second author on the 

manuscript, synthesized the samples, collected and analyzed the 

diffraction data, and wrote the accompanying paragraphs in the 

manuscript. Fabian Göhler is the primary author and wrote a majority 

of the manuscript. Co-authors include Constance Schmidt, Dietrich R. 

T. Zahn, David C. Johnson, and Thomas Seyller.  

The final section, which includes Chapters VIII - IX, explores the 

variations observed in the BiSe basal plane depending on composition 

of the precursor. All of the following chapters contain unpublished work 
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in collaboration with a variety of collaborators. Chapter VIII explores 

the change in basal plane structure in a Bi-containing layer a sample 

targeting the same nanoarchitecture but with different compositions. I 

primarily wrote the manuscript with my advisor David C. Johnson and 

collected/analyzed the diffraction. Aaron Miller collected the electrical 

data. Fabian Göhler and Thomas Seyller collected and analyzed the 

XPS data. Chapter IX focuses on the (BiSe)1(MoSe2)n family of 

heterostructures, where n = 1, 2, and 3, with the rectangular basal 

plane. I primarily wrote the manuscript with my advisor David C. 

Johnson and collected/analyzed the diffraction and electrical data. 

STEM images were collected and analyzed by Renae N. Gannon and 

Ping Lu. Aaron Miller assisted in the collection and analysis of the 

electrical data.  

1.6. Bridge  

Chapter I contains an unpublished overview of the dissertation 

written primarily by myself and edited by my advisor David C. Johnson. 

The next chapter focuses on the experimental methods used to explore 

the structure, reaction mechanisms, and properties of the samples 

discussed within the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER II 
 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
 

2.0. Authorship Statement  

This work was written by me for this work alone with assistance 

from my advisor David C. Johnson.  

2.1. Synthesis of Layered Precursors with Modulated Elemental 

Reactants  

The background description of MER precursors was previously 

described in detail in Chapter 1 Section 1.3. The precursors are deposited at 

pressures below 5 × 10-7 torr in a designed way [(M|Se)m|(N|Se)n] to mimic 

the nanoarchitecture of the desired heterostructures. The layer sequence is 

repeated to make films with a desired total thickness, typically ~30 nm in the 

samples made in the following chapters. Metals were deposited using an 

electron beam gun and selenium was deposited using a Knudson effusion cell. 

The substrate was typically either a Si wafer with a native oxide layer or a 

fused quartz substrate. Pneumatic shutters were controlled with quartz 

crystal monitors for the individual elements using an Inficon IC6 Deposition 

Controller. The deposition controller monitored the rate of the elements and 

the thickness deposited to close the shutters once the desired amounts of 

material were deposited. The amount of material desired was inputted as a 

unit of thickness, however, it is only proportional to the actual thickness. For 

this reason, it is referred to in the following chapters as a “fake-Angstrom” 

(fÅ).  

2.2. X-ray Fluorescence and Statistical Process Control 

 As composition and layer thickness are key experimental 

parameters controlling the nucleation of kinetic heterostructures, 

measuring the exact amount of material within a precursor is critically 

important for vapor deposition techniques. Rutherford backscattering, 

electron probe micro-analysis, particle-induced X-ray emission, X-ray 
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photoelectron spectroscopy, time-of-flight secondary ion mass 

spectrometry, and a variety of electron microscopy techniques have all 

been previously used to measure composition.1-4 However, there are a 

number of limitations associated with each, including expense, 

extensive sample preparation, and sensitivity. Recently it was shown 

that x-ray fluorescence (XRF) can be used to relate the intensity 

measured in the experiment to the absolute amounts of each element 

within the sample quickly, cheaply, and nondestructively.5 XRF 

intensities for the heterostructures discussed here in were collected 

with a Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a rhodium X-ray tube. The ability to  

 

Figure 2.1. Graphs of the XRF intensity vs the number of atoms per unit area 

for (a) Bi and (b) Mo determined from binary samples.  
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monitor the amount of each element with XRF is ideal for the synthesis 

of kinetic products and calibrating depositions.   

XRF measurements were taken after every deposition for 

comparison to the estimated values for the designed heterostructure 

and process control. The calibration curves (Figure 2.1) were used to 

determine the amount of material in a sample from the measured XRF 

intensities for the individual elements.5 The amounts were then 

compared with the estimated values for each constituent calculated 

from of the lattice parameters and unit cells of the bulk constituents 

(Bi2Se3, MoSe2, etc.). The magnitude of the differences between the 

estimated and measured amounts of each element were used to 

determine the viability of the formation of the targeted heterostructure. 

The number of layers of the targeted compound could be calculated 

from the limiting element. The XRF intensities were also used to 

correlate the amount of material deposited in the sample with the 

thickness of each element inputted to the Inficon deposition controller. 

Dividing the XRF intensity by the total number of fÅ inputted to the 

deposition controller for each element is referred to as the normalized  

 

Figure 2.2. Graph of the normalized counts of Bi (blue) and Se (orange) plotted 

as a function of sample number in a single chamber cycle.  
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counts (cps/fÅ). The normalized counts for each element were used to 

monitor the consistency of the deposition. 

Large fluctuations in the normalized counts of many elements 

were observed once the measured amounts of material were correlated 

with the thickness provided to the deposition controller. Variations as 

large as 21% and 17% were noted for Bi and Se, respectively (see figure 

2.2). In the first few samples, it was noted that when less Bi was 

deposited on the sample, more Se than expected was deposited. These 

large variations required me and other group members to make quite a 

few samples before obtaining a precursor that had close to the targeted 

amounts of each element. Decreasing the variation would dramatically 

increase yield of precursors that had the targeted amounts of each 

element. 

 

Figure 2.3. XRF Se intensities measured on the quartz crystals monitoring 

four different elements.  

I proposed that the cause of the variation in normalized counts 

resulted from a variation in Se partial pressure in the chamber as the 

chamber temperature changes during the deposition of sequential 

precursors. If true, then varying amounts of Se would be depositing on 

all of the quartz crystal monitors depending on the partial pressure, 
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leading the deposition controller to believe more of the metal was 

deposited than actually was. The Se atmosphere would also account for 

more Se deposited in the samples than expected. To test this 

hypothesis, I measured the Se amounts of material on the quartz 

crystal monitors (Figure 2.3). As Se was deposited on Crystal Monitor 

2, a large intensity is expected. If there was not a Se atmosphere, then 

the Se intensity should be consistent with the background on the other 

three crystals. The significant Se intensity observed on Crystal Monitors 

1, 3, and 4, where Bi, Mo, and Cr were deposited, respectively, were 

evidence of significant cross talk between the Se and the other 

elements.  

In order to decrease the deposition errors, I proposed a “bake-

out” where the chamber was heated to promote Se vaporization off the 

walls of the chamber. The Se should condense in places that would not 

heat up during a normal deposition, such as the cryo cold head and the 

top walls of the chamber. Two high melting sources (Mo, 2623 oC) were 

placed in two of the e-beam guns and a getter source (Ti)6 was placed 

in the final e-beam gun. We proposed the two Mo sources would act as 

heat sources in the chamber prompting the Se to vaporize and react 

with the Ti or condense on the colder parts of the chamber. The Se cell 

remained in its home position but not heated, and its thermocouples 

were used to monitor the temperature of the deposition chamber.  

Information on the temperature, pressure, e-beam gun powers, 

and rates were collected as a function of time during the “bake-out” to 

monitor for the presence of a Se atmosphere (Figure 2.4). We observed 

a steady increase in the temperature of the Se cell throughout the 

experiment. After depositing for ~ 30 minutes, a small rate of 0.01 Å/s 

was observed on Crystal Monitor 2. As the Se cell was not turned on, 

the measured rate on Crystal Monitor 2 resulted from the increasing Se 

partial pressure as the chamber temperature increased. Between 30- 
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Figure 2.4. (a) Temperature, (b) Pressure, (c) e-beam gun power, and (d) rate 

collected during the “bake-out” 

50 minutes, significant changes to the pressure, rates, and gun powers 

indicated an increase in the Se partial pressure. The pressure increased 

by 46% and the rate of Crystal Monitor 2 continued to increase. The 

powers of the three e-beam guns, which were controlled by the 

computer to maintain a constant rate, decreased between 3-7% while 

their rates stayed the same.Using less power to maintain the same rate 

indicated that the Se was also depositing on the quartz crystal monitors 

of the other metals. Approximately 52 minutes into the experiment, the 

e-beam gun powers were removed from computer control and set to a 

constant power to maintain deposition. The pressure and the rates 

observed on all of the quartz crystal monitors continued to increase as 

the system heated.  
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Based on this experiment there are three major indicators that a 

Se atmosphere is present in the deposition chamber:  

1) increases in pressure  

2) increases in rate on quartz crystals above sources that are not 

being heated  

3) decreases in power when maintaining a set rate 

 

Figure 2.5. Graph of the normalized counts of Bi (blue) and Se (orange) plotted 

as a function of sample number pre- and post-bake-out for comparison.  

Figure 2.5 reports the normalized counts for Bi and Se recorded 

for two chamber cycles: one pre-bake-out and one post-bake-out. There 

is a distinct difference in the pre- and post-bake-out normalized counts 

for both elements. Before implementing the bake-out, the variation in 

the normalized counts for Bi and Se were 21% and 17%, respectively. 

After implementing the bake-out, the variation in the normalized counts 

for Bi and Se reduced to 5% and 4%, respectively. This drastic reduction 

in deposition error for these two elements indicates that changes in the 

Se partial pressure in the chamber was a major source of error. 

Frequently heating the deposition chamber can reduce the background 

Se partial pressure, minimizing the variation in the amount of each 

element deposited. This greatly increases the number of prepared 
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precursors where the amount of each element is within several percent 

of the targeted values.  

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Pb normalized counts distinguished by chamber cycle and (b) 

Se XRF intensity for three different crucibles.  

The Se further complicated the deposition error as the Se 

condensed on and reacted with several of the sources (Figure 2.6). 

Linear decreases were observed in the Pb normalized counts that 

continued even after the chamber was baked out (Figure 2.6a). The 

normalized counts would fluctuate in the middle of a chamber cycle, 

resulting in a variation of ~11% in the amount of Pb deposited relative 

to the targeted value. We hypothesized that the Se atmosphere may 

react with the sources themselves and react to form a MxSey source. 
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Using XRF, we determined there were Se impurities in low deposition 

temperature sources such as Sn, Bi, and Pb, which may have resulted 

in the uncontrollable and unpredictable linear decrease (Figure 2.6b). 

When a new Pb sources were used for the last two chamber cycles, the 

variation in the normalized counts was reduced to ~4%. New sources 

for the low melting point elements are necessary at the beginning of 

every chamber cycle in order to maintain a consistent deposition.  

2.3. Structural Characterization Techniques  

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and specular and in-plane X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) are ideal techniques to monitor interdiffusion and 

nucleation and determine lattice parameters for MER precursors. In 

general, XRD depends on an incident X-ray of some wavelength (λ) 

diffracting off of planes of atoms some distance (d) apart at some 

incident angle (θ). This is the basis of Bragg’s Law: nλ = 2d sin(θ).7 

Different geometries are used to access various information. XRR and 

specular XRD were collected using a θ/2θ coupled geometry to probe 

the surface of the film and determine the total thickness, repeat 

thickness, smoothness, and number of layers. XRR is information 

collected at low angles resulting from reflection and refraction of the 

beam off of the top and bottom of the film. Total thickness was 

calculated using modified Braggs law and the spacing between the 

Kiessig fringes.8 Repeating thicknesses was determined by the spacing 

of the Bragg reflections in the XRD patterns. Evenly spaced reflections 

indicated the Bragg maxima belonged to a single family of reflections 

(00l). Consistency between the experimental and estimated c-axis 

lattice parameters are a good indication that the designed 

heterostructure has formed. XRR and specular XRD were collected on 

a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-Kα radiation. Grazing 

incidence XRD was collected several randomly oriented samples and 

resulted in mixed reflections. Grazing incidence in-plane XRD was 
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collected to probe the ab plane of atoms and provides information about 

the a- and b-axis lattice parameters. Based on this, we can determine 

the individual constituents in the heterostructure. Grazing incidence 

and grazing incidence in-plane XRD information was collected using a 

Rigaku SmartLab with a Cu source.  

High-Angle Annular Dark Field-Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy 

(EDS) were used to probe the local composition and structure of the 

heterostructures to confirm the hypotheses made based on the 

diffraction data. Before measurements can be taken, a small cross-

section of the film is milled as a representative piece of the sample. For 

HAADF-STEM images, an electron is then accelerated through the 

sample and moved across the entire cross section. The electrons scatter 

across the surface from the nucleus of the atom and are collected by 

the detector. Because the scattering is atom dependent, the intensity of 

the images depends on the atomic number, where atoms with high 

atomic appear the brightest.9 EDS is similar to XRF in that and electron 

beam, instead of an x-ray, excites a core shell electron from the atom 

and the unique atomic structure of each atom allows for the distinction 

of atoms. It is useful for determining the position of the atoms within 

the heterostructure and observing reactions at the bottom and top of 

the sample.10 

2.4. Electrical Characterization Techniques 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were 

performed by a collaborator, Fabian Göhler, to probe the binding 

energies of the elements. XPS is a surface sensitive technique that 

depends on the photoelectric effect to identify the elements within a 

material and their chemical states. A focused x-ray of some known 

wavelength (λ) hits the surface of the sample prompting electrons to 

emit. The electrons’ kinetic energy is measured and can be used to 
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determine the energy of binding of the measured electron. The peaks 

on the spectrum, therefore, correspond to a specific electron shell and 

can be used as a fingerprint technique.11-12 XPS was used to determine 

the oxidation states of Bi, Mo, and Se in the Bi-Mo-Se heterostructures 

described here in.  

Hall and resistivity measurements were performed on a custom-

built system. A closed cycle He crysostat was used to modulate the 

temperature between 30-300 K. Measurements were made on samples 

deposited on quartz, shadowed to form a van der Pauw cross,13 using a 

LABVIEW program to collect and control the temperature, voltage, 

current, and magnetic field.  

2.5. Bridge  

Chapter II focused on the general overview of the synthesis and 

characterization methods used within this dissertation to make the discussed 

heterostructures and explore their formation and properties. Significant 

attention was paid to the process control of the synthesis method, which 

revolutionized how we make samples using the described method. This 

chapter contains unpublished work written by myself and edited my advisor. 

The next chapter utilized this synthesis method to explore the formation of 

binary compounds and probe for kinetic products.  
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CHAPTER III 
 

THE REACTION BETWEEN MN AND SE LAYERS 
 
3.0. Authorship Statement  

Chapter III was published in Zeitschrift für anorganische und 

allgemeine Chemie in 2018. Co-authors include Danielle M. Hamann, 

who acted as my mentor on the project, Jordan A. Joke, who performed 

several preliminary experiments, and Dmitri Leo M. Cordova. David C. 

Johnson is my adviser and I am the primary author of the manuscript.  

3.1 . Introduction 

In general, the formation of crystalline solids from the elements 

or via the reaction between compounds is not well understood.1–3 While 

there is a consensus that interdiffusion, nucleation, and growth are key 

parts of the formation process, there is little understanding of how 

these fundamental reaction steps can be controlled with experimental 

parameters. This knowledge is crucial for planning a directed 

synthesis.4 A promising approach to investigate the formation 

mechanism of crystalline solids is based on using precursors 

containing alternating layers of the elements.5 An advantage of this 

approach, called modulated elemental reactants 6 or nanoalloying 7 is 

the ability to form a homogenous, amorphous intermediate.8 

Synthetically accessible metastable compounds need to be more stable 

than an amorphous intermediate of the same composition.9 

Fortunately, the composition of amorphous intermediates can be 

systematically controlled to influence which compounds nucleate 

first.10–12 This has enabled the synthesis of a number of metastable 

compounds.13  

The Mn-Se system has been the subject of multiple recent 

investigations using epitaxial growth techniques14–16 and solution 

phase synthesis approaches,14,15,17–21 which were driven by the desire 
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to make discrete magnetic layers, magnetic nanoparticles, or diluted 

magnetic semiconductors.22–24 Only two thermodynamically stable 

compounds are known in the Mn-Se system. Both can be prepared 

using traditional high temperature reactions of the elements.25,26 The 

monoselenide, α-MnSe, has a sodium chloride crystal structure and the 

diselenide, MnSe2, has a cubic pyrite structure. In both compounds Mn 

is octahedrally coordinated by Se.  In α-MnSe, Se is octahedrally 

coordinated by Mn. In MnSe2, there are discrete Se2 dimers, and the Se 

is tetrahedrally coordinated by one Se atom and three Mn atoms. These 

structures are closely related. Replacing the Se dimers in the pyrite by 

Se atoms at the center of mass of the Se dimers results in the rock salt 

structure. In addition to the two thermodynamically stable compounds, 

two metastable MnSe polymorphs (β-MnSe and γ-MnSe) have been 

reported to form as nanocrystals from solutions.27,28  

The purpose of the present investigation is to study the formation 

mechanisms of MnSe and MnSe2 from multilayered Mn-Se precursors 

where the ratio of the elements and the total amount of elements per 

repeating layer were varied to determine parameters required to form 

amorphous reaction intermediates and to discover if any metastable 

compounds nucleate at low reaction temperatures. A number of films 

with different ratios of Mn and Se were prepared with two bilayer 

thicknesses. Alternating layers of Mn and Se were deposited to obtain 

the four target compositions and different bilayer thicknesses. The 

bilayers were repeated multiple times to increase the sample volume. 

The evolution of the films as a function of temperature was followed 

using X-ray diffraction. The sequence of phase formation changed with 

both composition and bilayer thickness.  MnSe formed from films that 

were close to a one to one ratio of Se and Mn during the deposition. For 

compositions containing ~60% Se, an amorphous intermediate formed 

and the first compound crystalized depended on bilayer thickness. 
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MnSe formed first in the film with thin bilayers while a mixture of 

MnSe2 and MnSe formed in the film with thicker bilayers. Both the thin 

and thicker bilayer films with a 1:2 ratio of Mn to Se were amorphous 

as deposited and the first crystalline compound formed was MnSe2 from 

both precursors. Both of the films with initial compositions of ~80% Se 

formed a new metastable compound whose diffraction pattern was 

consistent with a monoclinic unit cell. These results show that 

amorphous intermediates can be formed from precursors with thin 

bilayer thicknesses and that both the composition and the bilayer 

thickness influence which compound nucleates first.  

3.2 . Experimental  

The precursors were synthesized using a vacuum depositions 

chamber operating at pressures below 5 × 10-7 Torr. Manganese was 

deposited using an electron beam gun and selenium was deposited 

using a Knudson effusion cell. All films were deposited on silicon wafers 

with a native oxide layer. Deposition was controlled using quartz crystal 

microbalances (QCM) to monitor the rate of deposition and the amount 

of material deposited in each layer. Different amounts of manganese 

and selenium were deposited for each precursor in order to target four 

different compositions. For each of the compositions investigated, 

precursors with two different bilayer thicknesses were prepared. 

Twenty-four bilayers were deposited in each precursor.  

The samples were annealed at each temperature for 30 minutes 

on a hot plate in a nitrogen atmosphere with an oxygen pressure of less 

than 1 ppm. The initial annealing temperature was 50°C and the 

annealing temperatures were increased in steps of 50°C. X-ray 

reflectivity, X-ray fluorescence and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction 

scans were collected after each annealing step. X-ray reflectivity was 

collected using a Burker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-Kα 

radiation. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (XRD) scans were 
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collected on a Rigaku SmartLab with a Cu source. X-ray fluorescence 

data was collected on a Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a rhodium X-ray 

tube.  

Calibration samples containing Mn and Se were annealed in a 

selenium atmosphere, forcing the formation of pure MnSe2 films as 

confirmed by diffraction scans. The X-ray fluorescence intensity of both 

Mn and Se were measured. Since the proportionality factor between Se 

intensity and the number of Se atoms per unit area was known from 

an earlier study,29 we could calculate the number of Se atoms per unit 

area in each sample. The number of manganese atoms/ unit area in 

each sample was calculated from this using the stoichiometric ratio 

between manganese and selenium. The linear relationship between 

XRF intensity and atoms per unit area for both Mn and Se were used 

to determine the composition of the films in this study. 

3.3 . Results and Discussion  

 

Figure 3.1. Summary of the composition and thickness of the prepared 

precursors. 

A number of precursor films were prepared with systematic 

changes in composition and layer thickness to probe how the reaction 

mechanism varies as a function of these experimental parameters. One 
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set of precursors was prepared where the bilayer Mn|Se thicknesses 

were on the order of that require to form a single unit cell of MnSe or 

MnSe2. Four films (A1-D1) were made with compositions shown in 

Figure 3.1. A second set of four precursors (A2-D2) was prepared with 

bilayer thicknesses approximately twice that of the precursors A1-D1 

with similar compositions (see Figure 3.1). X-ray reflectivity scans of 

the as deposited samples contained only a few Kiessig fringes. While 

there were enough Kiessig fringes to determine the film thickness, the 

termination of fringes at 2.5 to 6.5 degrees indicates a surface 

roughness of ~ 20 Å calculated using the approach of Parratt.30  

The grazing incidence diffraction patterns of the as deposited 

precursors are shown in Figure 3.2. The diffraction patterns of the two 

samples with a starting composition of ~ 54 % selenium, A1 and A2, 

indicated that both crystalized α-MnSe during the deposition. Distinct 

reflections at 32.9 and 47.2 degrees from the (200) and (220) reflections 

and a weak reflection at 58.7 degrees from the (222) reflection are 

apparent in the scans. The vertical dashed lines in Figure 3.2 indicate 

the locations of these reflections for α-MnSe. In addition to the α-MnSe 

reflections, there is a broad maximum centered at ~55 degrees with a 

sharp maximum at 54 degrees that are assigned to a surface 

component, as these features are not apparent in specular diffraction 

scans. We suspect that this feature is due to a surface oxide from the 

magnitude of the intensity of the oxygen signal in the XRF data. This 

surface component is present in all of the as deposited samples. The 

rest of the samples, all more Se rich than A1 and A2, have much 

broader and weaker maxima in the as deposited scans, suggesting that 

they may be amorphous as deposited. The broad maximum at ~32 

degrees shifts to a lower angle as the samples become more Se rich.  
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Figure 3.2. Grazing incidence diffraction scans of the eight precursors before 

any annealing (a. films A1-D1 and b. films A2-D2). The dashed vertical lines 

at 32.9, 47.2, and 58.7° mark the locations of the (200), (220), and (222) 

reflections of the α-MnSe. 

Even for the B samples this maximum is at an angle lower than that 

expected for the (200) reflection of α-MnSe. 

All of the samples were annealed at sequentially higher 

temperatures to follow the evolution of the films. Diffraction patterns 

and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) data were obtained after each annealing 
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temperature. The XRF data for samples A1 and A2 showed that the 

initial films were 54% Se and 46% Mn. The Se content of the films 

decreased due to sublimation of Se between 100 and 250°C. The 

composition of the films remained approximately constant between 250 

and 400°C, slightly Mn rich relative to the stoichiometry of MnSe. This  

 

Figure 3.3. Grazing incidence diffraction scans collected for samples A1(a) 

and A2(b) as a function of annealing temperature. The (111) reflection of a-

MnSe has been marked by an asterisk. 
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difference is presumably due to the presence of a Mn oxide on the 

surface of the samples. Both samples showed increasing oxygen 

content and decreased Se content after annealing at 450°C. Figure 3.3 

contains the diffraction patterns collected during the annealing study 

for samples A1 and A2. For both the A1 and A2 sample, the reflections 

of MnSe in the as deposited films sharpen and increase in intensity as 

the annealing temperature is increased. In sample A2, the weak (111) 

reflection of MnSe becomes visible after annealing at 300°C, reflecting 

the increasing crystallinity of the samples. There is a decrease in the 

intensity of the Bragg reflections at 450°C, which is correlated with an 

increase in the oxygen fluorescence signal and decrease in Se 

fluorescence as measured by XRF. This annealing data confirms that 

the as deposited films of both thicknesses formed MnSe on deposit, 

even though the films contained extra Se. The lattice parameter of the 

MnSe in both samples (5.44(1) Å) is independent of annealing 

temperature and in agreement with the 5.45 Å cubic unit cell reported 

in the literature.31 This data suggests that it will be difficult to obtain 

amorphous films with compositions near a 1 to 1 ratio of Mn to Se using 

modulated precursors. 

Samples B1 and B2, which were approximately 60% Se and 40% 

Mn as deposited, evolved differently due to their different bilayer 

thicknesses. Figure 3.4 contains the grazing incidence diffraction scans 

collected from these samples after each annealing temperature. In 

sample B1, which is slightly more Se rich than sample B2, the broad 

diffraction maxima present in the as deposited film change, becoming 

consistent with the formation of MnSe after annealing at 150° C. 

Sample B2, which has thicker bilayers and is slightly more Mn rich 

than sample B1, forms a mixture of MnSe2 and MnSe during this 

annealing step. This may be a consequence of a non-uniform 

composition in sample B2 due to the thicker bilayers. The MnSe2 lattice  
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Figure 3.4. Grazing incidence diffraction scans of samples B1 (a) and B2 (b) 

as a function of annealing temperature. 

parameters determined from the diffraction scans for sample B2 are 

smaller (6.40(1) Å) than the literature value of c = 6.417 Å.26 During the 

higher temperature anneals, sample B1 behaves similarly to sample A1. 

The rate of Se loss decreases during the 250 and 400°C anneals, with 

its composition becoming Mn rich relative to MnSe, presumably due to 

a surface oxide. The MnSe reflections become sharper and more intense 

as annealing temperature is increased. During the 200 and 250°C 

annealing of sample B2, the reflections of MnSe2 sharpen and grow in 
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intensity. There is Se loss during the 300°C annealing of sample B2, 

and the diffraction pattern after this anneal shows a significant 

increase in the intensity of MnSe reflections. Only reflections for MnSe 

are visible in the diffraction patterns obtained after the 350°C anneal. 

The sample after annealing at 400°C has a composition of 52% Mn 

and48% Se, with the excess Mn again due to the existence of a surface 

oxide.  

 

Figure 3.5. Grazing incidence diffraction scans collected from samples C1 (a) 

and C2 (b) as a function of annealing temperature.  
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Precursors C1 and C2 behaved similarly as a function of 

annealing temperature. They were both amorphous and had 

compositions close to stoichiometry of MnSe2 as deposited. As shown 

in Figure 3.5, both samples formed MnSe2 after annealing at 150°C. 

The MnSe2 lattice parameter 6.41(1) Å, determined from the diffraction 

patterns of both samples, matches the literature value of 6.417 Å.26 To 

decrease the loss of Se from sublimation, sample C2 was covered with 

a silicon wafer while C1 was not. As a consequence, sample C1 loses 

Se at a much faster rate as a function of annealing temperature than 

sample C2 and reflections for MnSe are visible at a much lower 

annealing temperature. The ratio of Mn to Se in sample C2 remained 

near a 1 to 2 ratio until 350°C. After annealing at 400°C, the ratio of 

Mn to Se changed, becoming 1 to 1.1. After this annealing temperature 

MnSe was the dominant compound in the diffraction pattern.  

Precursors D1 and D2 surprised us, forming a compound not 

found on the equilibrium phase diagram during the annealing study. 

The as deposited precursors were both greater than 80% selenium and 

the equilibrium phase diagram indicates they should evolve to form a 

mixture of MnSe2 and Se. Both samples were amorphous as deposited 

and did not change during the 50 and 100°C annealing as shown in 

Figure 3.6.  Both samples form a previously unreported compound on 

annealing at 150°C, and all the reflections in both samples can be 

indexed to a small monoclinic unit cell with lattice parameters a = 

4.942(2) Å, b = 4.32(3) Å, c = 3.779(1) Å, and β = 90.13(3)°. The relative 

intensities of the reflections, however, are different in the two scans, 

suggesting that there may be different amounts of preferred orientation 

or there may be different relative occupancies of crystallographic sites 

in the two samples. The composition of the D1 sample is close to a 1 to 

2 ratio of Mn to Se as a result of significant Se loss during annealing at 
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Figure 3.6. Grazing incidence diffraction scans of samples D1 (a) and D2 (b) 

as a function of annealing temperature 

150°C. This suggests that the composition of the new compound is 

likely to be near a 1 to 2 ratio of Mn to Se. The composition of the D2 

sample did not change significantly on annealing at 150°C, perhaps as 

a consequence of it being much thicker than sample D1. After 

annealing at 200°C, the diffraction pattern of sample D2 has small 

reflections consistent with the formation of MnSe2 and the reflections 

for the new compound have sharpened. After annealing at 200°C, the 

diffraction pattern of sample D1 is very different, without any sharp 
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reflections. The XRF data indicates that sample D1 lost a significant 

amount of Se at this annealing temperature, with a final composition 

close to 1 to 1 between Mn and Se.  At 250°C, the diffraction pattern 

for sample D2 contains reflections consistent with a film of MnSe2 and 

the composition from the XRF data is consistent with this. At higher 

annealing temperatures, sample D2 behaves similar to sample C2, 

losing Se and forming MnSe.  

There are several differences between the samples with thinner 

bilayers (A1-D1) and those with thicker bilayers (A2-D2). The samples 

with thinner bilayers all lose Se at a faster rate than the samples with 

thicker bilayers. Since samples A1-D1 are all much thinner in total 

thickness than A2-D2, this suggests that Se loss is limited by diffusion 

of Se to the surface. The samples with thinner bilayers also end up 

being more Mn rich (and Se poor) relative to the samples with thicker 

bilayers. We believe that this is due to the Mn containing oxide forming 

on surface of the samples.  Since the samples with thinner bilayers are 

also thinner in total thickness, this oxide consumes a larger fraction of 

the total Mn in the film.  

Previous investigations using modulated elemental reactants 

indicated that there is a critical bilayer thickness, with precursors 

layered below the critical thickness forming amorphous intermediates 

and those layered above the critical thickness nucleating binary 

compounds at the interface between elemental layers.31 The results of 

the annealing studies as a function of composition and bilayer 

thickness of the Mn-Se samples suggest that the critical bilayer 

thickness in this system is a function of composition. Both the thicker 

and the thinner samples closest in composition to the stoichiometry of 

MnSe (A1 and A2) formed MnSe during the deposition. The samples 

with ~ 60% Se, B1 and B2, were x-ray amorphous but evolved 

differently. We suspect that at this composition sample B1 was below 
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the critical thickness while sample B2 was above the critical thickness. 

All of the samples with a lower Mn to Se ratio formed amorphous 

intermediates. The thicker and thinner bilayer samples (C1 and C2, D1 

and D2) nucleated the same first compound. 

3.4 . Conclusions 

This study showed that it is possible to form amorphous Mn-Se 

intermediates from modulated elemental reactants if they are more 

than 60% Se. The critical bilayer thickness at this composition is on 

the order of 1 nm. Films that were more Mn rich formed MnSe during 

deposition. Films that were more Se rich formed amorphous 

intermediates and no difference in the evolution of the films were 

observed for bilayer thicknesses less than ~ 2 nm. In the most Se rich 

films investigated, a new metastable compound was discovered. The 

diffraction pattern can be indexed to a monoclinic unit cell with lattice 

parameters of a = 4.942(2) Å, b = 4.32(3) Å, c = 3.779(1) Å, and β = 

90.13(3)°. 

3.5 . Bridge 

Chapter III focused on Mn and Se containing heterostructures to 

probe the formation of binary precursors depending on the local 

composition and layer thickness, which are two tunable parameters in 

Modulated Elemental Reactants. Local composition had the greatest 

impact on the formation of the final product(s) and a previously 

unreported kinetic binary compound was found. This chapter was 

previously published with co-authors in Zeitschrift für anorganische und 

allgemeine Chemie in 2018. I made all of the samples and collected and 

analyzed the diffraction data. The co-authors include Danielle M. 

Hamann, who was my mentor on this project and helped analyze the 

data and edited the manuscript, Jordan A. Joke, who performed several 

preliminary experiments to test the viability of the project, Dmitri Leo 
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M. Cordova, and David C. Johnson, who was my advisor and edited the 

manuscript. Understanding how layer thickness and local composition 

affected nucleation of the final product was imperative for the formation 

of heterostructures discussed in the next chapters.  
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CHAPTER IV 
 

SUBSTITUENT EFFECTS IN THE SYNTHESIS OF 
HETEROSTRUCTURES 

 
4.0. Authorship Statement  

Chapter IV was published in Inorganic Chemistry in 2021. I am 

the primary author of the manuscript while Taryn Mieko Kam collected 

several annealing studies and David C. Johnson acted as my adviser 

and helped to edit the manuscript. 

4.1. Introduction 

The synthesis of heterostructures, compounds containing the 

intergrowth of two distinct structures, has become increasingly 

important.  A large number of novel phenomena have been predicted 

and discovered in heterostructures, including superconductivity,1 

topological states,2 and other phenomena.3-13 While most of these 

ground-breaking discoveries were initially performed on mechanically 

assembled samples via “scotch tape synthesis,” the ability to prepare 

larger area samples as thin films on a variety of substrates is needed 

for applications and for fundamental investigations.14 

Heterostructures are thought to form by the heterogenous 

nucleation of one layer off of the other, both in van der Waals epitaxial 

growth and in other synthesis approaches. Clearly the structure of an 

existing layer will have a significant impact on the structure of the 

subsequent layer that forms.15-17 In addition to lattice matching, the 

electronic properties of an existing layer could also have a significant 

“substituent effect” on the identity of the next layer that forms. 

Substituent effects, where functional groups in one part of a molecule 

impact the rate of reactivity or orientation of an addition reaction in 

another region of the molecule due to electron donation or withdrawal, 

are well known in molecular chemistry.18-19 They are an important tool 
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used by molecular chemists to design reaction sequences to form 

targeted compounds. To our knowledge, no one has reported 

“substituent-like” electronic effects impacting the reaction pathway or 

the final product in the synthesis of compounds with extended 

inorganic structures.  

Recently very different structures formed when attempting to 

grow Bi2Se3 on MoSe2 substrates vs NbSe2 substrates via van der Waals 

epitaxy.20-23 Growth of Bi2Se3 on MoSe2 was straightforwardly 

accomplished by adjusting the Bi and Se deposition rates and substrate 

temperature.20-22 Attempts to grow Bi2Se3 layers directly on NbSe2 

surfaces by similarly tuning the Bi and Se deposition rates and 

substrate temperature however, failed. Instead, the unexpected and 

unavoidable growth of an interfacial layer of BiSe on the NbSe2 was 

observed. Subsequent growth resulted in Bi2Se3 layers growing on top 

of the BiSe interfacial layer.23 Since both MoSe2 and NbSe2 are 

structurally similar transition metal dichalcogenides, this difference is 

surprising. Both dichalcogenides consist of strongly bonded Se-M-Se 

trilayers with lone pairs facing outward. It was suggested that the 

growth of the interfacial rock salt structured BiSe layer alleviated the 

~20% lattice mismatch between Bi2Se3 and NbSe2.23 However, the 

lattice mismatch between Bi2Se3 and MoSe2 is larger (~24%), suggesting 

other factors cause this striking difference in products formed.  

We speculated that the difference in the electrical properties of 

MoSe2 and NbSe2 was the cause of the different growth behaviors. 2H-

MoSe2 is a semiconductor while all polymorphs of NbSe2 are metallic. 

To test this hypothesis, we investigated the growth of Bi2Se3 and Bi2Se3 

containing heterostructures, varying the electronic properties of the 

second constituent. We used a non-epitaxial growth technique, 

modulated elemental reactants (MER) to minimize the impact of lattice 

mismatch on the products formed. We found that the reaction pathway 
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and final products indeed depend on whether the second constituent is 

a metal (TiSe2, VSe2) or a semiconductor (PbSe, 2H-MoSe2). When M = 

Ti or V, the samples formed [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MSe2)]1 with the excess Bi and 

Se segregating to the top of the film forming Bi2Se3. The precursors with 

Bi|Se layers alternating with Pb|Se layers formed metastable products 

during deposition, which transform into [(PbSe)1+x]1[Bi2Se3]1 at 

relatively low annealing temperatures. When Bi|Se bilayers are 

deposited sequentially with Mo|Se bilayers, the composition of the 

precursor dictates the formation of the product. Stochiometric amounts 

of Se in the precursors result in the formation of a mix of 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 and [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1. Excess Se in the 

precursor results in the formation of just [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1. The 

MoSe2 in [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 is a mix of semiconducting 2H and 

metallic 1T polymorphs.24 The MoSe2 layered with Bi2Se3 is only the 

semiconducting 2H polymorph.25 These results suggest that 

“substituent-like” electronic effects exist in the synthesis of extended 

solids, impacting the reaction pathway. 

4.2. Experimental  

Precursors were prepared using a custom vapor deposition 

chamber, where ultra-thin layers of atoms were deposited in a designed 

sequence (Bi|Se)2|M|Se) to mimic the architecture of the targeted 

Bi2Se3-MSex products. Bismuth, lead, titanium, vanadium, and 

molybdenum were deposited using an electron beam gun while 

selenium was deposited using a Knudson effusion cell. The deposition 

rates were controlled using quartz crystal monitors.  The amount of 

each element deposited in each layer was controlled by opening 

shutters for the time required to deposit the targeted amounts. The 

precursors were deposited on an unheated Si (100) wafer with a native 

oxide layer. The (Bi|Se)2 sequence was deposited such that it contained 

the number of atoms required to form a Bi2Se3 quintuple layer. The 
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M|Se layers contained the required number of atoms to form either a 

(100) orientated bilayer of PbSe or the number of atoms required to form 

a single Se-M-Se trilayer of the targeted transition metal dichalcogenide 

(TMD). The targeted atoms / Å2 for each constituent were calculated 

using the lattice parameters of the bulk crystalline structures.  

The amounts of each element actually deposited were determined 

using x-ray fluorescence (XRF).26 XRF intensities were collected for each 

element for the as-deposited samples on a Rigaku ZSX Primus II 

wavelength-dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometer with a Rh x-ray 

source. The proportionality constants converting intensity to atoms/Å2 

were determined by synthesizing films of the most Se rich 

thermodynamic products for each metal and using the previously 

determined proportionality constant for Se.  

X-ray scattering data was collected using several different 

geometries.  X-ray reflectivity (XRR) data was used to determine the 

total film thickness and film roughness from the Kiessig fringes. 

Specular and grazing incident in-plane x-ray diffraction (XRD) was used 

to determine the extent of crystallinity, the repeating layer thicknesses, 

and the lattice parameters of reaction intermediates and compounds 

formed. The XRR and specular XRD information was obtained using Cu 

Kα radiation on a Bruker D8 DISCOVER diffractometer. Grazing 

incidence in-plane XRD was collected on a Rigaku Smartlab 

diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation.  

Annealing studies were performed to follow the evolution of the 

precursors as they self-assembled into the final product(s). The 

precursors were annealed starting at 100°C in a nitrogen glovebox with 

an oxygen pressure of less than 1 ppm. The same piece of each 

precursor was annealed at each temperature, which was increased by 

50°C for each subsequent anneal. Diffraction data was collected after 

annealing at each temperature.  
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4.3. Results   

MER is a non-epitaxial growth technique where the amount of 

each element and the sequence of layers are controlled to create a 

layered precursor with a designed nanoarchitecture.27 The thickness of 

the elemental layers determines the diffusion lengths in the precursors. 

Since diffusion lengths can be reduced to less than a nanometer, 

nucleation typically becomes the rate limiting step in forming a 

crystalline solid.28 What nucleates typically is controlled by local 

composition, enabling in the formation of kinetic products either during 

the deposition or during subsequent annealing.29 For more complex 

precursors containing two or more regions with different local 

compositions, metastable products structurally related to the 

nanoarchitecture of the precursor often form.29-30 The ability to monitor 

interdiffusion via XRR, composition using XRF, and nucleation at the  

Table 4.1. A summary of the composition and thickness information of the 

precursors. 
 Atoms / Å2 per layer Number 

of Layers 
Deposited  

Repeating 
Thickness 

(Å) 

Total Sample 
Thickness 

(Å) Sample  Bi M Se 

Bi2Se3 quintuple layer 0.130  0.201     

Bi|Se Sample A 0.128(1)  0.185(7) 64 9.40(2) 603.7(3) 

Bi|Se Sample B 0.108(1)  0.195(8) 32 8.56(1) 273.8(2) 

(PbSe)1(Bi2Se3)1 0.130 0.107 0.31    

Pb|Se|Bi|Se Sample   0.143(1) 0.108(1) 0.29(1) 20 16.48(2) 329.6(2) 

(Bi2Se3)1(TiSe2)1 0.130 0.093 0.39    

Ti|Se|Bi|Se Sample   0.140(1) 0.093(2) 0.36(1) 20 14.80(2) 289(1) 

(Bi2Se3)1(VSe2)1 0.130 0.103 0.41    

V|Se|Bi|Se Sample   0.136(1) 0.097(1) 0.42(2) 20 16.28(2) 320(1) 

(Bi2Se3)1(MoSe2)1 0.130 0.107 0.41    

Mo|Se|Bi|Se Sample A 0.135(1) 0.103(1) 0.455(5) 19 17.64(5) 334.2(2) 

Mo|Se|Bi|Se Sample B 0.133(1) 0.104(1) 0.42(4) 19 16.46(2) 316(1) 
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multiple interfaces in a precursor via XRD makes these designed 

precursors ideal to monitor reaction pathways.31 

Table 4.1 summarizes the sequence of layers deposited, the 

amount deposited in each sequence, the thickness of the repeating 

sequence of layers, the number of repeating sequences deposited, and 

the total thickness of the precursor for each of the precursors in this 

study. It also contains the estimated number of atoms of each element 

required in each precursor. The estimated lattice parameters of the 

targeted heterostructures were determined by simply adding the c-axis 

lattice parameters of the constituent layers. The amount of each 

element in the precursors are all within 10% of the targeted values. The 

thickness of the repeating sequence of layers for the precursors are all 

consistent with the measured amounts of the deposited elements and 

close to the estimated c-axis lattice parameters for the targeted 

heterostructures. The composition and structural data collected on the 

as-deposited precursors indicate that they all have the intended 

nanoarchitectures and local compositions expected for the targeted 

Bi2Se3 containing compounds.  

We first examined the evolution of diffraction patterns from the 

two Bi|Se samples, both as-deposited and after annealing at different 

temperatures. Since both samples were very similar, here we discuss 

the data collected on Bi|Se sample A. The data for Bi|Se sample B can 

be found in the Appendix A. The as-deposited specular XRD pattern 

(Figure 4.1) does not contain a diffraction maximum resulting from the 

sequential deposition of the elements, indicating that mixing of the 

elements occurred during deposition. The specular pattern did contain 

four broad reflections at higher angles. The first three reflections are 

evenly spaced and index to a family of reflections that suggest a lattice 

parameter that is an integer multiple of 15.67(1) Å. There is also a broad  
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Figure 4.1. (a) XRR (gray) and specular (black) x-ray diffraction and (b) in-

plane x-ray diffraction patterns on Bi|Se sample A collected after annealing 

at the temperatures indicated. The font of the indices matches the identified 

phase. 

maximum at ~29.16(8)° 2θ that is observed in the in-plane XRD 

pattern, suggesting that the product is not crystallographically aligned 

with the substrate. The as-deposited in-plane XRD pattern contains 

three additional broad reflections. The known bismuth selenides with 

hexagonal unit cells all have two common reflections: an intense 

reflection at ~43° 2θ that is indexed as a (110) reflection and an intense 

reflection at ~30° 2θ, which is indexed as an (10l) reflection.32-35 

Assuming that the 43.55(8)° 2θ reflection in the in-plane XRD pattern 
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is the (110) reflection, we can index all of the observed reflections in the 

specular and in-plane XRD patterns using lattice parameters of a = 

4.13(1) Å and c =  47.07(1) Å. These lattice parameters fall within the 

range of lattice parameters for known hexagonal BinSem compounds 

(4.1355(5) Å ≤ a ≤ 4.332(6) Å, 22.8 Å ≤ c ≤ 97.100 Å), but do not match 

any of those previously reported.32-35 

The evolution of structure was followed by collecting specular and 

in-plane XRD patterns after annealing at each temperature (Figure 4.1). 

The diffraction patterns at 100°C are very similar to the as-deposited 

patterns, with no change in intensity or peak shape of the reflections. 

After annealing at 150°C, however, all of the reflections found in the as-

deposited patterns are absent and a set of new reflections are present. 

The new reflections can be indexed as (hkl) reflections from a hexagonal 

unit cell yielding an a-axis lattice parameter of 4.12(1) Å and a c-axis 

lattice parameter of 28.68(1) Å. These are within the range of values 

previously reported for bulk Bi2Se3 (4.115 Å ≤ a ≤ 4.151 Å and 28.25 Å 

≤ c ≤ 29.0 Å).36-38 The crystalline layers are not perfectly aligned to the 

substrate as mixed (hkl) reflections are observed in both patterns. The 

reflections in the diffraction patterns do not change in intensity or peak 

position after annealing at higher temperatures, indicating that the 

formed Bi2Se3 is stable at these temperatures. This is consistent with 

the known Bi-Se phase diagram.39  

Diffraction patterns collected on the Pb|Se|Bi|Se precursor as a 

function of temperature are shown in Figure 4.2. The as-deposited 

precursor does not contain a Bragg maximum from the deposition 

sequence of alternating Pb|Se and Bi|Se layers, indicating that enough 

mixing occurred during the deposition to eliminate periodic electron 

density gradients. Both the specular and in-plane diffraction patterns 

contain broad reflections at ~24.64(1)°, 29.23(5)°, and 42.23(1)° 2θ. 

These reflections can be indexed as reflections associated with a cubic  
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Figure 4.2. (a) XRR (gray) and specular (black) x-ray diffraction and (b) in-

plane x-ray diffraction as a function of temperature on the Pb|Se|Bi|Se 

precursor.  

unit cell with an a-axis lattice parameter of 6.073(1) Å. This is within 

the range reported for PbSe (6.03(1) - 6.128(1) Å),40-41 suggesting that 

the precursor is segregating during the deposition forming domains of 

rock salt structured PbSe, perhaps with some Bi substitutions and 

associated vacancies. No additional reflections appear and the 

intensities of the as-deposited reflections do not change significantly as 

the sample is annealed at or below 250°C.  After annealing at 300°C, a 

set of evenly spaced reflections appear in the specular diffraction 

pattern and new reflections are observed in the in-plane diffraction 
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pattern. The c-axis lattice parameter determined by the (00l) reflections 

in the specular pattern is 15.853(2) Å, which is slightly larger than the 

sum of the c-axis lattice parameters of PbSe and a single quintuple layer 

of Bi2Se3 (15.63 Å). The reflections in the in-plane XRD pattern can be 

indexed as (hk0) reflections from both a cubic and a hexagonal unit cell. 

The a-axis lattice parameters for the cubic phase (a = 6.041(4) Å) is 

within the range reported for PbSe (6.03(1) - 6.128(1) Å),40-41 The a-axis 

lattice parameters for the hexagonal phase (a = 4.199(3) Å) is close to 

those reported for Bi2Se3 (4.115 Å ≤ a ≤ 4.178(1) Å).36,42 The diffraction 

patterns of the sample do not change after annealing at 350 and 400°C. 

The lattice parameters and stability at these temperatures is consistent 

with the formation of [(PbSe)1+x]1[Bi2Se3]1, which is a member of the 

naturally occurring homologous series made from the building blocks 

PbSe and Bi2Se3. This compound reported as (PbSe)5(Bi2Se3)3 or 

Pb5Bi6Se14 due to the formation of an in-plane supercell when grown 

from a melt.43 We see no evidence for the formation of this in-plane 

supercell. This may be a result of extensive turbostratic disorder as 

observed for PbSe-dichalcogenide misfit layer compounds prepared 

from designed precursors.44-46 

Diffraction patterns collected on the Ti|Se|Bi|Se precursor as a 

function of temperature are shown in Figure 4.3. Unlike the Bi|Se and 

Pb|Se|Bi|Se precursors, the first Bragg reflection from the artificial 

layering of the elements is observed, indicating that complete mixing of 

the layers has not occurred. The thickness of the repeating Ti|Se|Bi|Se 

layers (14.80(2) Å) is slightly smaller than the estimated c-axis lattice 

parameter of the targeted [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(TiSe2)]1 heterostructure (15.52 

Å), as the amounts of Ti and Se deposited were below the targeted 

values. Broad reflections are observed at 14.70(1)° and 29.65(1)° 2θ in  
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Figure 4.3. (a) XRR (gray) and specular (black) x-ray diffraction and (b) in-

plane x-ray diffraction as a function of temperature on the Ti|Se|Bi|Se 

precursor. The asterisk marks on the sharp reflections at ~31° and 62° 2θ are 

from the Si substrate.  

the specular XRD pattern that can be indexed as (00l) reflections, 

yielding a c-axis lattice parameter that is a multiple of 6.019(1) Å. There 

are several broad and weak reflections in the in-plane XRD pattern are 

consistent with (hk0) reflections from BiSe and TiSe2 observed from 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1.47 Annealed to 150°C, the intensity of the reflection 

from the Ti|Se|Bi|Se modulation in the precursor decreases, while the 

intensity of reflections from the crystalline phases increase in both 

diffraction patterns. After annealing at 250°C, additional reflections are 
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visible in the specular and in-plane XRD patterns consistent with the 

growth of [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1. The specular reflections are consistent 

with a single family of (00l) reflections with a c-axis lattice parameter of 

11.75(2) Å. The reflections in the in-plane XRD pattern can be indexed 

as (hk0) reflections of both a hexagonal and a rectangular basal plane 

yielding lattice parameters of ahex = 3.60(5) Å, arect = 4.45(1) Å, and brect 

= 4.19(1) Å which are consistent with the presence of TiSe2 and BiSe, 

respectively. These lattice parameters suggest that the misfit layer 

compound [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1 has formed (c = 11.81(2) Å, ahex = 

3.580(3) Å, arect = 4.564(2) Å, and brect = 4.246(1) Å).47  

The reflections in the specular and in-plane XRD patterns from 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1 increase in intensity after annealing at 300°C, but 

new broad and weak reflections in the both patterns that suggest that 

small grains of Bi2Se3 are now present. After the 350°C annealing, the 

reflection from the Ti|Se|Bi|Se modulation is now consistent with the 

higher order reflections from [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1. A second family of 

(00l) reflections is clearly present at this temperature. The c-axis lattice 

parameters from these two families of reflections are 11.77(1) Å and 

9.61(1) Å, indicating the presence of both [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1 and 

Bi2Se3.47-48 New reflections also appear in the in-plane diffraction 

pattern and the intensity of existing reflections increase as their line 

widths decrease significantly. The reflections can be indexed as (hk0) 

reflections of two hexagonal unit cells and a third phase with a 

rectangular basal plane that are consistent with Bi2Se3, TiSe2, and 

BiSe. After annealing at 400°C, the reflections from [(BiSe)1+d]1[(TiSe2)]1 

and Bi2Se3 in the specular pattern become sharper and more intense, 

yielding c-axis lattice parameters of 11.793(5) Å and 9.569 (5) Å. The 

lattice parameters determined from the (hk0) reflections in the in-plane 

pattern (ahex =4.166(5) Å, ahex = 3.59(1)Å, arect = 4.583(2) Å, and brect = 

4.245(2) Å) are also consistent with those reported for Bi2Se3 (4.115 Å 
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≤ a ≤ 4.178(1) Å)36,42 and [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1.47  After annealing at 

450°C, the reflections broaden in the specular pattern and reflections 

from BiSe become weaker in the in-plane diffraction pattern as 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1 begins to decompose to the thermodynamic 

compounds. The diffraction data collected while annealing suggests 

that the sample segregates to form the misfit compound 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(TiSe2)]1 and Bi2Se3. There is no evidence of the formation of 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(TiSe2)]1 at any temperature. 

Diffraction patterns collected on the V|Se|Bi|Se precursor as a 

function of temperature are shown in Figure 4.4. Similar to the 

Ti|Se|Bi|Se precursor, the V|Se|Bi|Se precursor exhibits an initial 

layering reflection at low angles as a result of the artificial layering and 

additional broad reflections in the specular and in-plane diffraction 

patterns. The d-spacing of layering reflection (16.28(2) Å) is slightly 

larger than the estimated c-axis lattice parameter for 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(VSe2)]1 (15.61 Å). The broad reflections in the specular 

XRD pattern at ~14.48(1)° and 29.06(1)° 2θ can be indexed as members 

of the same family of reflections. The interplane spacing is consistent 

with the formation of a compound with a unit cell that is a multiple of 

6.13(2) Å. The in-plane diffraction pattern contains a very broad 

reflection at ~30° 2θ, where the (100) reflection from VSe2 would be 

expected.   

The V|Se|Bi|Se sample evolved through several intermediate 

structures defined by three distinct temperature ranges. In the lowest 

temperature regime, T≦150°C, the reflections observed in the as-

deposited specular XRD pattern are present and their intensity 

increases as annealing temperature increases. After annealing at 

100°C, there is a slight increase in intensity of the reflection at ~30° 2θ 

in the in-plane diffraction pattern. After annealing at 150°C, two  
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Figure 4.4. (a) XRR (gray) and specular (black) x-ray diffraction and (b) in-

plane XRD as a function of temperature on the V|Se|Bi|Se precursor.  

additional weak and broad reflections appear close to the expected 

angles for VSe2 and Bi2Se3 reflections. 

The second temperature regime begins after annealing at 200°C. 

The intensity of the Bragg reflection from the artificial layering 

decreases and shifts to higher angle, indicating that the layer thickness 

has decreased. XRF data reveals that the sample lost 15% of its Se 

content during this anneal. New broad reflections appear in the 

specular and in-plane XRD patterns. The specular XRD pattern 

contains five, broad reflections consistent with a period of ~11.7 Å. 

Shoulders in the higher angle reflections suggest that two phases with 
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similar c-axis lattice parameters (11.53(2) Å and 11.95(3) Å) are present. 

These values are much less than that expected for [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(VSe2)]1 

(c ~15.61 Å) and bracket the reported c-axis lattice parameter of 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(VSe2)]1 (c = 11.78(1) Å).49 Most of the new reflections that 

appear in the in-plane scan can be indexed as (hk0) reflections of two 

hexagonal unit cells with a-axis lattice parameters of 4.20(1) Å and 

3.48(7) Å. The large errors are due to the large line widths. These lattice 

parameters are larger than expected for Bi2Se3 (4.115 Å ≤ a ≤ 4.178(1) 

Å)36,42 and VSe2 (a = 3.43(1) Å),40 respectively. The remaining reflections 

at ~29.20° and ~39.90° 2θ can be indexed as the (104) and (108) 

reflections of Bi2Se3. After annealing at 250°C, the (104) and (108) 

reflections decrease in intensity and after annealing at 300°C they are 

no longer observed. A new reflection grows in at a higher angle than the 

~29.20° 2θ reflection during the 250 and 300°C anneals, consistent 

with the (100) reflection of VSe2.   

The third temperature regime begins after annealing at 350°C, 

where the Bragg maxima from the artificial layering of the precursor 

significantly decreases in intensity, the sample loses Se, and the 

thermodynamically stable products expected from the phase diagram 

([(BiSe)1+γ]1[(VSe2)]1 and Bi2Se3) form. The reflections in the specular 

XRD pattern can be indexed to two different phases: a phase with a c-

axis lattice parameter of 11.7(1) Å and a second phase with a c-axis 

lattice parameter of 10.0(4) Å. The in-plane reflections after annealing 

to 350°C can all be indexed as (hk0) reflections of two hexagonal unit 

cells. The reflections for these two compounds become more defined 

after annealing at higher temperatures. The reflection from the initial 

layering of the elements in the specular XRD pattern is absent after 

annealing at 400°C. The reflections in the specular XRD pattern can be 

indexed yielding c-axis lattice parameters of 11.772(4) Å and 9.568(4) 

Å. The first phase is consistent with [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(VSe2)]1 (c = 11.78(1) 
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Å).49 The second phase is consistent with Bi2Se3.48 The in-plane 

reflections after annealing at 400°C can be indexed as (hk0) reflections 

of two hexagonal unit cells and a third phase with a rectangular basal 

plane. The hexagonal phases have a-axis lattice parameters of 4.165(8) 

Å and 3.465(6) Å, which are consistent with the reported a-axis lattice 

parameters for Bi2Se3 (4.115 Å ≤ a ≤ 4.178(1) Å)36,42 and VSe2 (a = 

3.43(1) Å),40 respectively. The reflections from the rectangular basal 

plane yield lattice parameters of a = 4.56(4) Å and b = 4.30(4) Å, which 

are consistent with the lattice parameters reported previously for 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MSe2)]1 heterostructures.24,50 The sample consists of a 

combination of [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(VSe2)]1 and Bi2Se3 after annealing at 400°C.  

We find no evidence for the formation of the targeted 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(TiSe2)]1 or [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(VSe2)]1 heterostructures at any 

temperature.  This is despite the precursors having the composition 

and nanoarchitecture that should favor their formation via a near 

diffusionless transition. The nucleation of TiSe2 and VSe2 during the 

deposition may permit charge transfer from nuclei of BiSe to the TMD 

layer, promoting the nucleation of BiSe over Bi2Se3.  

Since MoSe2 forms both a semiconducting 2H polymorph and a 

metallic 1T polymorph, we explored the reaction pathway of two 

different Mo|Se|Bi|Se precursors. Diffraction patterns collected as a 

function of temperature on Mo|Se|Bi|Se precursor A, which contains 

excess Se, are shown in Figure 4.5. The as-deposited XRR and specular 

XRD patterns contain Bragg reflections from the artificial layering of 

the elements, similar to the other M|Se|Bi|Se precursors. The 

reflections observed yield a layering thickness of 17.63(5) Å, which is 

larger than the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of the targeted 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 heterostructure (16.06 Å) due to the extra Se. 

There is also a single broad reflection observed in the in-plane XRD  
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Figure 4.5. (a) XRR (gray) and specular (black) x-ray diffraction and (b) in-

plane x-ray diffraction as a function of temperature on Mo|Se|Bi|Se 

Precursor A.  The asterisk marks an unidentified reflection.  

pattern at ~30° 2θ. No major changes occur in either pattern after annealing 

at 100°C. After annealing at 150°C, the first order reflection from the 

modulation of the elements shifts to lower 2θ and the second order reflection 

(~10° 2θ) is no longer observed, suggesting mixing of the elements. There is 

also a decrease in the number of Kiessig fringes in the XRR pattern, indicating 

an increase in roughness. Minimal changes are observed in the specular and 

in-plane XRD patterns after annealing at 200°C. After the 250°C anneal, the 

first order artificial layering reflection is very broad and the broad reflection 

at ~14° 2θ has decreased in intensity. There is no change in the in-plane XRD 

pattern. Both patterns remain the same after annealing at 300°C. After 
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annealing at 350°C, the number of reflections observed in the specular and 

in-plane XRD patterns increases dramatically and XRF indicates the sample 

lost 7% of its Se. Five broad reflections are observed in the specular XRD 

pattern. The first three reflections are consistent with a single family of 

reflections with a c-axis lattice parameter of 17.12(5) Å, which is larger than 

estimated for a [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 heterostructure. The two reflections 

observed above 20° 2θ are not consistent with the first three reflections, but 

can be indexed as the (003) and (004) reflections of a repeating unit with a c-

axis lattice parameter of 12.13(6) Å. The broad linewidths of the reflections 

indicate the coherent domain sizes are small. Four broad reflections are 

observed in the in-plane pattern, which are consistent with two hexagonal 

unit cells, one with an a-axis lattice parameter of 4.16(2) Å and another with 

an a-axis lattice parameter of 3.32(1) Å. These are close with those reported 

for Bi2Se3 (4.115 Å ≤ a ≤ 4.178(1) Å)36,42 and MoSe2 (a = 3.32(1) Å),24 

respectively. After annealing at 400°C, the sample’s composition is within 

error of the estimated amounts required for a [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 

heterostructure. The first three reflections in the specular XRD pattern shift 

slightly to higher angles resulting in a smaller c-axis lattice parameter 

(17.08(5) Å). The reflections above 20° shift to lower angles, changing the c-

axis lattice parameter to 12.2(2) Å. No changes are observed in the in-plane 

XRD pattern. After annealing at 450°C, all of the observed now narrower 

reflections in the specular pattern can be indexed as members of the same 

family of reflections with a c-axis lattice parameter of 16.56(6) Å. This c-axis 

lattice parameter is consistent with the estimated c-axis lattice parameter for 

a [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 heterostructure (16.06 Å). The reduced line widths 

indicate larger crystalline domains. The reflections in the in-plane pattern are 

also narrower and more intense at this temperature. The a-axis lattice 

parameters (4.16(1) Å and 3.30(1) Å) change minimally compared to the 

previous temperature and are consistent with Bi2Se336,42 and MoSe2,24 

respectively. The reflection observed at ~28° 2θ is not consistent with either 

hexagonal unit cell. After annealing to 500°C, several reflections are lost, the 

line widths increase, and the intensity decreases in the specular pattern.  The 

intensity of the reflections consistent with Bi2Se3 in the in-plane pattern 
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decreases at this temperature. The changes in both patterns indicate the 

sample decomposes due to loss of material.  

Unlike the previously discussed Ti|Se|Bi|Se and V|Se|Bi|Se 

precursors, Mo|Se|Bi|Se precursor A with excess Se forms the desired 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 heterostructure via a convoluted reaction pathway. The 

large line widths of the (00l) reflections suggests the structure contains many 

stacking defects, similar to the diffraction data shown earlier for 

[(PbSe)1+x]1[Bi2Se3]1.  

Mo|Se|Bi|Se precursor B, which is closer to the stoichiometry of the 

targeted [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 compound  forms a not very well crystallized 

mixture of [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 and [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 after annealing at 

500°C. A detailed analysis of the changes in the diffraction patterns of this 

sample as a function of annealing temperature is provided in Appendix A. The 

evolution is similar to precursor A, however once [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 forms it 

never reacts with the remaining Bi and Se to form [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1.   

4.4. Discussion  

The differences in the growth mechanisms of the Bi|Se 

containing heterostructures indicates the electronic structure of the 

constituent layers impacts the reaction pathway of the precursors and 

the identity of the compounds formed. Similar to the directing groups 

in molecular chemistry, the electronic properties of the neighboring 

M|Se layer dictate whether the Bi|Se layer forms Bi2Se3 or BiSe. When 

a precursor with just Bi|Se layers having a 2:3 ratio of Bi:Se are 

annealed, Bi2Se3 forms. Precursors containing the identical Bi|Se 

bilayer form heterostructures containing BiSe when the M|Se layer 

forms a metal (TiSe2, VSe2, 1T-MoSe2). Heterostructures form 

containing the targeted Bi2Se3 layer only when the M|Se layer forms a 

semiconductor (PbSe or 2H-MoSe2). The BiSe containing 

heterostructures are more stable than the targeted Bi2Se3 containing 

heterostructures due to charge transfer from the BiSe to the 
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dichalcogenide which result in strong ionic interactions between the 

BiSe and dichalcogenide layers.24,47,49-50 If the bismuth atoms can 

reduce the transition metal, BiSe will form.  If not, Bi2Se3 will form.  

The local composition of Mo|Se|Bi|Se precursors controls 

whether [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 or [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 form.  Both 

compounds are local free energy minima in the energy landscape and 

are close in composition. [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 forms from 

Mo|Se|Bi|Se precursors when they contain the stoichiometric amount 

of Bi and Mo and excess Se. Presumably the excess amounts of Se in 

Mo|Se|Bi|Se reduces the amount of charge transfer from Bi to Mo, 

resulting in the nucleation and growth of 2H-MoSe2, which is the only 

polymorph observed in the XPS of [(Bi2Se3)1+d]n[(MoSe2)]1 compounds.25 

Mixtures of [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 and [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 form if there 

is not sufficient excess Se. [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 contains both 2H and 

1T as measured in the XPS.24  

Our results may explain the van der Waals epitaxy results when 

growth of Bi2Se3 layers were attempted on dichalcogenides. Bi2Se3 

layers can be grown on semiconducting 2H-MoSe2 using MBE20-22 

because the depositing Bi atoms cannot donate electrons to the MoSe2 

substrate. Bi2Se3 layers cannot be grown directly on metallic NbSe2 

using MBE23 because the depositing Bi atoms donate electrons to the 

NbSe2 substrate, enabling BiSe to form at the interface. The ability to 

donate charge depends on the electronic structure of the adjacent layer. 

Lattice matching is a less important parameter.  

4.5. Conclusions 

The self-assembly of Bi2Se3 layers from ternary M|Se|Bi|Se 

precursors depends strongly on the “substituent-like” effects of the 

neighboring M|Se layer. Bi|Se and Pb|Se|Bi|Se precursors 

respectively crystallized Bi2Se3 and [(PbSe)1+x]1[Bi2Se3]1 through similar 
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reaction pathways, as neither sample contains a layer than can accept 

electrons. Ti|Se|Bi|Se and V|Se|Bi|Se precursors both formed a 

mixture of [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MSe2)]1 and Bi2Se3, as the TMD layer acts as an 

electron acceptor, resulting in strong ionic interactions between the 

BiSe and TMD layers.  Varying the composition of Mo|Se|Bi|Se 

precursor controls whether [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 or 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 form and the polymorph(s) of MoSe2 that are 

present. Our results indicate the electronic properties of neighboring 

layers play a significant role in the synthesis of heterostructures, 

analogous to the role electron withdrawing and donating groups play in 

the reaction rates and formation of products in molecular chemistry. 

Understanding these interactions and their effect on the reaction 

pathway is vital for the design and synthesis of novel compounds for 

future applications.  

4.6. Bridge 
Chapter IV was previously published with co-authors in Inorganic 

Chemistry in 2021, where we determined that there are substituent-like 

effects in heterostructures that can impact their nucleation and growth. The 

electronic properties of the neighboring layer in a precursor impacted the 

formation of the final product in Bi and Se containing heterostructures. This 

may be another tunable parameter by which to control the formation of 

various products. I made the samples, collected and analyzed the diffraction 

data, and wrote the manuscript. My co-authors on this paper were Taryn M. 

Kam, who assisted in collecting and analyzing the diffraction data, and David 

C. Johnson, who was my advisor and edited the manuscript. The charge 

transfer observed in this paper prompted an exploration of the charge transfer 

from kinetic BiSe to MoSe2, where Bi2Se3 acted as a buffer layer in the 

heterostructure.   
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CHAPTER V 
 
SYNTHESIS AND ELECTRICAL PROPTERITES OF A NEW COMPOUND 

(BISE)0.97(BI2SE3)1.26(BISE)0.97(MOSE2) CONTAINING METALLIC 1T-
MOSE2  

 
5.0. Authorship Statement  

Chapter V was published in Chemistry of Materials in 2021. Co-

authors include Renae N. Gannon and Douglas L. Medlin, who 

collected and analyzed the HAADF-STEM data, Fabian Göhler and 

Thomas Seyller, who collected and analyzed the XPS data, and Aaron 

Miller, who collected and analyzed the electrical data. David C. 

Johnson is my adviser, and I am the primary author of the manuscript.  

5.1. Introduction 

Group 6 semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides have 

been the subject of extensive research over the last several decades due 

to their potential applications in catalysis,1-3 photovoltaics,4 

supercapacitors,5 and rechargeable battery systems.6 The structure of 

these MX2 compounds (where M = Mo, W and X = S, Se) consists of a 

hexagonal layer of metal atoms sandwiched between two hexagonal 

chalcogen layers.7-8 Depending on the stacking of these trilayers, 

several polymorphs are possible, with the semiconducting 2H 

polymorph being the most common with ABA BAB stacking. This 

stacking results in trigonal prismatic coordination of the metal.9-10 The 

recent discovery that the Group 6 compounds transition from an 

indirect- to a direct- band gap semiconductor when the bulk material 

is scaled down to a monolayer has created significant excitement as one 

of the first examples of an emergent property in a monolayer.11-13 The 

transition from an indirect to a direct band gap semiconductor, which 

increases absorption and photoluminescence, has great promise for 

applications in optical devices.12,14-16 
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Ternary and higher order compounds containing the Group 6 X-

M-X trilayers can also have ABC stacking of the layers, resulting in 

octahedral coordination of the metal and metallic conductivity.3,17-20 

These structural and electronic changes were first discovered in the 

alkali intercalation of the Group 6 compounds.18,21-22 The ability to vary 

the intercalant, change carrier concentration by varying the amount of 

intercalate, and the discovery of superconductivity in these compounds 

resulted in a surge of activity.18,23-24 Haering and coworkers recognized 

the potential of these compounds as battery cathodes, leading to the 

first commercialized lithium ion batteries.25 More recently, there has 

been surge in publications on single and few layer 1T-MX2 compounds 

due to improved catalytic properties for hydrogen evolution2-3 and 

reduced contact resistances in 1T-2H-1T source-channel-drain field 

effect transistors.19,26 

The high mobility and the volatility of alkali metal intercalants 

creates challenges in their synthesis and in subsequent processing 

steps when adjacent to other compounds.27 An alternative way to create 

1T-MX2 layers is the presence of an adjacent strong electron donating 

layer. MSe layers, where M = Sb, Bi or a rare earth metal, have been 

reported to donate charge to neighboring dichalcogenide layers in misfit 

layered compounds.28 These MSe layers have much lower vapor 

pressures than typical intercalants and are much less likely to diffuse. 

A recent paper on (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) reported a 40/60 ratio of 1T/2H 

polymorph in the MoSe2 layer, with a significant reduction in electrical 

resistivity relative to 2H MoSe2.29 To increase the fraction of 1T-MX2, 

more charge donation is required. However, [(BiSe)1+x]n(MoSe2) 

compounds cannot be made, as multiple layers of BiSe are not stable 

next to each other.30 

In this paper we report the synthesis, structure, and properties 

of (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2), probing how increasing the ratio 
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of BiSe/MoSe2 layers affects the percentages of 2H and 1T polymorphs 

in the MoSe2 layer. (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) was targeted as 

isostructural compounds have previously been reported.31 The 

synthesis of the desired heterostructure is nontrivial, as it is only 

kinetically stable and avoiding the formation of [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) 

requires excess Bi and Se in the precursor. The 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) formed crystallographically aligned 

with respect to the substrate, but this is due to the morphology of the 

precursor, not epitaxial growth. The extensive turbostratic disorder 

between the constituent layers indicates that epitaxial growth does not 

dominate the self-assembly of the precursor into the heterostructure. 

High-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (HAADF-STEM) images confirms the layered nature of 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) and indicates that two different 

polymorphs of MoSe2 are present. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) data also indicates that 1T-MoSe2 is present in increased 

quantities relative to (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Resistivity measurements of 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) show it is metallic, which are 

consistent with the increased amount of 1T-MoSe2 in the 

heterostructure. The Hall data is more complicated due to the 

heterogeneous mix of phases in the structures resulting in a change in 

carrier type as temperature is varied.  

5.2. Experimental  

Precursors targeting (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) were 

synthesized via physical vapor deposition of the elements at pressures 

below 5 × 10-7 torr, using the repeating sequence 

Mo|Se|Bi|Se|(Bi|Se|Bi|Se)|Bi|Se. Bismuth and molybdenum were 

deposited using an electron beam gun and selenium was deposited 

using a Knudson effusion cell. A Si (100) wafer with a native oxide layer 

and fused quartz were used as substrates. The bulk crystalline 
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structures of the individual constituents were used calculate the 

desired amount of material in each layer such that each Mo|Se layer 

had the number of atoms required to form a single Se-Mo-Se trilayer of 

MoSe2, each Bi|Se layer had the number or atoms required to form a 

bilayer of a rock salt structured BiSe and each (Bi|Se|Bi|Se) had the 

number or atoms required to form a quintuple Se-Bi-Se-Bi-Se layer of 

Bi2Se3. A previously published calibration method32 was used to 

optimize the deposition parameters. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 

intensities were collected with a Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a rhodium 

X-ray tube to determine the amount of each metal deposited. The 

proportionality constant between XRF intensity and amount of Mo and 

Bi the film was determined by preparing samples of MoSe2 and Bi2Se3 

and using the Se proportionality constant previously reported.32 

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and specular x-ray diffraction (XRD) data 

was collected on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-Kα 

radiation.  Grazing incidence in-plane XRD information was collected 

using a Rigaku SmartLab with a Cu source.  

Precursors were annealed at targeted temperatures for 15 

minutes in a glove box with a nitrogen atmosphere where O2 pressure 

was below 0.5 ppm to promote their self-assembly into the crystalline 

products.  

A cross-section of the sample was prepared with a FEI Helios 

Nanolab 600i DualBeam Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)/Focused 

Ion Beam (FI) using standard lift-out methods.33 A protective layer of 

Sharpie carbon and FIB deposited carbon was applied to the surface. 

High Angle Annual Dark Field-Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscope (HAADF-STEM) images of the cross-section were collected 

on a probe-corrected Thermo Fisher Scientific Themis Z STEM at 300 

keV.  
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were 

carried out at room temperature at a pressure of less than 3 × 10-10 

mbar using Al-Kα radiation from a SPECS XR-50M X-ray source with 

SPECS Focus 500 crystal monochromator, and a SPECS Phoibos 150 

MCD-9 hemispherical analyzer equipped with a nine channeltron 

detector. Cleaving of samples prior to XPS measurements was done by 

mounting the sample between two steel plates using a combination of 

low-degassing EPO TEK H72 and H22 epoxy resins. Breaking of the top 

plate under the flow of dry nitrogen in the load lock of the UHV system 

exposes the buried interfaces of the film. Spectral analysis was carried 

out by fitting the high-resolution core level spectra with multiple Voigt-

profiles. Lorentzian lifetimes widths used in the fits were determined 

beforehand on commercially available single crystals as well as MER-

grown binary samples. 

Temperature dependent resistivity measurements were collected 

on the samples between 24 and 298 K using the van der Pauw method 

on a home-built system. 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

Six precursors were deposited as we attempted to prepare 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2). The amounts of each element 

required to form 11 and 10 layers of a 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) heterostructure were estimated 

using the lattice parameters and structures of the binary constituents 

and/or structurally related compounds (Table 5.1). The compositions, 

total thickness, and repeating layer thickness of each precursor are 

summarized in Table 5.1. The fluctuation of the measured amounts for 

the precursors around the targeted values reflects the reproducibility 

of the deposition but is valuable as our initial target value is only an 

estimate. Compositions for each precursor were determined from the  
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Table 5.1. Amounts of material and repeating thicknesses for samples 

targeting the (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) nanoarchitecture.  

 
 

Sample 

Atoms / Å2 per layer in 
precursor before 

annealing 
Total 

Thickness 
(Å) 

Number 
of Layers 
Deposited 

Number 
of Layers 

Crystallized 

Repeating 
Thickness 

(Å) Bi Mo Se 

Sample 1 3.88(8) 1.15(2) 6.5(3) 309.7(9) 11 10 28.37(2) 

Sample 2 3.53(7) 1.37(3) 6.6(3) 308.7(5) 11 10 27.69(2) 

Sample 3 3.19(6) 1.21(2) 7.6(4) 312.9(8) 11 10 28.49(2) 

Sample 4 3.41(7) 0.90(2) 7.0(3) 291.2(7) 11 10 27.28(2) 

Sample 5 3.46(7) 1.22(2) 7.0(3) 302.7(4) 11 - 27.78(2) 

Sample 6 3.54(7) 1.15(2) 7.1(4) 315.0(8) 11 - 27.89(2) 
(BiSe) 

(Bi2Se3) 
(BiSe) 

(MoSe2) 

3.71 1.18 6.8  11  
28.06 

3.37 1.07 6.2  10  

(Bi2Se3)2 
(MoSe2) 

2.87 1.18 6.8  11  
25.56 

2.61 1.07 6.2  10  

 

XRF intensities of each element for the total film and the 

previously described calibration method.31 The precursors were closer 

in composition to the stoichiometry of 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) than to the composition estimated 

for 11 or 10 layers of [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2), a potentially competing local 

free energy minima. The XRR patterns of all of the precursors contained 

a first order Bragg reflection from the sequence of deposited layers, 

indicating that the elements in the precursor did not completely mix 

during the deposition. The thicknesses of all of the repeating sequence 

of elemental layers were close to the estimated c-axis lattice parameter 

for the (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) heterostructure (28.06 Å) 

determined by adding the c-axis lattice parameters of the constituents. 

The amounts of each element deposited in the repeating sequence 

Mo|Se|Bi|Se|(Bi|Se|Bi|Se)|Bi|Se suggests that forming 10 or 11 

layers of  (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) would involve the smallest 

diffusion distances for the elements.  
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Figure 5.1. (a) XRR (gray) and specular x-ray diffraction and (b) representative 

in-plane x-ray diffraction patterns of the samples after annealing to 350°C. 

Asterisks in (a) mark the reflections that result from the Si substrate. The 

reflections for the different components are marked in (b) in varying fonts 

consistent with the labels in the top right corner.  

All of the samples were annealed to 350°C to quickly evaluate 

what compounds self-assembled from the precursors and the resulting 

specular and in-plane diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 5.1. The 

reflections observed in the specular diffraction patterns of samples 1 

and 2 index to single families of (00l) reflections with c-axis lattice 

parameters of 27.97(1) Å and 27.79(2) Å, respectively. Both are close to 

the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of 
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(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (28.06 Å). The in-plane reflections 

can be indexed as (hk0) reflections for three different constituents: two 

hexagonal unit cells and a unit cell with a rectangular basal plane. The 

calculated lattice parameters (ahex,1 = 4.170(3) Å, ahex,2 = 3.311(4) Å, arect 

= 4.600(1) Å and brect = 4.238(1) Å) are consistent with those expected 

for Bi2Se3 (a = 4.178(1) Å), MoSe2 (a = 3.32(1) Å), and BiSe (a = 4.61(1) 

Å and b = 4.26(1) Å), respectively.29,31 This diffraction data indicates 

that (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) formed from these precursors. 

Surprisingly, samples 3 and 4 formed [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) instead of the 

targeted compound (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) whose 

composition they were closest to. The evenly spaced reflections in the 

specular x-ray diffraction yield c-axis lattice parameters of 26.38(1) Å 

and 25.96(1) Å, respectively, which are close to the estimated c-axis 

lattice parameter for [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) (25.56 Å). The in-plane 

maxima can be indexed as (hk0) reflections to two different hexagonal 

unit cells with a-axis lattice parameters of 4.154(2) Å and 3.309(5) Å, 

which are close to those expected for Bi2Se3 and MoSe2, 

respectively.29,31 Intensity at ~28.6° 2θ suggests that a small amount of 

BiSe may have formed. The specular diffraction scans for samples 5 

and 6 have sharp reflections at low angles and broader diffraction 

maxima at high angles, suggesting that the samples have not fully self-

assembled at this temperature. The high angle reflections yield c-axis 

lattice parameters of 26.32(1) Å and 26.27(1) Å for samples 5 and 6, 

respectively, which is close to the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of 

(Bi2Se3)1+y]2[(MoSe2). The reflections observed in the in-plane pattern of 

sample 6 can be indexed to two different hexagonal unit cells. The 

lattice parameters calculated from the peak positions (ahex = 4.158(3) Å, 

ahex = 3.304(7) Å,) are consistent with those expected for Bi2Se3 and 

MoSe2. Higher intensity at ~28.6° 2θ suggests that more BiSe is present 

in this sample than found in sample 3.  The different products formed 
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shows how sensitive the reaction pathway is to the composition and 

structure of the precursors. 

 
Figure 5.2. Amounts of Bi and Mo in the samples compared to the estimated 

amounts to form [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2) (red circle) and 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (blue circle).  

In conventional high temperature solid state synthesis, the 

composition of the starting mixture determines the product or ratio of 

products that form. In reactions of layered precursors, the local 

compositions and nanoarchitecture become important parameters as 

they control what nucleates and the diffusion lengths required for 

growth. Due to reactions with the substrate and/or oxidation at the 

surface, it is common to form one or more fewer unit cells of the 

intended heterostructure than the number of layers deposited.34 We 

observed this in the precursors studied here, as the Laue oscillations 

around the (002) reflections in samples 1-4 indicate that 10 unit cells 

formed from the 11 repeating sequences deposited. Figure 5.2 graphs 

the amounts of Mo and Bi in each of the samples, normalized to the 10 

unit cells that crystalized, and arrows are used to indicate whether they 

formed (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) or [(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2). 

Samples 1 and 2 have enough Bi and Mo to make the ten layers of 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) that formed. Samples 3-6 are all 

deficient in one element compared to 
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(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2). Instead of forming 9 unit cells of 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2), they instead evolve into 

[(Bi2Se3)1+y]2(MoSe2). We speculate that the significant excess of Se (5-

13%) relative to the amounts of Bi and Mo in these precursors may have 

promoted the formation of Bi2Se3 rather than BiSe by Le Chatelier’s 

principle. Since Laue oscillations are observed in samples 1-4, long 

range diffusion is required to transport the excess amounts of Bi and 

Mo out of the coherent crystalline domains. The excess Se probably acts 

as a flux. Samples with excess Mo relative to the compound formed 

have broader diffraction maxima, which we speculate is due to MoSe2 

inclusions, which reduces the size of coherent domains. Excess Bi has 

been observed to form Bi2Se3 on the top of the sample in other Bi 

containing heterostructures,30,35 suggesting that it is more mobile than 

excess Mo. Our results indicate that the local free energy minima in the 

energy landscape for (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) and 

[(Bi2Se3)1+y]2[(MoSe2)] are close in energy. 

Specular and in-plane XRD scans were collected on sample 1 as 

a function of annealing temperature to determine the optimal formation 

conditions for (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (Figure 5.3). The 

specular XRD pattern of the as-deposited precursor contains reflections 

from two different sources. The sharp first order Bragg reflection results 

from the composition modulation of the precursor from the deposited 

sequence of elemental layers. The broader diffraction maxima at higher 

angles result from small crystalline domains that nucleated and grew 

during the deposition process. The broad diffraction maxima can all be 

indexed to a single family of (00l) reflections with a c-axis lattice 

parameter of 28.0(1) Å. This value is close to the estimated c-axis lattice 

parameter for (BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) (28.06 Å). Evidence for  
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Figure 5.3. (a) XRR (gray) and specular XRD (black) patterns and (b) in-plane 

XRD patterns of Sample 1 as a function of temperature. The red lines indicate 

the 2θ values for reflections calculated using the c-axis lattice parameter of 

the structure (27.97(1) Å). Indices are indicated above some reflections.  

crystallization during deposition is also found in the in-plane XRD 

pattern. The broad reflections are consistent with the (100) and (110) 

reflections for Bi2Se3 and the (110) and (020) reflections for BiSe.31 After 

annealing at 150°C, there are slight increases in intensity of the existing 

reflections in both the specular and in-plane XRD patterns, but no new 

reflections are observed. The XRR pattern has fewer Kiessig fringes, 

suggesting that there is an increase in the roughness of the film as 

atoms diffuse. After annealing at 250°C, the intensity of reflections in 
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the specular and in-plane XRD patterns increase, linewidths decrease 

and additional reflections are visible in both patterns. Even more 

reflections appear after annealing at 350°C and the existing reflections 

in both patterns increase in intensity and decrease in linewidth. The 

XRR pattern indicates that the film smoothness increased during 

annealing at 350°C. Laue oscillations are now apparent between low 

angle Bragg reflections, indicating the sample is 10 repeating layers 

thick. The total thickness of the sample based on the Kiessig fringes in 

the XRR pattern is 306.9(3) Å. Based on the c-axis lattice parameter 

and the number of layers indicated from the Laue oscillations, the 

thickness of the crystalline BiSe-Bi2Se3-BiSe-MoSe2 repeating structure 

is ~279.7 Å. The difference, ~27 Å, is approximately the thickness of 3 

quintuple layers of Bi2Se3, which is observed in the STEM images 

discussed next. The lattice parameters calculated from both patterns 

remain consistent with the formation of 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) at this temperature.  The (00l) 

reflections in the specular XRD pattern lose intensity, broaden, and 

new reflections appear after annealing at 400°C, indicating that 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) is decomposing. The in-plane 

reflections of BiSe decrease in the intensity, suggesting that the 

decomposition of this layer is responsible for the deterioration of the 

heterostructure. The annealing study indicates that 

(BiSe)1+x(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) begins to self-assemble during the 

deposition and the self-assembly is completed and excess Bi and Se 

diffuse to the top of the film after annealing at 350°C.   

A HAADF-STEM image from a cross section of sample 1 annealed 

at 350°C is contained in Figure 5.4. The 10 repeating units of 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), containing a quintuple layer of 

Bi2Se3, a bilayer of BiSe, a trilayer of MoSe2, and a bilayer of BiSe are 
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Figure 5.4. Representative HAADF-STEM image of the 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) heterostructure annealed to 350oC on a Si 

substrate with its native SiO2 surface layer. The 10 repeating sequences of 

layers resulting in Laue oscillations are indicated on the left with red dashed 

lines. 

clearly visible. The 10 unit cells agree with the number determined from 

the Laue oscillations in the XRD pattern.  There is a thin amorphous 

region present on the bottom of the film and two extra Bi2Se3 layers are 

present on the top of the sample. Similar diffusion of excess Bi and Se 

to the top of a sample forming Bi2Se3 layers was previously reported in 

other bismuth containing heterostructures.30,35 The first crystalline 

layer in the heterostructure above the substrate is Bi2Se3, which is 

surprising since a Mo|Se layer was first in the deposition sequence. 

The energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) map shows that the 

bottom of the film contains an amorphous mixture including Mo, Se, Si 

and O (Figure B.1). The intensity of Se on the bottom of the film is less 

than that of the Se intensity in MoSe2 layers, suggesting that at least 

some of the Mo may react with the SiO2 coated Si surface during 

deposition or annealing. Grain boundaries within layers and varying 
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orientations within and between layers are present for all constituents, 

suggesting multiple nucleation sites. The resulting turbostratic 

disorder is commonly found in samples prepared from modulated 

precursors. 36-38 

 
Figure 5.5. HAADF-STEM image of the (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 

heterostructure with zone axes labeled for each constituent. Antiphase 

boundaries are observed in regions of the film containing BiSe orientated 

along the [110] zone axis and marked with red arrows. 

A higher magnification HAADF-STEM image is shown in Figure 

5.5 which clearly shows the atomically abrupt interfaces between the 

structurally different layers. Different layers having different zone axis 

orientations are observed, with the orientations changing both within 

and between layers. A single quintuple layer containing a Se-Bi-Se-Bi-

Se stacking sequence is observed when the Bi2Se3 layer is oriented 

along a <112#0> zone axis. Antiphase boundaries are clearly visible in 

BiSe layers when they are oriented along a <110> zone axis. The 

different orientations are thought to result from different nucleation 

sites both in the same and in different layers, resulting in the extensive 

rotational disorder observed.  
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Figure 5.6. HAADF-STEM images which show a region of a) 1T-MoSe2 and b) 

2H-MoSe2. The schematics below the images show the expected [110] zone 

axis images for 1T-MoSe2 and 2H-MoSe2 [Mo (green) and Se (yellow)].  

While not both contained in the image in Figure 5.5, we identified 

regions in the sample where small domains of the two different 

polytypes of MoSe2 could be identified when they are orientated down a 

<110> zone axis. The diagonal slashes shown in Figure 5.6a are 

consistent with an octahedrally coordinated 1T-MoSe2 polymorph and 

the chevrons in Figure 5.6b are consistent with a trigonal prismatic 

coordinated 2H-MoSe2 structure. That only small local regions are 

observable with these zone axis orientations reflects the small size of 

the MoSe2 grains. XPS of the Mo 3d, Se 3d, and Bi 5d core levels was 

collected on cleaved films to gain information about the electronic states 

found in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), and representative 

spectra are shown in Figure 7. Spectral analysis of the Mo 3d core level 

spectrum (Figure 5.7a) reveals contributions from two different 

components, with Mo 3d5/2 binding energies of 228.25 ± 0.05 eV and 

228.93 ± 0.05 eV. An additional broad component centered at 229.47 ± 
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Figure 5.7. XPS analysis of the (a) Mo 3d, (b) Se 3d, and (c) Bi 5d core levels. 

Experimental data is shown as a solid black line, while the different 

components of the spectral analysis are in color.  

0.11 eV is required to account for the signal from an overlapping Se 3s 

core level. The Mo 3d binding energies are consistent with those 

reported previously for 1T- and 2H-MoSe2, both in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 

(228.3 ± 0.1 eV and 228.9 ± 0.1 eV) and the individual polymorphs,2,29,39 

consistent with the observations in the HAADF-STEM images. The 

percentage of each polytype can be estimated from the relative 

intensities of the different MoSe2 components in the spectrum. The 

amount of 1T-polymorph is found to be between 40 and 60%, which is 

higher than that observed in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).29 Se is expected to be in 

a Se2- oxidation state regardless of whether it is found in the MoSe2 

polymorphs or the bismuth constituents.40 Previous reports show that 

the Se 3d core levels of 1T- and 2H-MoSe2 are found at slightly different 

binding energies, and that the chemical shift between them is similar 

to that observed in the Mo 3d spectrum.2 Any difference in binding 

energy for Se in Bi2Se3 and BiSe is too small to be distinguished. Our 

fit of the Se 3d5/2 spectrum is shown in Figure 5.7b, and the Se 3d5/2 

binding energies (54.47 ± 0.05 eV for 2H-MoSe2, 53.79 ± 0.05 eV for 1T-

MoSe2, and 53.57 ± 0.05 eV for Se bound to Bi) are consistent with 

those previously reported.29 Two components are required to fit the Bi 

5d spectrum (Figure 5.7c) as evident by the asymmetry of both the 5d3/2 

and 5d5/2 lines towards lower binding energies. The position of the 

higher binding energy line (24.99 ± 0.05 eV) is consistent with Bi3+, 
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slightly larger than that observed in bulk Bi2Se3 (24.75 eV) and close to 

values reported for Bi atoms in BiSe (24.93-25.00 eV). The component 

at lower binding energy (24.13 ± 0.12 eV) has previously been assigned 

as Bi0, due to Bi atoms at antiphase boundaries involved in Bi-Bi bonds 

between adjacent atoms (23.4-24.3 eV).29,41 From the relative intensity 

of the two components, we can estimate that approximately 30-50% of 

the Bi atoms in the BiSe layers are involved in Bi-Bi bonds at antiphase 

boundaries. The percentage of Bi involved in Bi-Bi bonds at antiphase 

boundaries in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is similar to the 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) heterostructure,29 however there are two BiSe layers 

for each MoSe2 layer in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) while there 

is only one per MoSe2 layer in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Therefore, more charge 

donation to MoSe2 occurs in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), 

increasing the percentage of 1T-MoSe2. This interpretation is supported 

by density functional theory and crystal orbital Hamilton population 

calculations, which show that both charge donation to adjacent layers 

and antiphase boundary formation stabilize the BiSe rock salt structure 

by acting as “sinks” for excess electrons.39 Charge donation from the 

BiSe layers to MoSe2 layers stabilizes the octahedral 1T polymorph 

instead of the thermodynamic trigonal prismatic 2H polymorph.19-20,29 

In-plane electrical resistivity data for several 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) samples are shown in Figure 5.8 

along with the resistivity reported for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The two 

compounds have strikingly different temperature dependencies. The 

resistivity of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) exponentially increases as the 

temperature is decreased, indicating an activated conduction 

mechanism typical for a semiconductor.29 Since 2H-MoSe2 is 

semiconducting in the bulk,42 the amount of metallic 1T-MoSe218-20 is 

not enough to create a continuous conducting network. In contrast, the 

room temperature resistivities of the 
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(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) samples are all very similar to each 

other, ~17(2) µΩm, with a near linear decrease in resistivity as the 

temperature decreases, indicating that this compound is metallic. We 

suspect that the metallic conductivity results from a continuous 

network of1T-MoSe2 across the sample, consistent with the 

significantly higher percentage of 1T-MoSe2 determined from our XPS 

data. While 1T-MoSe2 is reported to be metallic,18-20 we were unable to 

find resistivity data as a function of temperature for 1T-MoSe2 reported 

in the literature. We used alkali metal intercalates of MoS2, in which 

the MoS2 has the 1T polymorph due to electron donation from the alkali 

metals, as a comparison instead.  These compounds have room 

temperature resistivities ranging from 25 to 50 µΩm,17 approximately 

twice the resistivity measured here for 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), where the MoSe2 sample is only ~ 

20% of the volume of the unit cell. 

 
Figure 5.8. Temperature-dependent resistivity data of three 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) samples (A, B, and C) from precursor 1 are 

plotted as a function of temperature for comparison with the (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 

heterostructures. The inset figure graphs the data for the 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) samples on an expanded scale.  

In-plane Hall data was collected on 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) to obtain more information about 
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its electrical behavior. The Hall data is compared to a structurally 

similar (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(TiSe2) in Figure 5.9, as Hall data 

was not reported for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).29,31 The Hall coefficient is 

negative for (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(TiSe2) across the temperature 

range, indicating electrons are the majority carrier.31 Charge transfer of 

electrons from BiSe to TiSe2 was suggested as the source of the carriers, 

with the electrons in the TiSe2 layers dominating the conductivity.31 The 

Hall coefficient of (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is also negative 

at room temperature, but changes sign as temperature is decreased 

below 235 K. Interpreting the Hall and conductivity data for 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is complicated, since we know from 

the XPS data that this compound contains a heterogeneous mix of 2H- 

and 1T-MoSe2. Based on prior reports that 1T-MoSe2 is metallic and 

2H-MoSe2 is semiconducting, the current is likely concentrated in the 

portion of the sample that is the 1T polymorph, which forms a low 

resistivity percolation pathway through the film. The small value of the 

Hall coefficient is consistent with the metallic behavior observed in the 

temperature dependence of the resistivity data. Since the sign of the 

Hall coefficient changes with temperature, the small magnitude of the 

Hall coefficient may also be a consequence of the electrons in the 1T-

MoSe2 layer competing with holes in the two BiSe layers in the unit cell. 

The structural data, electrical transport data and XPS results are 

consistent with the BiSe layers donating charge to the MoSe2 layers in 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The XPS data shows that the 

amount of 1T-MoSe2 relative to 2H-MoSe2 is larger than that observed 

in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), and the resistivity of 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is lower than that of 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).29,31 However, our understanding of how the properties 
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Figure 5.9: Temperature-dependent Hall data plotted as a function of 

temperature for (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Data for the structurally 

similar (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(TiSe2) heterostructures is provided for 

comparison. 

of monolayers change as a result of being adjacent to different 

substrates and constituents is limited. The Hall data indicates that at 

least two bands are contributing to the electrical conductivity. We have 

no data that indicates whether this contribution comes from the BiSe 

or the Bi2Se3 layers. Preparing homologous compounds with thicker 

Bi2Se3 (m) or MoSe2 (n) layers, (BiSe)0.97[(Bi2Se3)1.26]m(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)n, 

and correlating the electrical properties and the resulting percentage of 

1T and 2H polymorphs of MoSe2 with the values of m and/or n might 

enable us to better understand the interaction between constituent 

layers. 

5.4. Conclusions 

The new metastable heterostructure 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) was prepared by self-assembly 

from designed precursors. Excess Bi was required to obtain 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), which diffused during growth to 

form a cap of Bi2Se3. The c-axis and in-plane lattice parameters are 

consistent with the formation of (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). 
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The HAADF-STEM imaging indicates that two different polymorphs of 

MoSe2 form as small domains and that the BiSe layers contained 

antiphase boundaries. The XPS Bi 5d spectra contain intensity from 

two oxidation states of Bi, which is consistent with Bi0 in Bi-Bi bonds 

at the antiphase boundaries of BiSe and Bi3+ in the Bi-Se bonds in 

Bi2Se3 and BiSe. Two oxidation states of Mo were also observed in the 

XPS Mo 3d spectra, consistent with the presence of both 2H- and 1T-

MoSe2. According to XPS, about 40- 60% of the MoSe2 in the 

heterostructure was of the 1T polytype. The low resistivity values at 

room temperature and the metallic temperature dependence are 

consistent with the formation of a continuous network of 1T-MoSe2. The 

heterogeneous mix of MoSe2 polytypes complicates the interpretation of 

the Hall data. The low magnitude is consistent with the metallic 

behavior observed in the resistivity. The change in the carrier type as a 

function of temperature indicates that carriers in more than one band 

contribute to the conductivity.  The thermal stability and metallic 

resistivity of (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) might make it useful 

as an ohmic contact for devices containing MoSe2 layers.  

5.5. Bridge 

Chapter V focused on the formation and electrical properties of a 

new compound (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) containing kinetic 

1T-MoSe2. Due to the unexpected competing reaction pathways 

between the desired structure, control over the composition of the 

precursor was vital. A significant increase in the amount of 1T-MoSe2 

and metallic temperature dependent resistivity was observed in the 

sample. This chapter was previously published in Chemistry of 

Materials in 2021 with several co-authors, including Renae N. Gannon, 

Fabian Göhler, Aaron M. Miller, Douglas L. Medlin, Thomas Seyller, and 

David C. Johnson. I made the samples, collected and analyzed the 

diffraction data, analyzed the electrical date, and primarily wrote the 
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manuscript. Renae N. Gannon and Douglas L. Medlin collected and 

analyzed the electron microscopy data and edited the manuscript. 

Fabian Göhler and Thomas Seyller collected and analyzed the XPS data. 

Aaron M. Miller collected the electrical measurements. David C. 

Johnson was my advisor and edited the manuscript. Based on this 

study, we changed the nanoarchitecture of the heterostructure to 

further probe the charge transfer of the BiSe layer in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER VI 
 
EXPLORATION OF CHARGE TRANSFER TO NEIGHBORING LAYERS IN 

A NEW COMPOUND: (BI2SE3)1.25(BISE)0.97(MOSE2) 
 
6.0. Authorship Statement  

This chapter was primarily written by me for the purposes of 

publication. David C Johnson is my advisor and edited the manuscript. 

Fabian Göhler and Thomas Seyller collected and analyzed the XPS 

data.  

6.1. Introduction  

Stacking 2D materials like Legos to form van der Waals 

heterostructures, an approach that has been used by many research 

groups since the discovery of graphene, has increased interest in 2D 

materials and resulted in the discovery of new emergent properties.1-3 

The ability to systematically change constituents, layer thicknesses, 

layer order and rotational orientation of layers in Van der Waals 

heterostructures has led to an increased understanding of interfacial 

interactions and the relationship between the structure and 

properties.4-6 Synthesizing heterostructures with traditional synthetic 

approaches remains a challenge, however, as most heterostructures 

are only kinetically stable. Vapor phase growth techniques have been 

tuned to grow 2D materials on specific substrates, including other 2D 

materials. However, it is typically not possible to grow both A on B and 

B on A. Additional complications result from the high vapor pressure of 

chalcogenides and the interaction between constituents which can 

impact which phase nucleates at an interface.7  

The Bi-Mo-Se ternary phase diagram illustrates these challenges 

and it has been of particular interest due to the emergent properties of 

MoSe2 and the topological properties of Bi2Se3. MoSe2 is a group 6 

semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenide with trigonal prismatic 
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coordination and a large band gap that transitions from an indirect to 

a direct band gap as the bulk structure is scaled down to a single 

monolayer.6,8-9 A kinetic polytype with octahedral coordination and 

metallic properties was first discovered from alkali intercalation.10-12 

Subsequent reports shown that 1T-MoSe2 can also be synthesized in 

heterostructrures when the other constituent layers are strong electron 

donors. One such strong electron donating layer is rock salt structured 

BiSe, which is not present in the binary Bi-Se phase diagram.13 

Computational studies have proposed that the BiSe rock salt structure 

can be stabilized by either electron donation to a neighboring layer or 

localizing the electrons in Bi-Bi antiphase boundaries.14 Bi2Se3 is a 

small band gap semiconductor which is commercially used as a 

thermoelectric material due to its high performance.15 It is also a 

topological insulator.16-17 There are a several other binary Bi-Se 

compounds, which structurally consist of layers of Bi2Se3 intergrown 

with Bi layers. A number of kinetically stable Bi-Mo-Se ternary 

heterostructures have been synthesized. (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) has 

previously been reported and ~40% of the MoSe2 was found in the 

kinetic, metallic 1T polytype as a result of charge transfer from the BiSe 

layer to the neighboring MoSe2 layer.13 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) has been prepared, and it the 

percentage of 1T-MoSe2 was reported to be larger than in 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Bi2Se3-MoSe2 heterostructures have been synthesized 

via molecular beam epitaxy to explore possible applications of the 

topological properties of Bi2Se3 in devices.18-20 A recent publication 

highlighted the competition between the formation of Bi2Se3 and BiSe 

adjacent to dichalcogenides, which is impacted by the ability of the 

dichalcogenide to accept charge from the adjacent Bi-Se layer.21    

This paper reports the synthesis, structure, and properties of 

(Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) to probe the competition between charge 
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transfer of the BiSe layer to MoSe2 and Bi2Se3 and formation of Bi-Bi 

antiphase boundaries. (Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) formed 

crystalgraphically aligned with respect to the substrate from precursors 

that cover a large composition gradient around the estimated amounts. 

The nanoarchitecture of the precursor appears to be the key factor in 

forming this compound. We were quite surprised that X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data indicates that no 1T-MoSe2 and 

that only ~30% of the Bi in the BiSe layer are in Bi-Bi bonds at 

antiphase boundaries. A shift in the binding energies of the Bi3+ 

indicate the electron is incorporated into the Bi2Se3 conduction band. 

The room temperature resistivity of (Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) is 

between those reported for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), despite the lack of 1T-MoSe2. 

Room temperature Hall data indicates that the major carriers are 

electrons, and the lower carrier concentration than calculated based on 

the number of Bi3+ atoms in the BiSe layer suggests carriers are 

activated. Variable temperature measurements are needed to better 

understand the conduction in this new compound.  

6.2. Experimental  

Operating at pressures below 5 × 10-7 Torr, precursors were 

deposited in a Mo|Se|Bi|Se|Bi|Se sequence to mimic the 

nanoarchitecture of the (Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) crystalline product 

on a on a silicon wafer with a native oxide layer and fused quartz.  

Bismuth and molybdenum were deposited using an electron beam gun 

while selenium was deposited using a Knudson effusion cell. Specifics 

of the synthesis method have been previously described.13,23-24 The 

precursors were subjected to annealing steps starting at 150oC for 15 

minutes, which were increased by 50oC for each subsequent step. The 

samples were annealed in a N2 atmosphere where the O2 pressure was 

below 0.5 ppm.  
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The experimental amounts of material were measured using a 

Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a rhodium X-ray tube and a previously 

published calibration method.24 The target amounts of Bi, Mo, and Se 

were determined based on the number of atoms in the bulk unit cell or 

previously reported structures, which were normalized for the area of 

the basal plane. Determining the amount of material within the 

precursor and each subsequent annealing step with a proportionality 

constant has been previously discussed at length.18,22,25 

Structural data was determined by X-ray reflectivity (XRR) and 

several X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. XRR and specular XRD data 

was collected on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-Kα 

radiation. The total thickness and layer thickness were determined 

based on the spacing of the Kiessig fringes and Bragg reflections, 

respectively. Grazing incidence in-plane XRD information was collected 

using a Rigaku SmartLab with a Cu source, which was used to 

determine the sequence of constituent formation and a- and b-axis 

lattice parameters. 

Annealed samples were prepared for XPS measurements by 

cleaving the samples to expose the inner layers of the film. Cleaving 

was done by by mounting the sample in between two steel plates using 

a combination of low-degassing EPO TEK H72 and H22 epoxy resins 

and using dry nitrogen to break the top plate off of the sample in a load 

lock of the UHV system. Using Al-Kα radiation from a SPECS XR-50M 

X-ray source with SPECS Focus 500 crystal monochromator, and a 

SPECS Phoibos 150 MCD-9 hemispherical analyzer equipped with a 

nine channeltron detector, the XPS measurements were performed at 

room temperature and pressures less than 3 × 10-10 mbar. The 

resulting spectra were fit with multiple Voigt-profiles.  

Room temperature resistivity and hall measurements were 
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collected on a custom-built system using the van der Pauw method.  

6.3. Results and Discussion  
Table 6.1. Amounts of Material, repeating thickness, and total thickness for 

precursors targeting a [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 nanoarchitecture.  

Sample 

Atoms of each element / 
Å2  

Number of constituent 
layers or unit cells based 

on M Repeating 
Sequence 
Thickness 

(Å) 

Total 
Thickness 

(Å) Bi Mo Se 
BiSe + 
Bi2Se3 
M = Bi 

MoSe2 

M = Mo 

unit 
cells  
M = 
Se 

Target 3.22 1.50 7.28 14 14 14 22.06 308.8 
Sample 

1 3.04(1) 1.60(8) 7.0(4) 13.0 15.0 13.6 22.02(5) 307.0(3) 

Sample 
2 3.45(1) 1.50(7) 7.3(4) 14.8 14.1 14.1 22.36(9) 327.1(8) 

 

Two precursors were deposited to determine if it is possible to 

make a [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 heterostructure. A sequence of 

Mo|Se|Bi|Se|Bi|Se elemental layers was deposited 14 times in each 

precursor. The estimated amounts of each element required in each 

constituent layer to form each structurally unique layer in the 

heterostructure were calculated using the lattice parameters and 

structures of the binary constituent compounds and/or structurally 

related layers in other reported heterostructures. The amount of Mo 

and Se in each Mo|Se bilayer was intended to be that required to form 

a single MoSe2 layer while one Bi|Se bilayer targeted BiSe and the other 

targeted Bi2Se3. Table 6.1 summarizes their measured composition, 

repeat thicknesses and total thicknesses of the as-deposited 

precursors. Sample 1 has enough Mo to make 15 MoSe2 trilayers, 

enough Bi to make 13 repeats of [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ, and enough Se 

to make 13.6 unit cells of [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1. Sample 2 

has enough Mo to make 14 layers of MoSe2, almost enough Bi to make 

15 repeats of [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ and enough Se to make the targeted 

14 unit cells of [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1. The repeating 

thicknesses of the precursors determined from the first order Bragg 
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reflection observed in the XRR resulting from the sequence of deposited 

layers are reasonable considering the number of deposited atoms in 

and both are very close to the estimated c-axis lattice parameter for the 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 heterostructure calculated by 

summing the c-axis lattice parameters of the constituent layers. This 

as-deposited data indicates that while both precursors have the 

approximate nanoarchitecture and composition in each layer to form 

the targeted heterostructure, significant rearrangement needs to occur. 

Precursor 1 can only form 13 unit cells of the heterostructure and 

excess Mo needs to diffuse away from the growth front. Precursor 2 can 

form 14 unit cells, but excess Bi needs to diffuse away from the growth 

front. 

Specular and in-plane XRD collected on sample 1 as a function 

of annealing temperature to determine the sequence of phase formation 

is shown in Figure 6.1. The specular XRD pattern of the as deposited 

precursor contains sharp Bragg reflections resulting from the 

composition modulation of the precursor due to the deposited sequence 

of elemental layers. There are also two very broad and low intensity 

reflections between 10-20o 2θ, which indicate that very small 

crystallites formed during the deposition. This is corroborated by the 

broad and low intensity reflections found in the in-plane diffraction 

patterns. After annealing at 200o C, the broad reflections observed in 

both of the as deposited patterns increase in intensity and no new 

reflections are observed. After annealing at 300o C new broad reflections 

appear and can be indexed as 00l reflections, yielding a c-axis lattice 

parameter of 22.4(1) Å. New reflections are also observed in the in-plane 

pattern and the previously existing reflections have higher intensities 

and decreased line widths. After annealing at 450 oC, additional, evenly 

spaced specular reflections are present and index to a single family of 

(00l) reflections with a c-axis lattice parameter of 22.387(6) Å, which is  
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Figure 6.1. (a) Specular and (b) grazing incidence in-plane XRD patterns for 

the [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 sample 1 as a function of temperature.  

 

slightly larger than the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of the 

targeted heterostructure based on the sum of the c-axis lattice 

parameters of the constituents (22.06 Å). The reflections in the in-plane 

XRD pattern can be indexed as (hk0) reflections for three different 

constituents: two hexagonal unit cells and a phase with a rectangular 

basal plane. The hexagonal unit cells have a-axis lattice parameters of 

4.188(4) Å and 3.304(4) Å, which are consistent with those previously 

reported for Bi2Se3 and MoSe2, respectively.13,26 The rectangular basal 

plane with an a-axis lattice parameter of 4.639(2) Å and a b-axis lattice 
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parameter of 4.248(2) Å is consistent with those previously reported for 

BiSe.13,26 The diffraction data suggests that annealing to 450 °C is 

necessary to self-assemble a (Bi2Se3)1+y(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2) heterostructure 

from the precursor. The diffraction data does not rule out possible small 

MoSe2 inclusions as a result of the excess Mo and Se in the precursor.   

 

 
Figure 6.2. (a) Specular and (b) in-plane XRD patterns for samples 1 annealed 

at 450°C and for sample 2 annealed at 350°C. 

 

Sample 2 was annealed to explore the impact of excess Bi on the 

self-assembly of the precursors and it had partially decomposed after 

it was annealed at 450°C. However, annealing sample 2 at 350°C 

resulted in specular and in-plane diffraction patterns that were very 
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similar to those collected on Sample 1 after it was annealed at 450 °C 

(Figure 6.2). The positions of the maxima are consistent between the 

two samples in both specular and in-plane diffraction patterns, 

indicating the two samples formed the same phase. This is evident from 

their similar c-axis lattice parameters of 22.387(6) Å and 22.393(4) Å 

for samples 1 and 2, respectively. The in-plane reflections in sample 2 

can be indexed as belonging to two different hexagonal unit cells and 

one with a rectangular basal plane. The reflections observed in sample 

2 yield a-axis lattice parameters of 4.159(5) Å and 3.322(9) Å for the 

two hexagonal unit cells and an a-axis lattice parameter of 4.600(4) Å 

and a b-axis lattice parameter of 4.222(3) Å for the rectangular basal 

plane. These in-plane lattice parameters are consistent with those of 

sample 1 and with the literature values previously reported for Bi2Se3 

(a = 4.178(1) Å),26 MoSe2 (3.32(1) Å),13 and BiSe (a = 4.61(1) Å and b = 

4.26(1) Å) layers in similar heterostructures.13 

The specular reflections in sample 1 are broader than those in 

sample 2, likely due to the excess amounts of Mo in the precursor that 

may react to form MoSe2 inclusions in the structure. The differences in 

the initial compositions also impacts the annealing conditions, as 

sample 1 had to be annealed at 450 oC to obtain the targeted structure 

while the narrowest reflections are observed after annealing sample 2 

at 350 oC and decomposition is observed at 400 oC. This data indicates 

that[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1   forms from precursors with a 

range of initial compositions if they also have similar 

nanoarchitectures.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of the Mo 3d, Se 3d, and 

Bi 5d core levels was obtained to determine the oxidation states of the 

metals (Figure 6.3). The data collected at the Mo 3d5/2 binding energy 

can be fit using a doublet at 228.79 ± 0.05 eV and an additional 

component at 229.58 ± 0.12 eV to account for the signal from the Se 3s  
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Figure 6.3. XPS analysis of a) Mo 3d, (b) Se 3d, and (c) Bi 5d core levels for 

(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).  

 

core level, which overlaps the Mo 3d spectrum. This Mo 3d binding 

energy is consistent with that reported previously for 2H-MoSe2.13,18,27-

28 No evidence for 1T-MoSe2 is found in the data. This result is 

surprising since 40% of the MoSe2 in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and ~60% of the 

MoSe2 in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) was reported to be 1T-

MoSe2,13,18 presumably because the BiSe layers donate electrons to the 

MoSe2 layers. The spectral analysis of the Se 3d core level contains two 

different binding energies, at 53.65 ± 0.05 eV and 54.36 ± 0.06 eV, 

which are consistent with Se bound to Bi and 2H-MoSe2, (Figure 6.3b). 

Since 1T- and 2H-MoSe2 have different Se 3d core level binging 

energies, this data is also consistent with there being no 1T-MoSe2 in 

the sample.13,18,27 Two components are required to fit the asymmetry of 

the Bi 5d3/2 and 5d5/2 lines at 25.05 ± 0.05 eV and 24.17 ± 0.05 eV. 

The higher binding energy is larger than expected for bulk Bi2Se3 but 

is consistent with the Bi3+ oxidation state observed previously in 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).18 The lower binding energy is 

consistent with previous reports for Bi0 often observed in Bi-Bi bonds 

at antiphase boundaries.13,29 The difference in the areas of the two 

components indicates that ~30% of the Bi in the BiSe layer are in Bi-Bi 

bonds.30 The amount of antiphase boundaries formed is consistent with 

those previously measured for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).13,30 The XPS data 
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suggests that the BiSe layer forms a considerable number of Bi-Bi 

bonds rather than transferring enough charge to form 1T-MoSe2.14 As 

the binding energies consistent with 2H-MoSe2 are within the error for 

the bulk values, it is unlikely any charge transfer occurred to this layer.  

The shifts to higher binding energies in the Bi and Se peaks relative to 

the bulk for Bi2Se3 may result from charge transfer from the BiSe.30-31 

This is consistent with previous reports, which determined that charge 

donation to the Bi2Se3 layer is favored over charge donation to the 

Mo|Se precursor layer.30 

 

Table 6.2. Room temperature transport properties for 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) with (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) for comparison.  
 Room Temperature 

Sample Resistivity 
(µΩm) 

Hall coefficient 
(cm3/C) 

Carrier Concentration 
(cm-3) 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 60(2) -0.18(1) 3.6(3) x 1019 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 121(4) -0.036(2) 3.6(2) x 1020 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 18.1(6) -0.012(1) 5.4(3) x 1020 
 

Room temperature transport properties for 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) are reported in Table 6.2 along with those 

for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The room 

temperature resistivity of (Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is in between 

those reported for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The lower resistivity of 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) relative to (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 

correlates with the increased amount of 1T-MoSe2 in 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2 determined from XPS 

measurements, which is reasonable since bulk 1T MoSe2 is 

metallic.13,18,30 Since (Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) has no 1T-MoSe2 and 

bulk 2H-MoSe2 is semiconducting, we expected a higher resistivity than 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). However, the 
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resistivity is between these two compounds with a resistivity of 60(2) 

µΩm. The resistivity is higher than the room temperature resistivities 

reported for epitaxially grown Bi2Se3 thin films (4-6 µΩm).32 

The room temperature Hall coefficients for all three 

measurements are negative, indicating electrons are the major carrier 

type in the heterostructures. The magnitude of the Hall coefficient of 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) is significantly higher than the other two 

heterostructures, which suggests a significantly lower carrier 

concentration. However, calculating carrier concentrations and average 

resistivity values for either (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) or 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) may not be valid as these samples 

are composites containing a mixture of 1T and 2H-MoSe2. Since 1T-

MoSe2 is metallic10,33-34 and 2H-MoSe2 is semiconducting35 with a much 

higher resistivity, the current will be concentrated in the 1T regions 

when these layers are parallel with one another and the direction of 

current. The charge donation from BiSe occurs mainly to the metallic 

1T part of the heterostructure instead of modulation doping the 2H-

MoSe2. In (Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), the XPS data suggests that 

charge transfer from the BiSe layer to the Bi2Se3 layer. We calculate 

that between 4.4(2) x 1022 electrons/cm-3 would be donated from BiSe 

to Bi2Se3 based on the amount of Bi3+ in the BiSe layer determined from 

XPS.30 The estimated carrier concentration is several orders of 

magnitude larger than the experimental carrier concentration, 

indicating charge may be lost at defects within the sample, such as 

grain boundaries. High angle annular dark field scanning transmission 

electron microscopy images may provide insight into other possible 

defects. Assuming that all of these electrons need to be activated to 

conduct, we calculate a gap of 0.183(2) eV between the trap states and 

the Bi2Se3 conduction band. The calculated band gap is approximately 

half of the reported for bulk Bi2Se3 (0.3 eV).36  
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6.4. Conclusions 

Probing the Bi-Mo-Se phase diagram for possible kinetic products 

with MER provides information about the reaction between elements 

and the interfacial interactions between layers. The 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) formed from precursors that covered a large 

composition gradient, indicating that the energy well of the 

heterostructure is large. The BiSe layer was expected to stabilize via 

charge donation to the MoSe2 layer or form antiphase boundaries. 

Instead, shifts in the XPS measured binding energies indicate that the 

BiSe layer stabilized its structure by donating charge to the Bi2Se3 layer 

or formed Bi-Bi bonds.  Surprisingly, the room temperature resistivity 

was between those reported for (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2), despite the lack of 1T-MoSe2.  The 

room temperature Hall indicates that the major carriers are electrons, 

consistent with the charge transfer from BiSe to a neighboring layer. 

However, the experimental carrier concentration is lower than 

estimated based on the number of charge donating Bi atoms in the BiSe 

layer.  

Lingering questions remain about this heterostructure. High 

angle annular dark field scanning tunneling electron microscopy 

images would provide insight into the stacking and layers of the 

heterostructure as well as probe for differences in structure of the 

constituents. Variable temperature measurements are necessary to 

understand the conduction in this compound.  

6.5. Bridge  

Chapter VI contains unpublished, co-authored work on the 

changes in structure and properties in a (Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 

heterostructure. I made the precursors, analyzed the structural and 

electrical data, and primarily wrote the manuscript. Fabian Göhler and 

Thomas Seyller collected and analyzed the XPS data. David C. Johnson 
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was my advisor and edited the manuscript. Surprisingly, we 

determined there was another avenue for the BiSe layer to form besides 

the formation of Bi-Bi bonds or charge donation to the MoSe2 layer. 

Instead, charge transfer occurs to the Bi2Se3 layer. To probe the 

stabilization of the BiSe layer through charge transfer, I collaborated 

with Fabian Göhler and Thomas Seyller to explore these previously 

discussed heterostructures with XPS.  
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CHAPTER VII 
 

INFLUENCE OF NANOARCHITECTURES ON INTERLAYER 
INTERACTIONS IN LAYERED BI-MO-SE HETEROSTRUCTURES 

 
7.0. Authorship Statement  

Chapter VII was published in the Journal of Physical Chemistry 

C in 2021 in collaboration with Fabian Göhler, Constance Schmidt, 

Dietrich R. T. Zahn, David C. Johnson, and Thomas Seyller. Fabian 

Göhler is the first author of the publication. I synthesized and 

characterized the samples hear in and wrote the accompanying 

paragraphs. David C. Johnson is my advisor and edited the 

manuscript.  

7.1. Introduction  

A current hot topic in materials science is the stacking of quasi-

two-dimensional (2D) layers into so-called van der Waals 

heterostructures.1,2 Usually, this is done by either manual stacking of 

individual exfoliated layers3 or sequential layer-by- layer growth via 

chemical or physical vapor deposition.4 Both approaches have their 

limitations, however. Manual stacking is limited to bulk compounds 

that can be cleaved, so this approach cannot be used to prepare 

heterostructures containing metastable 2D sheets4 or 2D layers of 

compounds with three-dimensional (3D) structures. Layer-by-layer 

growth is restricted, to constituents with compatible growth conditions 

for each individual layer, and this places a limit on the achievable 

complexity.5 An alternative approach to synthesize a large number of 

layered heterostructures is the self-assembly of modulated, amorphous 

precursors by annealing at elevated temperatures.6 By controlling the 

local composition and nanostructure of the precursors, one can dictate 

a reaction pathway toward a thin film with a desired layering sequence 
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of the constituent layers7 if the product is at least kinetically stable in 

the local minimum of the free energy landscape.8,9  

While the binary compound Bi2Se3 is thermodynamically stable, 

rock-salt-structured BiSe has so far only been stabilized in misfit layer 

chalcogenides10 and their rotational disordered derivatives.11 As 

reported previously, charge transfer from BiSe into MoSe2 in the 

heterostructure (BiSe)0.97MoSe2 resulted in the coexistence of the 

stable, semiconducting 2H-phase and the metastable, metallic 1T-

phase of MoSe2.12 Specifically targeting the synthesis of either polytype 

is of great interest for applications in devices based on two-dimensional 

semi- conductors, since it is possible to fabricate contacts between 1T- 

and 2H-MoX2 that show significantly lower contact resistance 

compared with metal/2H-MoX2 contacts and thus enhance device 

performance.13,14 

To be able to control the incorporation of such metastable phases 

into new heterostructures, one needs to first understand how 

individual layers interact in different local environments. A series of 

heterostructures can be created by systematically changing the 

composition, structure, or thickness of individual building blocks. This 

allows a controlled investigation of interlayer interactions that occur in 

these compounds and also allows one to probe their effect on the 

stability of the constituents. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is 

a versatile tool to investigate such interactions and determine the 

different electronic states of the elements in the hetero- structures. For 

example, the 1T- and 2H-polytypes of MoSe2 can be distinguished due 

to the different binding energies of their respective Mo 3d and Se 3d 

core levels, where those of the metallic phase are found at lower binding 

energies than for the semiconducting phase.15-17 Additionally, XPS has 

been widely used on a variety of layered structures to get insight into 

phenomena such as charge transfer,18,19 changes in structure,20 or  
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Figure 7.1. Schematic depiction of the various heterostructures investigated 

showing the structures of the individual building blocks. The samples were 

prepared as thin films consisting of the repeating stacking of these building 

blocks up to a total film thickness of about 30-50 nm via the modulated 

elemental reactants synthesis approach.  

layer intermixing.21 In this study, we compared two binary (MoSe2, 

Bi2Se3) and six ternary Bi−Mo−Se compounds with different structural 

repeat units as shown in Figure 7.1: (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)n with n = 1−3, 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, and 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2MoSe2. Using a combination of XPS and Raman 

spectroscopy, we were able to show the impact of the nanoarchitecture 

on the electronic and structural properties of the individual 

heterostructures.  

7.2. Experimental  

Elemental layers of Bi, Mo, and Se were deposited by means of 

physical vapor deposition in a high vacuum chamber at less than 1 × 

10-6 Torr, with the repeat sequence mimicking the nanoarchitecture of 

the desired product. Opening and closing of the pneumatic shutters 

above the different elemental sources was controlled via a LabVIEW 

program, while evaporation rates were monitored using quartz crystal 

microbalances. Using a combination of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), the amount of material in the individual 
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elemental layers was calibrated,22 so that a bilayer of Mo and Se yields 

a monolayer of MoSe2 upon crystallization. Depending on composition, 

a bilayer of elemental Bi and Se may form either BiSe or Bi2Se3. Upon 

annealing on a hot plate in an inert N2 atmosphere with less than 1 

ppm of oxygen, the precursors self-assembled into the desired 

crystalline products. As was described in detail by Hadland et al.12,23 

for binary MoSe2 and (BiSe)0.97MoSe2, the precursors were annealed at 

increasing temperatures to find the optimal annealing conditions for 

crystallization. The quality of the films was investigated using X-ray 

reflectivity, XRF, specular XRD, and in-plane XRD.  

Prior to the XPS measurements, the thin film samples had to be 

cleaved to have a surface area free of oxides and other contaminants. 

This was achieved by attaching two steel plates to the back and front 

of the sample using low-degassing epoxy adhesives and subsequent 

breaking of the top plate in the load lock chamber of the vacuum 

system under a flow of dry nitrogen. Electrical contacts between the 

sample and sample holder were made using a silver-filled, conductive 

EPO-TEK H22 epoxy on the edges of the samples, while an insulating 

EPO-TEK H72 epoxy was used on the sample plane to avoid 

disturbance of the spectra by electrons emitted from the silver 

particles. In each experiment, both the upper and lower cleavage planes 

can be investigated. The cleaving process may also be repeated to reveal 

interfaces buried deeper in the film. The XPS system consisted of a 

SPECS XR 50M X-ray source equipped with a SPECS FOCUS 500 

crystal monochromator providing Al Kα radiation and a SPECS 

PHOIBOS 150 MCD-9 hemispherical analyzer with a nine channeltron 

detector. The operating pressure of the system was below 3 × 10-10 

mbar.  
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Raman spectroscopy was carried out in ambient conditions 

using a LabRam HR800 Raman system and a 2400 grooves per mm 

grating. The excitation wavelength was 514.7 nm.  

7.3. Results and Discussion  

7.3.1. Synthesis and Structure  

Binary samples of MoSe2 and Bi2Se3 as well as the various 

ternary Bi−Mo−Se heterostructures shown in Figure 7.1 were prepared 

from designed amorphous precursors via the modulated elemental 

reactants (MER) synthesis approach.30 The precursors for the six 

targeted structures shown in Figure 7.1 were deposited on Si(100) 

substrates with a native SiO2 layer, with a targeted total film thickness 

between 30 and 50 nm. They were annealed to form the targeted 

heterostructures and characterized via specular and in-plane X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) scans (Figure 7.2). The specular patterns exhibit 

evenly spaced reflections that are consistent with a single family of (00l) 

reflections, indicating that the samples are crystallographically aligned 

to the substrate and are single phase. The c-axis lattice parameter was 

determined for each of the samples (Table 7.1) and is consistent with 

the estimated c-axis lattice parameters determined from the sum of 

literature values of the respective constituent layers (c-Bi2Se3 ∼9.5 Å, 

c-BiSe ∼6 Å, and c-MoSe2 ∼6.56 Å).12,23,27,31 The grazing incidence in-

plane patterns of these samples confirmed that they are 

crystallographically aligned with the substrate, as all of the observed 

Bragg maxima can be indexed as (hk0) reflections from the constituent 

layers. The lattice parameters determined from the indexed reflections 

are summarized in Table 7.1. The in-plane lattice parameters of MoSe2 
in all of the compounds are similar and within the range reported for 

the a-axis lattice parameter of bulk MoSe2.28,29 The in-plane lattice 

parameters of Bi2Se3 in the hetero structures containing it are all 

slightly above the range reported for bulk Bi2Se3 (4.115  ≤ a ≤ 4.151 Å)  
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Figure 7.2. (a) Specular and (b) in-plane X-ray diffraction patterns of the 

annealed Bi-Mo-Se samples. The sharp reflections marked with an asterisk 

are consistent with the Si substrate.  

with [(Bi2Se3)1.27]2MoSe2 closest to the bulk values.24,25 The a-axis 

lattice parameters reported for the three Bi2Se3-containing compounds 

are, however, consistent with the reported a-axis lattice parameters 

when the thickness of Bi2Se3 is reduced to a few monolayers.32 

Surprisingly, the in-plane lattice parameters of BiSe change 

considerably in the compounds investigated. In (BiSe)0.97MoSe2, 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, and (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, the 

BiSe reflections indicate a rectangular in-plane unit cell, consistent 

with the presence of nonperiodic antiphase boundaries occurring 

perpendicular to the a-axis. The randomly located longer Bi−Bi bond  
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Table 7.1. Experimental Lattice Parameters of the Annealed Bi-Mo-Se 

Heterostructures.  

Lattice parameters (Å) 

 
estimated c 

axis (Å) 
c-axis 
lattice 

parameter  

Bi2Se3  
a  

BiSe  
a  

BiSe 
b  

MoSe2  
a  

Range of reported 
values  

  4.115 - 
4.151 

4.45(2)-
4.571(1) 

4.23(2)-
4.247(1) 

3.289 – 
3.32 

References   24, 25 26, 27 26, 27 28, 29 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 25.68 25.013(2)  4.22(2) 4.22(2) 3.316(9) 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 19.12 18.670(8)     
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 12.56 12.45(2)  4.61(1) 4.26(1) 3.32(1) 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97 

(MoSe2) 
22.06 22.376(6) 4.17(1) 4.685(3) 4.202(1) 3.303(6) 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 
28.06 27.9777(9) 4.170(3) 4.600(1) 4.238(1) 3.311(4) 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2(MoSe2) 25.56 26.38(1) 4.154(2)   3.309(5) 

distance averages with the shorter Bi−Se bond distances to yield a 

larger a-axis lattice parameter relative to the b-axis, which contains 

only Bi−Se bonds. This was previously observed in a number of 

heterostructures containing BiSe alternating with single 

dichalcogenide layers.12,26,27 The in-plane diffraction patterns of the 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 and (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 samples, however, indicate a 

square unit cell that is 10% smaller than in the other samples. This 

was observed previously in BiSe1+δ(NbSe2)n, where the square unit cell 

for samples with n greater than 1 was correlated with the lack of 

antiphase boundaries in these samples.26 The additional layers of 

NbSe2 were thought to be efficient charge-accepting layers promoting 

the formation of Bi3+ via charge transfer over the formation of Bi0 via 

antiphase boundaries. The decrease in antiphase boundaries and 

resulting increase in charge transfer stabilizing the rock-salt structure 

has been computationally observed.33 The a-axis lattice parameter 

determined for the square unit cell is consistent with that previously 

reported (a = 4.24(1) Å).26 To summarize, the specular and in-plane 

diffraction data as well as X-ray fluorescence (XRF) data (see Table C.1) 

used to determine the amount of each element in the films are 

consistent with the targeted nanoarchitectures as shown in Figure 7.1.  
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7.3.2. Results of X-ray Photoelectron and Raman Spectroscopy   

After the structural characterization, XPS measurements were 

conducted on freshly cleaved samples of the different heterostructures. 

To interpret the raw data, a peak deconvolution procedure had to be 

applied to identify the different states contributing to the spectra. This 

was first performed on bulk-like binary samples of 2H-MoSe2 and 

Bi2Se3 prepared via the MER synthesis.  

 

Figure 7.3. Representative XPS core-level spectra of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)n with n 

= 1 (bottom row),12 2 (middle row), and 3 (top row) along with the respective 

spectral analysis. The formation of 1T-MoSe2, as well as the presence of the 

Bi0 state, is only observed for n = 1. For n = 3, additional components are 

necessary to account for the presence of oxides.  

Using a doublet of Voigt profiles, the observed binding energies 

for 2H-MoSe2 are 228.80 eV for Mo 3d5/2 and 54.33 eV for Se 3d5/2. The 

Lorentzian lifetime widths of the two spin−orbit split components of the 

Mo 3d core level are 0.09 and 0.39 eV, respectively, due to a 

Coster−Kronig broadening of the 3d3/2 state.34 The Gaussian peak 

width is 0.54 eV. An additional component around 229.5 eV is 

necessary to account for the interfering Se 3s core level. For the Se 3d  
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Figure 7.4. Representative XPS core-level spectra of [(Bi2Se3)1.27]2(MoSe2) 

(bottom row), (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 (middle row), and 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 (top row) along with the respective spectral analysis. 

While the formation of 1T-MoSe2 is only observed in samples with two layers 

of BiSe in the repeat unit, all samples show the presence of the Bi0 state. 

core level, the lifetime width was experimentally determined to be 0.1 

eV and the Gaussian peak width was 0.52 eV.  

Bi2Se3 has a binding energy of 53.39 eV for Se 3d5/2 with a 

Gaussian width of 0.61 eV. For the electronic state of the bismuth 

atoms, we focused our analysis on the Bi 5d core level because even 

though the intensity of the Bi 4f is much higher, it overlaps with the Se 

3p core level. Here, the Bi3+ oxidation state of Bi2Se3 is found at 24.74 

eV with a lifetime width of 0.33 eV and a Gaussian width of 0.38 eV, 

which is in good agreement with measurements taken on a single-

crystalline bulk sample. The peak shape of the Bi 5d core level of binary 

Bi2Se3 is slightly asymmetric, probably due to atomic vacancies or 

excess selenium causing a semimetallic rather than semiconducting 

behavior.35 Since rock-salt-structured BiSe is not stable as a bulk 

compound,33 it was not possible to synthesize and investigate a single-

phase binary sample of BiSe.  
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Table 7.2. Results of the Analysis of the Mo 3d Core-Level Spectra.α   

Sample 
2H-MoSe2 
binding 
energy 

1T-MoSe2 
binding 
energy 

Fraction 
of 2H-
MoSe2 

(%) 

Mo 3d 
Gaussian 

width 

Se 3s 
binding 
energy 

2H-MoSe2 (bulk-like) 228.80 ± 
0.05  0 0.54 229.50 ± 

0.10 

Bi2Se3 (bulk-like)   - - 229.73 ± 
0.05 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 
228.91 ± 

0.05 
228.33 ± 

0.05 25-36 0.75 229.78 ± 
0.16 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 
228.65 ± 

0.07  0 0.61 229.57 ± 
0.16 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 
228.61 ± 

0.07  0 0.55 229.43 ± 
0.15 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97 

(MoSe2) 
228.79 ± 

0.05  0 0.80 229.58 ± 
0.12 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 
228.93 ± 

0.05 
228.25 ± 

0.05 41-60 0.75 229.47 ± 
0.11 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2(MoSe2) 228.52 ± 
0.05  0 0.60 229.30 ± 

0.05 

αMo 3d5/2 binding energies and Gaussian peak widths are averaged over all 

measurements for a certain sample type and given in eV. For the amount of 

1T-MoSe2, the observed minimum and maximum concentrations are given for 

each sample type. For binary Bi2Se3, only the Se 3s peak is observed in this 

region.  

Table 7.3. Results of the Analysis of the Bi 5d Core-Level Spectra.α   

Sample Bi3+ binding 
energy 

Bi0 binding 
energy 

Bi 5d 
Gaussian 

width 

Fraction of 
Bi0 (total), 

% 

Fraction 
of Bi0 
(per 

BiSe), % 
Bi2Se3 (bulk-like) 24.75 ± 0.05  0.38 0  

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 24.99 ± 0.05 24.27 ± 
0.09 0.79 34-42 34-42 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 25.01 ± 0.05  0.67 0 0 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 25.01 ± 0.05  0.73 0 0 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97 

(MoSe2) 25.05 ± 0.05 24.17 ± 
0.05 0.72 12-15 28-25 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 24.99 ± 0.05 24.13 ± 
0.12 0.77 19-30 32-49 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2(MoSe2) 24.755± 0.05 24.00 ± 
0.05 0.55 4-7  

αBi 3d5/2 binding energies and Gaussian peak widths are averaged over all 

measurements for a certain sample type and given in eV. The intensity if the 

Bi0 state is given as a fraction of the total peak area as well as normalized to 

a single BiSe layer, assuming that all of the Bi atoms in Bi2Se3 are in the Bi3+ 

state.  
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Table 7.4. Results of the Analysis of the Se 3d Core-Level Spectra as a 
Superposition of One Component for Se Atoms Bound to Bi in BiSe and/or 
Bi2Se3 and Two Components for Se Bound in 2H- and 1T-MoSe2, 
respectively.α   

Sample BixSey binding 
energy 

2H-MoSe2 
binding energy 

1T-MoSe2 
binding 
energy 

Se 3d 
Gaussian 

width 

2H-MoSe2 (bulk-like)  54.33 ± 0.05  0.52 

Bi2Se3 (bulk-like) 53.39 ± 0.05   0.61 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 53.62 ± 0.05 54.47 ± 0.05 53.89 ± 
0.06 0.70 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 53.50 ± 0.06 54.20 ± 0.07  0.62 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 53.45 ± 0.05 54.16 ± 0.05  0.60 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97 

(MoSe2) 53.65 ± 0.05 54.36 ± 0.06  0.71 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 53.57 ± 0.05 54.47 ± 0.05 53.79 ± 
0.05 0.67 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2(MoSe2) 53.46 ± 0.05 54.04 ± 0.05  0.59 

αSe 3d5/2 binding energies and Gaussian peak widths are averaged over all 

measurements for a certain sample type and given in eV.  

The results obtained from the binary samples were used to 

constrain the possible parameters when fitting the spectra of the 

heterostructures (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). As such, core hole lifetime 

widths, spin−orbit splitting, and branching ratios of the respective peak 

doublets were kept constant at the values determined from the binary 

compounds during the routine. Important fit parameters from the peak 

analysis of the Mo 3d, Bi 5d, and Se 3d core levels for the six different 

heterostructures are summarized in Tables 7.2−4, respectively. All 

values are either averaged over multiple (usually 2−4) measurements 

for each sample type or given as a range of values when appropriate. 

The average elemental composition of the measured surface area was 

derived from XPS peak intensities and can be found in Table C.1.  

Figure 7.3 shows representative Mo 3d, Se 3d, and Bi 5d spectra 

of BiSe0.97(MoSe2)n samples with an increasing thickness of the 

dichalcogenide block in the repeat unit from n = 1 to 3. As reported 

previously,12 the samples with n = 1 show two different states in the 

Mo 3d spectrum, which can be assigned to 2H-MoSe2 at 228.91 eV and 
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1T-MoSe2 at 228.33 eV. Three components are found in the Se 3d 

spectrum, one corresponding to Se bound in BiSe at 53.62 eV and one 

each for 2H-MoSe2 and 1T-MoSe2 at 54.47 and 53.89 eV, respectively. 

In the fit of the Se 3d core level, the chemical shift and intensity ratio 

of the two MoSe2 components were constrained to the values observed 

in the Mo 3d spectrum. Two states are observed in the Bi 5d spectrum 

at 24.99 and 24.27 eV, respectively. The higher energy line is assigned 

to bismuth atoms in the regular rock-salt bonding of the BiSe layers, 

which should be in a Bi3+ state. The lower energy line is linked to a 

local distortion of the crystal structure, where Bi−Bi bonding is 

observed at so-called antiphase boundaries.26 The bismuth atoms at 

an antiphase boundary can be viewed as being in a Bi0 state. By 

comparing the intensity of the respective components to the total peak 

area, the percentage of 1T-MoSe2 in the MoSe2 layers as well as the 

amount of Bi atoms at antiphase boundaries in BiSe can be quantified.  

By increasing the number of MoSe2 layers to n = 2 or 3 (middle 

and top rows in Figure 7.3), only a single phase of MoSe2 can be 

observed, with a binding energy that is slightly smaller than in the 

bulk. In the Bi 5d spectrum, only the Bi3+ state is observed, which 

implies that there is no formation of antiphase boundaries in BiSe in 

these samples, in excellent agreement with the in-plane diffraction 

data. This is similar to observations made in BiSe1+δ(NbSe2)n, where the 

number of antiphase boundaries decreased drastically with increased 

thickness of the NbSe2 block in the repeat unit.26,33 The sample with n 

= 3 shows a slight oxidation of the investigated surface area, as 

indicated by additional components at higher binding energies in the 

spectra. As expected, the intensity of the component assigned to 

selenium atoms bound in BiSe decreases with increasing n, from an 

average of 27% of the total peak area for n = 1, over 21% for n = 2, 

down to 12% for n = 3.  
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Figure 7.4 shows representative spectra of the samples 

containing Bi2Se3 along with or instead of BiSe. Peak analysis was 

carried out in the same manner as described above for the 

BiSe0.97(MoSe2)n series of samples. Only samples with two bilayers of 

BiSe in the repeat unit are observed to feature both phases of MoSe2, 

while the MoSe2 layers in (Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 and 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2MoSe2 are single phase. The selenium atoms are expected 

to be in a Se2- state regardless of whether they are bound in Bi2Se3 or 

BiSe.33 Hence, only a single component was used in the spectral 

analysis to describe the whole block. As should be expected, with an 

increased thickness of the BixSey block, the intensity of the component 

assigned to selenium atoms bound to bismuth in the Se 3d spectrum 

is much higher than in BiSe0.97(MoSe2)n, at around 52% on average. All 

samples show the presence of the Bi3+ as well as the Bi0 state in the Bi 

5d spectrum, where the intensity of the Bi0 state ranges from up to 

30% in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 down to ≤7% in 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2MoSe2.  

The presence of the Bi0 state in a sample containing only Bi2Se3 
layers is unexpected. Since its intensity is very small, it is reasonable 

to assume that it is due to defects in the layered structure or inclusions 

of elemental Bi. Under the assumption that the Bi0 state is only due to 

the presence of antiphase boundaries in the BiSe layers in 

(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 and (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, the 

fraction of atoms in the Bi0 state per BiSe bilayer can be calculated. 

This is done by comparison of the in-plane unit cell area of BiSe and 

Bi2Se3 and relating this to the overall composition of the sample. Using 

the in-plane lattice parameters of BiSe and Bi2Se3 discussed earlier, 

43% of all Bi atoms are bound in BiSe in (Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2and 

60% in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2. Consequently, roughly a 

third of all bismuth atoms in BiSe are at an antiphase boundary in 
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(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, while it is 32−49% in 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2. As can be seen from the last 

column in Table 7.3, these values are similar to those observed in 

BiSe0.97MoSe2.  

 

Figure 7.5. Representative Raman spectra of various Bi-Mo-Se 

heterostructures. Spectra are offset for clarity. The positions of the modes 

expected for (few-layer) 2H- and 1T-MoSe2 and Bi2Se3, according to the 

literature,36-38 are indicated by vertical lines. The signal marked with an 

asterisk stems from the silicon substrates.  

In those samples that have both polytypes of MoSe2, assigning 

the different components in the Mo 3d core-level spectra to 2H- and 

1T-MoSe2 is straightforward. However, as can be seen in Table 7.2, the 

binding energy of the Mo 3d core level is in between the values expected 

for either phase for BiSe0.97(MoSe2)2, BiSe0.97(MoSe2)3, and 
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[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2MoSe2. Thus, Raman spectroscopy measurements were 

carried out on all samples to aid the interpretation of the XPS data. The 

resulting spectra are shown in Figure 7.5, along with vertical lines 

indicating the position of the Raman modes observed in few-layer, 

binary 2H-MoSe2, 1T-MoSe2, and Bi2Se3.36-38 The prominent A1g mode 

of 2H-MoSe2 is present in all samples but found at lower wavenumbers 

in the heterostructures, as is expected when decreasing the layer 

thickness down to a monolayer.39 An apparent shift of the A11g and E2g 

modes of  Bi2Se3 is also observed in [(Bi2Se3)1+δMoSe2.  

While it appears that the spectrum for BiSe0.97MoSe2 features the 

expected J1 and J2 modes of 1T-MoSe2, peak identification is not 

straightforward in the other samples, as there is a signal around 106 

cm−1 even in the single-phase samples. Since the Raman spectrum of 

rock-salt BiSe was not known before, measurements were carried out 

on BiSe1.00TiSe2 and BiSe1.11NbSe2 samples as well. Apparently, there 

are a multitude of Raman modes in the range 60−180 cm-1 linked to 

rock-salt BiSe that are interfering with the expected modes of 1T-MoSe2 
and Bi2Se3 (see Figures C.1 and C.2). Thus, understanding the impact 

of antiphase boundary formation and different neighboring transition 

metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) layers on the Raman modes of BiSe 

should be a focus of further experimental and theoretical 

investigations.  

In conclusion, we can correctly assign the single-phase samples 

to be of the 2H-polytype. Unfortunately, though, due to an overlap with 

the BiSe modes, identification of 1T-MoSe2 appears to be not definitely 

possible using Raman spectroscopy in these samples.  

7.3.3. Stabilization of 1T-MoSe2 via Electron Transfer  

It was hypothesized that the 1T-phase of MoSe2 is stabilized via 

electron donation from BiSe in BiSe0.97MoSe2.12 Occupied antibonding 
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states near the Fermi level in BiSe, which also explain why it is 

unstable in the bulk, make it an effective electron donor.33 Due to the 

trivalent character of Bi, BiSe has one electron per formula unit to 

donate to the neighboring layer. However, as discussed above, the 

formation of Bi−Bi bonds at antiphase boundaries leads to a charge 

localization, reducing the number of available electrons.33 

 

Figure 7.6. Correlation between the amount of 1T-MoSe2 and the intensity of 

the Bi0 state in the BiSe layers in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). Each data point represents the surface 

area measured after independent cleaving attempts. The data set for both 

sample types appear to follow a linear trend with a similar slope.  

Therefore, an increased number of antiphase boundaries in the 

BiSe layers should lead to a reduced amount of 1T-MoSe2 in the 

heterostructures. Since the number of antiphase boundaries 

apparently varies throughout the film, this hypothesis can be tested by 

plotting the percentage of 1T-MoSe2 in the Mo 3d core level over the 

intensity of the Bi0 state per BiSe bilayer, as can be seen in Figure 7.6. 

Each data point represents a different surface area, measured after an 

individual cleaving attempt, for the two sample types BiSe0.97MoSe2 and 

(BiSe)0.97[(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2. Overall, the yield of 1T-MoSe2 is 

higher in the samples with two layers of BiSe per repeat unit, as there 
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are more electrons available for donation into MoSe2. The two data sets 

appear to show a linear dependence with a similar slope, where an 

increased number of antiphase boundaries reduces the amount of 1T-

MoSe2 by up to 20%. By doing a naive linear extrapolation of our data 

sets, one could expect a yield of around 70% 1T-MoSe2 in BiSe0.97MoSe2 

and 95% in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 at zero antiphase 

boundaries, which in the latter case would be close to a single-phase 

film. An effective way toward higher doping efficiency could be the 

replacement of Bi2Se3 in this heterostructure with a layer that 

suppresses antiphase boundary formation in BiSe.33  

Since Bi2Se3 has no electrons available for donation, it was 

expected that there would be no formation of 1T-MoSe2 in 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2MoSe2. This is indeed observed experimentally as Raman 

spectroscopy clearly identifies the films to be solely composed of the 

semiconducting 2H-MoSe2. The hetero- structures are not without 

interlayer interactions though, as the binding energies of the XPS core-

level spectra corresponding to the constituent layers are shifted from 

their respective bulk positions. For the MoSe2 layers, the Mo 3d as well 

as Se 3d core levels are shifted by about 0.3 eV toward lower binding 

energies. In a rigid band model, this can be explained by electron 

extraction out of the MoSe2 layers, which lowers the Fermi level from 

inside the band gap to the top of the valence band. Since XPS binding 

energies are measured with respect to the Fermi level, this leads to the 

observed shift toward lower binding energies. In contrast, the Bi 5d and 

Se 3d core levels of Bi2Se3 are shifted toward higher binding energies 

by 0.20 and 0.07 eV, respectively. As Bi2Se3 is a small gap 

semiconductor with a band gap of about 0.3 eV,35 this shift can be 

explained by the population of empty Bi 5p and Se 5p states above the 

band gap,40 even though the observed shifts deviate slightly from a rigid 
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band model. Apparently, the Bi2Se3 layers act as an electron acceptor 

in the heterostructure.  

This may also explain why no formation of 1T-MoSe2 is observed 

in the (Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2 heterostructures that contain one 

layer of Bi2Se3 and one layer of BiSe in the repeat unit. As shown above, 

the number of antiphase boundaries formed in the rock-salt BiSe layers 

in these samples is of the same order as in (BiSe)0.97MoSe2 and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2, which is why additional electrons 

should be available to facilitate the formation of the metallic polytype 

during growth. However, only 2H-MoSe2 is observed experimentally, 

and the binding energies are within error of the bulk-like binary 

samples. The binding energies of the Bi 5d and Se 3d core levels of the 

BixSey block are found to be about 0.3 eV higher than those of bulk 

Bi2Se3, implying that additional charges were accepted by Bi2Se3. It 

appears that the energetic cost of storing additional electrons in the 

Bi2Se3 layer is smaller than the energy required to form the metastable 

1T- polytype of MoSe2.  

The amount of charge that a single Bi2Se3 layer can accept has 

to be limited, since the formation of high percentages of 1T-MoSe2 is 

observed in (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2. Looking at the 

observed binding energies for BixSey, a shift of approximately 0.2 eV 

toward higher binding energies is observed in these samples as well. 

This suggests that the available electrons from BiSe are not only stored 

in 1T- MoSe2 and at antiphase boundaries but to some extent also in 

Bi2Se3. Replacing the Bi2Se3 layer in these heterostructures with 

another layer that does not accept electrons could be another 

straightforward way to increase the yield of 1T-MoSe2. Potential 

candidates could be layers that readily donate electrons themselves, 

such as PbSe or SnSe.41 
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7.3.4. Charge Distribution in BiSe0.97(MoSe2)n 

Our model of charge transfer from BiSe into the other layers has 

so far been successful in explaining the observations in four of the six 

heterostructures. However, the samples containing a single layer of 

rock-salt BiSe and two or three layers of MoSe2 do not appear to fit 

within this framework. As the Raman spectra clearly show, both of 

these heterostructures contain 2H-MoSe2. According to the XPS core-

level spectra, the MoSe2 layers are single phase and there are no 

antiphase boundaries in BiSe. The two known mechanisms to stabilize 

rock-salt BiSe are charge localization via antiphase boundary 

formation and electron donation into the neighboring TMD layers.33 

Since no Bi0 states-that are characteristic for antiphase boundary 

formation-are observed in either sample type, the electrons have to be 

accepted into the MoSe2 layers. A reduction in antiphase boundary 

formation was also observed in BiSe1+δ(NbSe2)n with increasing n, as 

the available charges from BiSe could be distributed over multiple 

NbSe2 layers.26 

If the electrons from BiSe are taken up by the MoSe2 layers, an 

increase in binding energy would be expected in a rigid band model for 

the Mo 3d and Se 3d core levels of MoSe2, as additional states above 

the Fermi level have to be populated. The opposite is observed 

experimentally, with the binding energies compared to n = 1 being 

about 260 meV smaller for n = 2 and 300 meV smaller for n = 3. As 

discussed above, such a shift to lower binding energies would imply a 

loss of electrons within a rigid band model, which causes the Fermi 

energy to move away from the band gap toward the valence band 

maximum.  

Since both constituent layers-BiSe and MoSe2-cannot be electron 

donors, the assumption of a simple rigid band shift in the MoSe2 layers 
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is probably not valid. The band structures of TMDs are known to 

undergo some drastic changes when approaching the monolayer 

limit,42 with MoSe2 changing from an indirect to a direct band gap when 

it is a monolayer. Only subtle differences are observed when comparing 

bi- and trilayer samples, with a major change in band alignment only 

occurring for a single layer.43 According to the angle-resolved photo- 

electron spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements by Zhang et al.,43 the 

position of the valence band maximum (VBM) is 1.53 eV below the 

Fermi level in monolayer MoSe2. This energy difference decreases down 

to 1.17 eV for a bilayer, 1.09 eV for a trilayer, and 0.98 eV for eight 

layers of MoSe2. Under the assumption that the core-level binding 

energies shift by the same amount as the VBM, we would expect to 

observe a 360 meV shift toward lower binding energies when going from 

n = 1 to 2 and a 440 meV shift when going from n = 1 to 3, before taking 

into account any changes that are due to band filling because of 

electron transfer from BiSe. Zhang et al.43 also showed that the Fermi 

level shifts by 130 meV when populating the conduction band 

minimum with electrons in monolayer MoSe2 (460 meV for eight 

layers). As discussed above, this shift should be observable as an 

increase in binding energy for the core-level spectra. A shift in the same 

order of magnitude is also observed when comparing the binding 

energies of bulk-like MoSe2 and BiSe0.97MoSe2, suggesting that there is 

also some charge transfer into the regions with the semiconducting 

phase of MoSe2 in this heterostructure.  

Thus, the core-level shifts we observe experimentally for the 

MoSe2 layers in BiSe0.97(MoSe2)n can be explained by a combination of 

a small increase in binding energy due to the population of the 

conduction band states and a larger decrease in binding energy due to 

a change in band structure with increased layer thickness. Mapping 

the band structure of the different heterostructures using ARPES 
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would be an ideal tool to test this hypothesis experimentally. 

Unfortunately though, conventional ARPES measurements are not 

possible on these kinds of samples due to the extensive rotational 

disorder that is inherent to samples prepared using modulated 

elemental reactants.  

7.4. Conclusions  

To summarize, we were able to investigate interlayer interactions 

in metastable, layered heterostructures built up from different stacking 

orders of BiSe, Bi2Se3, and MoSe2. Charge transfer between the layers 

plays an important role in determining the crystal structure and 

electronic structure of the different sample types. The rock-salt-

structured BiSe bilayers in the heterostructures are stabilized by 

electron transfer into the neighboring MoSe2 and/or Bi2Se3 and 

localization of electrons in Bi0 at antiphase boundaries. If charges can 

be distributed over multiple MoSe2 layers, antiphase boundary 

formation is suppressed. The formation of the metallic 1T-polytype of 

MoSe2 is only observed in (BiSe)0.97MoSe2and 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97MoSe2and is facilitated via electron 

transfer from BiSe. In these samples, a decrease in antiphase boundary 

formation can drastically increase the yield of 1T-MoSe2 in the 

heterostructures. Simple rigid band models may not be sufficient to 

describe interlayer interactions in such heterostructures, as the band 

structure of the individual layers changes depending on the thickness 

of the building block.  

7.5. Bridge  

Chapter VII probed the formed heterostructures using XPS to 

understand the stabilization of the kinetic BiSe layer and was 

previously published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C in 2021. 

Fabian Göhler is the primary author, collected the XPS of these 
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samples, and wrote a majority of the manuscript. Thomas Seyller was 

his advisor and edited the manuscript. I am the second author on the 

manuscript, synthesized the samples, collected and analyzed the 

diffraction data, and wrote the accompanying paragraphs in the 

manuscript. David C. Johnson was my advisor and edited the 

manuscript. Constance Schmidt collected Raman spectroscopy on the 

samples with her advisor, Dietrich R. T. Zahn. They both edited the 

manuscript. The chapter further probes the interfacial interactions 

between layers in heterostructures that stabilized the formation of the 

constituents. In synthesizing the samples for this paper, I discovered a 

change in the structure of the BiSe layer, prompting an exploration of 

local composition impacts on structure of the constituents.  
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CHAPTER VIII 
 
COMPOSITION DEPENDENT BASAL PLANE STRUCTURES OF BISE IN 

(BISE)1+d(MOSE2)3 HETEROSTRUCTURES 
 
8.0. Authorship Statement  

This chapter was prepared for future publication. I am the 

primary author. David C. Johnson acted as my advisor and edited the 

paper. Other co-authors include Renae N. Gannon, Fabian Göhler, 

Aaron M. Miller, Douglas L. Medlin, Ping Lu, and Thomas Seyller.  

8.1. Introduction  

The following study probes the changes in the BiSe basal plane 

structure as a function of precursor composition. Three precursors 

were deposited with varying the amounts of material around that 

needed for 12 layers of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3. We expected the precursors 

with less amounts of material to form fewer layers of the 

heterostructure. While this did happen, and unexpected change in the 

BiSe basal plane was observed. In a precursor that had the amounts of 

material necessary to make the desired heterostructure, the BiSe basal 

plane proceeded through a square basal plane to form a rectangular 

basal plane in the crystalline superlattice. In the precursors that had 

less material, the BiSe basal plane remained square in the crystalline 

superlattice. Small changes in the c-axis lattice parameter were also 

reported depending on the basal plane of the BiSe structure. The Laue 

oscillations of the off-composition sample were also unexpected as they 

indicated more layers crystallized than were possible based on the 

amounts of material and high angle annular dark field scanning 

transmission electron microscopy images for the sample. We concluded 

that interference from the excess layers of MoSe2 resulted in the 

increased number of Laue oscillations in the specular diffraction 
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patterns. This study has interesting implications for the formation of 

designed heterostructures.  

8.2. Experimental  

Precursors were synthesized by depositing a repeating sequence 

of elemental layers, (Bi|Se) + 3(Mo|Se), to mimic the composition along 

the c-axis of the targeted (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 compound. The deposition 

parameters for the Bi|Se layer were adjusted to yield a layer containing 

the correct number of atoms to form a bilayer of a rock salt structured 

BiSe. The deposition parameters for the Mo|Se layers were adjusted to 

yield a layer containing the correct number of atoms to form a single 

Se-Mo-Se trilayer of MoSe2. The number of atoms / Å2 for Bi, Mo, and 

Se actually deposited for each precursor was determined a previously 

published XRF calibration method.1 X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 

intensities were collected for each precursor and subsequent annealing 

step with a Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a rhodium X-ray tube. The 

precursors were annealed at increasing temperatures for 15 minutes in 

a glove box with a nitrogen atmosphere where O2 pressure was below 

0.5 ppm.  

Structural data was collected on each precursor and after each 

annealing temperature using a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer 

using Cu-Kα radiation for the low angle and specular XRD and a Rigaku 

SmartLab with a Cu source for the in-plane XRD. Total thickness was 

determined based on the spacing of the Kiessig fringes in the low angle. 

Repeat layer thickness and c-axis lattice parameter were determined 

from the spacing of the Bragg reflections which a- and b-axis lattice 

parameters were determined from the in-plane Bragg reflections.  

HAADF-STEM measurements were taken on cross-sections of the 

films, which were prepared with a FEI Helios NanoLab 600i DualBeam 

FIB-SEM using standard lift-out procedures. The images were collected 
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using either a probe-corrected Thermo Fisher Scientific Themis Z STEM 

at 300 keV or a FEI Titan G2 80–200 scanning transmission electron 

microscope (STEM) with a Cs probe corrector and ChemiSTEM 

technology (X-FEG and SuperX EDS with four windowless silicon drift 

detectors) operated at 200 kV.  

XPS measurements were performed on a using Al-Kα radiation 

from a SPECS XR-50M X-ray source with SPECS Focus 500 crystal 

monochromator, and a SPECS. The samples were cleaved prior to 

measurements by mounting the sample in between two steel plates 

using a combination of low-degassing EPO TEK H72 and H22 epoxy 

resins. The samples were cleaved to expose the buried interfaces under 

the flow of dry nitrogen in a load lock of the UHV system. The 

measurements were performed at pressure of less than 3 × 10-10 mbar 

at room temperature. The analysis was performed on the core level 

spectra by fitting them with multiple Voigt-profiles.  

8.3. Results and Discussion  
Table 8.1. Amounts of Material and Lattice Parameters for (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3 

precursors.  

 Total Atoms / Å2  Number of layers based on 
Bi, Mo or Se Repeating 

Thickness 
(Å) 

Total 
Film 

Thickness Sample Bi Mo Se BiSe MoSe2 (BiSe)(MoSe2)3 
based on Se 

Target 1.24 3.84 8.9 12 36 12 25.68 308.16 
 

Sample 
1 

1.25(3) 3.88(4) 9.0(3) 12.1 36.3 12.1 27.38(2) 324.7(5) 

 
Sample 

2 
1.06(3) 3.52(4) 9.3(3) 10.3 33.0 12.5 27.63(2) 327.2(3) 

 
Sample 

3 
0.97(3) 3.65(4) 9.1(3) 9.4 34.2 12.3 26.39(2) 320.6(5) 

Precursors were deposited in a repeating sequence to mimic the 

formation of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3 and the amounts of each element and 

the structure of the as deposited precursors are reported in Table 8.1. 
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The amount of each metal deposited in sample 1 are very close to the 

amount required to form 12 layers of (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 and there is a 

slight excess of Se. Therefore, we expected this precursor to form the 

expected heterostructure via a near diffusionless reaction pathway and 

the excess Se should evaporate upon annealing. Samples 2 and 3 both 

have a significant excess of Se and do not have enough of either Bi and 

Mo to form 12 layers of the desired heterostructure. The amount of Bi 

is the rate limiting reagent in both samples. Significant diffusion is  

 

Figure 8.1. (a) XRR and (b) specular x-ray diffraction patterns of the as 

deposited samples.  
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necessary for the formation of the targeted repeating structure. The 

excess amounts of Se in relation to the amounts of Bi and Mo may act 

as a flux to promote movement of atoms between layers. 

XRR and specular XRD scans of each of the as deposited 

precursors are shown in Figure 8.1.  Kiessig fringes and Bragg 

reflections at low angles in the XRR scans from the sequence of 

deposited layers are observed, indicating that the elemental layers did 

not completely intermix during the deposition. The thickness of the 

repeating sequence of layers was calculated from the Bragg reflections 

and are shown in Table 8.1. The layer thicknesses are all larger than 

the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of the targeted heterostructure 

determined by adding the c-axis lattice parameters of the constituent 

layers (25.68 Å). The measured thicknesses are consistent with the 

number of atoms deposited in each repeating sequence determined 

using XRF, with the low amounts of Bi and Mo in precursors 2 and 3 

compensated by the excess Se deposited. The initial layering reflections 

indicate the precursors have a composition modulation similar to the 

desired heterostructure, although the local compositions in samples 2 

and 3 deviate from the targeted values. Total thicknesses determined 

from the spacing of the Kiessig fringes (Table 8.1) are within 1% of the 

repeating thickness multiplied by the number of layers deposited. The 

high angle specular diffraction patterns of all of the samples contain 

broad diffraction maxima consistent with an (00l) family of reflections 

and the calculated c-axis lattice parameters are all close to that 

expected for the targeted hetereostructure (Figure 8.1a). The widths 

and intensities of the reflections provide some insight into the extent of 

crystallization during the deposition. The narrow width of the (002) 

reflection for all three samples is consistent with 12 deposited layers 

scattering coherently. The high intensity of the (002) reflection for all 

three samples indicates that the entire diffraction area contributes to 
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the scattering. The (004) and (008) reflections in each sample, which 

result from crystalline domains of the forming heterostructures, are 

considerably weaker in intensity and broader than the 002 reflection in 

each scan. The widths of these reflections in samples 1 and 3 are 

similar and indicate that small domains, three unit cells thick, are 

participating in the coherent scattering. The larger linewidths of these 

reflections in sample 2 indicate that approximately two unit cells are 

participating in the coherent scattering. The lower intensities of the 

(004) and (008) reflections indicate that only a small percentage of the 

sample area is scattering. The higher intensity of these reflections in 

sample 1 indicating that more coherent domains are present. 

 

Figure 8.2. In-plane x-ray diffraction patterns of the as deposited samples.  

In-plane diffraction patterns were collected on the as deposited 

samples to further probe the extent of nucleation and growth during 

the deposition (Figure 8.2). The in-plane diffraction patterns all contain 

two broad reflections at angles consistent with the (100) and (110) 

reflections of MoSe2. The formation of MoSe2 in the as deposited 

precursor is consistent with the previously published (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) 

and binary MoSe2, as MoSe2 by itself forms small grains during 
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deposition.2-3 There may be a very broad reflection between the MoSe2 

reflections, indicating that smaller domains of BiSe may also be present 

in samples 1-3. 

The XRF, XRR and XRD data enable us to describe the structure 

of the as deposited precursors.  They all consist of 12 elementally 

modulated layers with the period of the modulation approximately that 

of the targeted heterostructure. The composition of the layers in the 

precursors, however, deviate from that of the targeted heterostructure. 

The XRD data indicates that small domains with a structure close to 

that of the targeted heterostructures have formed during the deposition 

in all of the samples. The domains are 2-3 unit cells in thickness 

containing laterally small MoSe2 domains separated by even smaller 

domains of BiSe. The size and number of these domains are both larger 

for the sample that was closest in composition to the targeted 

heterostructure. The following paragraphs describe the evolution of 

these precursors as a function of annealing temperature and time. The 

results of these investigations provide insight as to how to influence the 

solid state reaction path in the energy landscape using local 

composition and nanoarchitecture to control the order in which the 

constituent layers crystalize. 

XRR and specular XRD scans were collected on sample 1 after 

annealing at the indicated temperatures to determine the sequence of 

phase formation and determine the optimal annealing temperatures for 

a sample with close to the desired local composition (Figure 8.3). The 

specular XRD pattern of the as deposited precursor contains Bragg 

reflections that result from two different sources in the sample. The 

sharp first order Bragg reflection results from the composition 

modulation of the precursor due to the deposited sequence of elemental 

layers. The repeating thickness determined from this reflection  
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Figure 8.3. XRR (gray) and specular XRD (black) patterns for sample 1 as a 

function of temperature. Reflections consistent with the Si substrate are 

marked with an asterisk.  

(27.38(2) Å) is higher than expected for (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 (25.68 Å). The 

broader diffraction maxima at higher angles result from small 

crystalline domains that nucleated and grew during the deposition 

process. The broad diffraction maxima can all be index to a single family 

of (00l) reflections with a repeating thickness of 25.69(2) Å. This 

thickness is smaller than the modulation thickness and consistent with 

the estimated c-axis lattice parameter for (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3. The high 

angle reflections in the specular diffraction pattern increase in intensity 

and line widths decrease as annealing temperature is increased, 

indicating that the expected (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 heterostructure is self-

assembling. After annealing at 300 °C, the position of the first order 

reflection and its line width become consistent with the reflections at 

higher angles, indicating that the sample has lost the modulated 

layering from the deposition and consists almost entirely of the targeted 

heterostructure. After annealing at 450°C the single family of (00l) 

reflections yield a c-axis lattice parameter of 25.651(3) Å, which is 

consistent with the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of 
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(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 (25.68 Å). Sight changes in the amounts of material 

are noted based on the XRF as the amounts of both Bi and Se 

decreased. Loss of Se at high temperatures is expected due to 

vaporization. The loss of Bi at high temperatures was unexpected but 

results from vapor transport during the annealing process to the 

sample cover. The amounts of material indicate that there is enough 

material to form ~11 layers of the desired heterostructure.  

 

Figure 8.4. Grazing incidence in-plane XRD for sample 1 as a function of 

temperature.  

The evolution of the in-plane diffraction pattern, shown in Figure 

8.4, provides information about the sequence of constituent layer 

formation. The in-plane XRD pattern contains broad reflections 

observed at 30.1o and 55.0o 2θ, which are consistent with the (100) and 

(110) reflections MoSe24 and a broad reflection consistent with BiSe.5 

The reflections from MoSe2 in the as deposited precursor increase in 

intensity and decrease in line width as annealing temperature is 

increased. The reflections consistent with the BiSe phase are consistent 

with a square basal plane after annealing at 300 °C. The reflections 

consistent with BiSe shift to lower angles after annealing at 350 °C, 
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resulting in the reflection at ~29o 2θ. After annealing at 400 °C, another 

reflection is observed at ~39o 2θ, indicating the basal plane of BiSe is 

changing. After annealing at 450 °C, the reflections in the in-plane 

pattern can be indexed to (hk0) reflections of two different unit cells: a 

hexagonal unit cell and a rectangular basal plane. The hexagonal unit 

cell has an a-axis lattice parameter of 3.323(5) Å, which is consistent 

with MoSe2 (3.32(1) Å).2 The rectangular basal plane has an a-axis 

lattice parameter of 4.598(7) Å and a b-axis lattice parameter of 

4.256(4) Å, consistent with the BiSe constituent (a = 4.61(1) Å and b = 

4.26(1) Å) found in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).2 Similar rectangular basal plane 

lattice parameters for a BiSe layer were also reported for (BiSe)1(TiSe2)n6 

compounds and (BiSe)(NbSe2)1.7 Small grains of MoSe2 form during the 

deposition and grow as the sample is annealed while the BiSe layer 

evolves through a square basal plane at low temperatures to form the 

final rectangular structure.  

 

Figure 8.5. XRR (gray) and specular XRD (black) patterns for sample 2 as a 

function of temperature.  

XRR and specular XRD scans were collected on samples 2 (Figure 

8.5) after annealing at the indicated temperatures to compare the 
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reaction pathway to that of sample 1. As in Sample 1, the sharp 

diffraction maxima at low angles result from the elemental modulation 

in the precursor and to (00l) reflections while the broad reflections 

result from small crystalline grains of a heterostructure, which index 

to (00l) reflections with a repeating thickness of 25.7(1) Å. The high 

angle reflections increase in intensity and decrease in line width as the 

precursor was annealed at higher temperatures. After annealing at 250 
oC, the reflections that result from the initial layering shift to higher 

angles and their widths broaden slightly. The XRR pattern has fewer 

Kiessig fringes, suggesting that there is an increase in the roughness of 

the film. After annealing at 300°C, the reflections at lower angles and 

high angles can all be indexed as a single family of (00l) reflections, 

yielding a c-axis lattice parameter of (25.396(3) Å). This is smaller than 

the c-axis lattice parameter found for (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 (25.68 Å) in 

sample 1. Laue oscillations are observed between the (003) and (004) 

reflections at this temperature, indicating most of the sample contains 

an integral number of unit cells, discussed in depth below. After 

annealing at 350°C, there is an increased asymmetry between the (003) 

and (004) reflections and the Laue interference pattern is no longer 

present, indicating that the sample contains regions with different film 

thicknesses. The reflections decrease in intensity, indicating 

decomposition at 450 and 500°C, which is surprising compared to 

sample 1.  

The in-plane XRD patterns were collected on samples 2 (Figure 

8.6) as a function of temperature. The broad reflections consistent with 

reflections from a hexagonal unit cell (MoSe2) in the as deposited grow 

in intensity and sharpen as the annealing temperature increases. This 

suggests the domains increase in size and the amount of crystalline 

MoSe2 increases with annealing. After annealing at 250 oC, the broad 

reflection at ~43o 2θ, which is not consistent with the hexagonal unit  
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Figure 8.6. Grazing incidence in-plane XRD patterns for the sample 2 as a 

function of temperature.  

cell, grows in intensity.  After annealing at 300°C, the reflections in the 

in-plane pattern can be indexed as (hk0) reflections for two different 

constituents: a hexagonal unit cell and a phase with a square basal 

plane. The reflections can be indexed to a hexagonal unit cell consistent 

with MoSe2 2 (a = 3.316(9) Å) and a compound with a square basal plane 

with an a-axis lattice parameter of 4.22(2). A similar BiSe structure was 

reported in the (BiSe)1+x(NbSe2)n heterostructures, where n  > 1.5 After 

annealing at 350°C, there is no change in the in-plane pattern though 

indications of degradation are observed in the specular pattern. After 

annealing to 450°C, there is a change in the basal plane of the BiSe 

constituent from square to rectangular as there are shifts in the 

existing reflections to lower angles. However, the specular pattern 

exhibits signs of sample degradation at this temperature.  A similar 

annealing study was performed on sample 3 and reported in the SI. 

Similar to sample 1, sample 2 forms a rectangular basal plane structure 

at high temperatures for the BiSe layer through a square basal plane 

intermediate.  However, the superlattice has started to decompose 

before the rectangular BiSe forms in the superlattice, indicating that  
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Figure 8.7. Specular XRD patterns for each of the samples after the 

precursors were annealed at 350 oC.  

the square basal plane may also be a stable structure. 

The precursors were annealed to 350 oC to evaluate what forms 

and their resulting specular XRD patterns are shown in Figure 8.7. 

Quite surprisingly, all of the specular diffraction patterns contained 

evenly spaced Bragg maxima that could be indexed as (00l) reflections, 

indicating that they each crystallize a single phase heterostructure with 

c-axis lattice parameters that were close each other [25.62(1), 25.396(3) 

Å, and 25.451(2) Å for samples 1-3, respectively]. The smaller c-axis 

lattice parameters for samples 2 and 3 relative to what formed in 

sample 1 suggests that their constituent structures may be different. 

This is supported by the different relative intensities of the (00l) 

reflections, particularly those between 5 and 20° 2θ. The smaller c-axis 

lattice parameters for the superlattice may indicate that the c-axis 

lattice parameter of the BiSe constituent is smaller than previously 

reported. While samples 2 and 3 are forming the same heterostructure 

with similar c-axis lattice parameters to sample 1, there is a distinct 

difference in the basal plane structure of the BiSe constituent.   
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Figure 8.8. In-plane XRD patterns for the (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 samples annealed 

to 350 oC.  

In-plane XRD patterns were collected on samples 1-3 to probe for 

differences in structure and the patterns are shown in Figure 8.8. While 

the reflections consistent with the BiSe layer in sample 1 formed as a 

rectangular basal plane, the reflections observed for the BiSe layer in 

samples 2 and 3 indicate a square basal plane formed at this 

temperature. The change from a rectangular to a square basal plane 

results in a 9% change in area for the BiSe structure. The formation of 

two different basal plane structures of a BiSe layer with different TMD 

layers has been previously reported. When BiSe was layered with 

increasing layers of NbSe2, a rectangular basal plane was only observed 

when n = 17 while a square structure was reported for samples were n 

= 2 and 3.5 The formation of the two different basal planes in BiSe in 

samples forming the same heterostructure is unprecedented.  

An expanded view of the specular XRD patterns for samples 2 

and 3 (Figure 8.9) contains small oscillations between the Bragg 

maxima due to the finite number of unit cells present in each sample. 

No oscillations are observed in sample 1, therefore the total thickness  
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Figure 8.9. Specular XRD patterns for each of the samples after the 

precursors were annealed at their optimal annealing conditions focused on 

the 7-18o 2θ range for the presence of Laue oscillations.  

of the crystalline sample can be estimated based on the c-axis lattice 

parameter and number of layers possible based on the XRF amounts of 

material (282.16(5) Å). The XRF data taken after annealing indicates 

that if 11 layers of Bi1-xSe contain all of the Bi, then the stoichiometry 

of this layer is Bi1Se1. Laue oscillations are observed in samples 2 and 

3, from which we can determine the finite number of crystalline layers 

in the sample. For sample 2, there are 10 minima which indicates that 

the sample contains 11 unit cells of the heterostructure formed. The 

XRF data taken after annealing indicates that if 11 layers of Bi1-xSe 

contain all of the Bi, then the stoichiometry of this layer is Bi0.74Se. 

There is enough Mo to form 33 layers of MoSe2, or 11 repeating units 

containing three layers of MoSe2. There is enough Se to form 11 layers 

of a (Bi0.74Se)1+x(MoSe2)3. For sample 3, there are 10 minima which 

indicates that the sample contains 11 unit cells of the heterostructure 

formed. The XRF data taken after annealing indicates that if 11 layers 

of Bi1-xSe contain all of the Bi, then the stoichiometry of this layer is 

Bi0.57Se. There is enough Mo to form 34 layers of MoSe2, or 11 repeating 
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units containing three layers of MoSe2 plus a layer of excess MoSe2. 

There is enough Se to form 12 layers of a (Bi0.57Se)1+x(MoSe2)3. These 

calculations assume complete layers are formed, however there may be 

interference from the excess amounts of material within the sample. 

 

Figure 8.10. Specular XRD pattern focused on the 7-18o 2θ shows good 

agreement between the experimental pattern for sample 2 (black) and the 

calculated patterns (orange, blue, and purple).  

In order to account for any interference from the excess amounts 

of material in the samples, we attempted to model the Laue interference 

patterns as seen in Figure 8.10. Based on the specular pattern, we 

expected to see 11 layers of (Bi1-xSe)1+x(MoSe2)3. There is good agreement 

between the number and position of the minima in the model and the 

experimental pattern. The amounts of material are consistent with 11 

layers of (Bi0.74Se)1+x(MoSe2)3. However, if we take the Bi as the limiting 

reagent, the sample would form 10 perfect (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 layers. 

Modeling 10 layers is inconsistent with our specular pattern as there is 

one less minima for the Laue oscillations between the Bragg reflections. 

Modelling 10 perfect layers with 4 layers of excess MoSe2 to maintain 

the total thickness, however, results in a model that is consistent with 

the number of fringes in the experimental pattern with minima at 
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consistent 2θ values. We have not seen published modeling of Laue 

oscillations that considers extra layers above or below a finite number 

of unit cells. This modeling indicates that four MoSe2 layers under 10 

unit cells of the sample results in oscillations that match the 

experimental pattern and also that expected for 11 unit cells. This may 

result because of the structural similarity of the added four layers of 

MoSe2 to the unit cell of the heterostructure, which contains four layers 

– three MoSe2 and one BiSe – that results in a c-axis lattice parameter 

that is equal to that of four MoSe2 layers.  

 

Figure 8.11. Representative HAADF-STEM image of sample 1 annealed to its 

optimal annealing temperature on a Si substrate with a native oxide layer. 10 

repeating units are observed and are indicated with red dashes. Several step 

defects are observed in the layers and are marked with blue circles.  

A representative HAADF-STEM image from a cross section of 

sample 1 is contained in Figure 8.11 in order to determine the number 

of repeating units, confirm stacking, and probe for defects.  10 

repeating units of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3, containing a bilayer of BiSe and 

three trilayers of MoSe2 are visible. There are seven additional layers of 
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crystalline planes observed at the bottom of the sample that appear to 

be a mix of MoSe2 and BiSe from changes in contrast and areas aligned 

along zone axes. Identifying the amount of each constituent structure 

in each layer is not possible due to the density of defects observed at 

the bottom of the sample and the turbostractic disorder, which is 

common in samples prepared from modulated precursors.8-10 The first 

full layer identified at the surface of the sample is a layer of MoSe2, 

which was unexpected, considering the deposition ended by depositing 

the Bi|Se precursor. The lack of a BiSe layer on the top of the sample, 

however, is consistent with the loss of Bi and Se upon annealing to the 

optimal annealing temperature. There are small beads of material 

occasionally above the first full layer that may contain additional Mo, 

Bi and Se. The image of this sample is also unexpectedly complicated 

by several step defects between the BiSe layer and the surrounding 

MoSe2 layers, circled in blue, and possible inclusions. The step defects 

may result from offsets in the initial MoSe2 nucleation and growth  

 

Figure 8.12. HAADF-STEM image of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3 with the zone axes 

labeled.  
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during the deposition, which occurs throughout the sample, not only 

from the substrate.11 The more complicated areas in the HAADF STEM 

image may result from a step defect occurring in the middle of the 

sample. This may be particularly true for the complicated seven layers 

containing both BiSe and MoSe2 at the bottom of the film. 

A higher magnification HAADF-STEM image of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3 

is shown in Figure 8.12. This image contains atomically abrupt 

interfaces between each layer of material. The various zone axes 

observed in the sample are marked in Figure 8.12. The different zone 

axes observed within a layer are a result nucleation occurring 

throughout the sample during deposition. The different zone axes 

observed in the image reflect the turbostratic disorder found in the 

sample. The chevrons observed in the Mo|Se layers along the <110> 

zone axis are consistent with the trigonal prismatic coordination of the 

2H-MoSe2 polytype. No octahedrally coordinated 1T-MoSe2 is observed 

in the images collected. BiSe is only observed along the <100> zone axis 

and since Bi-Bi dimers occurring at antiphase boundaries are only 

observed along the <110> zone axis, we cannot comment on their 

existence within the sample.  

A representative HAADF-STEM image from a cross section of 

sample 2 is contained in Figure 8.13 to confirm the number of repeating 

units, confirm the stacking, and probe for defects. 10 repeating units 

of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3, containing a bilayer of BiSe and three trilayers of 

MoSe2 are visible. Identification of the repeating units was harder for 

this sample than sample 1 possibly due to increased BiSe/MoSe2 

inclusions or offsets. However, the bottom of sample 2 is similar to that 

of sample 1, where seven additional layers of crystalline planes are 

observed that may be a mix of MoSe2 and BiSe. There are no significant 

changes in contrast or visible zone axes, which may result from the  
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Figure 8.13. Representative HAADF-STEM image of sample 2 annealed to its 

optimal annealing temperature on a Si substrate with a native oxide layer. 10 

repeating units are observed and are indicated with red dashes. Several step 

defects are observed in the layers and are marked with blue circles.  

offset or the turbostractic disorder, making it hard to identify the layers. 

The first full layer identified at the surface of the sample is MoSe2, 

consistent with that observed in sample 1 and inconsistent with the 

deposition order. Based on the amounts of material, not enough Bi was 

deposited in each layer to make the desired BiSe layer. Therefore, the 

formation of a partial layer on top would be consistent with the amount 

of material available in the layer. Bi atoms deposited on the top of the 

sample may move into the sample to fill in the vacancies left in the other 

layers. Similarly, to sample 1, we cannot identify everything in the 

beads of material on the surface of the sample so they may contain 

additional Mo, Bi and Se. There are several step defects noted in the 

film. The defects may result from the offsets in the initial MoSe2 

nucleation and growth during the deposition and the similarities in the.  
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Figure 8.14. HAADF-STEM image of sample 2 with the zone axes labeled.  

c-axis lattice parameters of the individual constituents 

A higher magnification HAADF-STEM image of 

(Bi0.74Se)1+x(MoSe2)3 is shown in Figure 8.14. This image clearly shows 

the atomically abrupt interfaces between most of the layers of material, 

but these interfaces become hasty around the step defect observed. The 

various zone axes observed in the sample are marked in Figure 8.13, 

where various zone axes are observed within and between layers as a 

result of the turbostratic disorder. As with sample 1, the only zone axes 

observed are consistent with the <110> zone axis of 2H-MoSe2 and the 

<100> zone axis of BiSe. No zone axes consistent with 1T-MoSe2 or the 

<110> zone axis of BiSe are observed in the sample. We are unable to 

comment on the existence of 1T-MoSe2 or the Bi-Bi bonds that occur at 

antiphase boundaries in the BiSe layer in this sample.  

8.4. Conclusions 

To summarize, two different basal plane structures of BiSe 

formed in crystalline superlattices that both formed (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3 

from designed precursors. The precursors started to nucleate small 
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grains of the desired heterostructure during the deposition despite 

three different compositions. Slight changes in the c-axis lattice 

parameter are consistent with the changes in the basal plane structure. 

More in-depth investigations into the structure and electrical 

properties of these two different structures are underway but their 

formation could provide more information about the formation of 

heterostructures.  

8.5. Bridge  

Chapter VIII explored the impact of the local composition on the 

structure of the constituents focused on the change in the basal plane 

observed in the kinetic BiSe structure for heterostructures with the 

same nanoarchitecture. This study provided further insight into the 

roles of nucleation and diffusion in samples that impact the final 

product. This work is unpublished, co-authored material where I made 

the samples, analyzed the diffraction and electrical data, and wrote the 

manuscript. Co-authors include Renae Gannon, Douglas L. Medlin, 

Ping Lu, Fabian Göhler, Aaron A. Miller, Thomas Seyller, and David C. 

Johnson. Renae Gannon, Douglas L. Medlin, and Ping Lu collected and 

analyzed the electron microscopy data. Fabian Göhler and Thomas 

Seyller collected and analyzed the XPS data. Aaron A. Miller collected 

and analyzed the electrical data. David C. Johnson was my advisor and 

edited the manuscript. Understanding two possible structures of the 

BiSe layer allowed for the exploration of a single structure as the 

nanoarchitecture changed. 
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CHAPTER IX 
 
EFFECT OF CHARGE TRANSFER ON THE FORMATION OF 1T-MOSE2 

IN (BISE)1+d(MOSE2)N HETEROSTRUCTURES 
 
8.0. Authorship Statement  

I am the primary author of this chapter and worked with several 

co-authors, including Renae N. Gannon, Fabian Göhler, Aaron M. 

Miller, Ping Lu, Thomas Seyller, and David C. Johnson, for the 

collection and analysis of the data.  

9.1. Introduction  

Interest in 2D layers of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) 

has increased since the discovery of graphene.1 Group 6 TMDs have 

been of particular interest for their layer thickness dependent band gap 

2-4 and various applications. 5-9 Two polytypes are possible, which result 

in a structure and property change. The thermodynamic structure is a 

trigonal prismatic coordination with ABA BAB stacking and is a 

semiconductor (2H). 10-11 The kinetic structure is octahedrally 

coordinated (ABC stacking) with metallic conductivity (1T). 12-15 

The kinetic polytype of group 6 TMDs has been the subject of 

significant scientific interest, both in how to synthesize it and its 

possible applications. The kinetic structure was first discovered 

through alkaili intercalation into group 6 semiconducting compounds. 

13,16-17 The 1T-MX2, where M = Mo, W and X = S, Se, have been used as 

battery cathodes in lithium ion batteries,18 catalyses for hydrogen 

evolution,6-7 and in field-effect transistors.14,19 It was recently shown 

that the presence of a strong electron donor would result in the 

formation of the kinetic 1T structure. One such strong electron donor 

is the kinetic BiSe structure that is predicted to stabilize its structure 

through charge donation to neighboring layers or the formation of Bi-

Bi bonds. Recent reports of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) and 
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(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) heterostructures have seen 

increases in the amount of 1T-MoSe2 as the number of BiSe layers 

increased.20-21  

To understand the changes in charge donation as a result of the 

changes in structure, a family of (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)n precursors, where n 

= 1, 2, and 3, were deposited using modulated elemental reactants. The 

heterostructures formed crystalgraphically aligned to the substrate 

from designed precursors.  No 1T-MoSe2 was observed in the high angle 

annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-

STEM) images due to the turbostractic disorder of the sample. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy measurements observed ~30% of the MoSe2 

layers are in the 1T polytype in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1. Measurements are 

still needed for the (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)2 and (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)3 

heterostructures to determine if 1T-MoSe2 forms in these 

heterostructures. While temperature dependent electrical 

measurements are still necessary for (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)2, differences are 

apparent in (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 and (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3. (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 

has a lower resistivity as a result of networks of metallic 1T-MoSe2. The 

resistivity of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 is higher indicating semiconducting 

behavior without the metallic networks. The carrier concentration 

decreases as the temperature decreases, although the carrier 

concentration is several orders of magnitude less than estimated based 

on the amount of Bi within the sample. More information is necessary 

to account for this discrepancy.  

9.2. Experimental  

Using a custom vacuum deposition chamber, precursors were 

synthesized using modulated elemental reactants at pressures below 5 

× 10-7 Torr. Elements were deposited in a (Mo | Se)n | (Bi | Se)m pattern, 

where n is the number of desired MoSe2 layers and m is the number of 

desired BiSe layers in the film, using computer controlled shutters to 
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alternate the deposition and monitor the layer thickness. Bismuth and 

molybdenum were deposited using an electron beam gun. Selenium 

was deposited using a Knudson effusion cell. Elements were deposited 

on a silicon wafer with a native oxide layer for structural measurements 

and quartz for electrical measurements. An annealing study was 

performed on the (BiSe)(MoSe2)3 precursor starting at 150 °C for 15 

minutes and temperatures were increased by 100 °C to determine how 

increasing the number of MoSe2 layers affects the optimal annealing 

conditions.  

The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) intensities were measured using a 

Rigaku ZSX Primus-II with a rhodium X-ray tube and a previously 

published calibration method.22 Proportionality constants were 

determined between the amount of material and XRF intensities as 

previously described21-23 and used to determine the amount of Bi, Mo, 

and Se within the samples.  

Structural information was determined through X-ray reflectivity 

(XRR) and specular and in-plane X-ray diffraction (XRD). The total 

thickness and layer thickness were determined based on the spacing of 

the Kiessig fringes and Bragg reflections, respectively, and the data was 

collected on a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer using Cu-Kα 

radiation. The sequence of constituent formation and a- and b-axis 

lattice parameters were determined from the in-plane XRD reflections, 

which were collected using a Rigaku SmartLab with a Cu source. 

Samples were prepared for HAADF-STEM measurements by first 

making a cross-section of the film with a FEI Helios NanoLab 600i 

DualBeam FIB-SEM using standard lift-out procedures. The images 

were collected using a  FEI Titan G2 80–200 scanning transmission 

electron microscope (STEM) with a Cs probe corrector and ChemiSTEM 

technology (X-FEG and SuperX EDS with four windowless silicon drift 
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detectors) operated at 200 kV.  

Temperature dependent resistivity and hall measurements were 

collected on a custom-built system using the van der Pauw method 

between 30 – 298 K.  

9.3. Results and Discussion  
Table 9.1. Amounts of Material and Lattice Parameters for (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)n 

precursors.  

  Total Atoms / Å2  Number of layers or unit 
cells based on M   

Sample n Bi Mo Se BiSe 
M = Bi 

MoSe2 

M = Mo 

unit 
cells 

M = Se 

Repeating 
Sequence 
Thickness 

(Å) 

Total 
Thickness 

(Å) 

Target 1 2.45 2.52 7.7 24 24 24 ~12.56  

Sample 
1a 1 2.47(7) 2.53(6) 7.8(3) 24.2(9) 23.9(6) 23.5(9) 12.34(3) 312.6(3) 

Target 2 1.63 3.35 8.3 16 32 16 ~19.12  

Sample 
2a 2 1.69(6) 3.13(6) 8.1(3) 16.6(7) 29.5(6) 15.6(6) 18.76(1) 306.6(6) 

Target 3 1.22 3.77 8.8 12 36 12 ~25.68  

Sample 
3a 3 1.25(5) 3.82(7) 9.0(3) 12.3(6) 36.5(7) 12.8(5) 25.63(9) 324.7(5) 

Precursors were synthesized by depositing a repeating sequence 

of elemental layers, (Bi|Se) + n(Mo|Se), to mimic the composition along 

the c-axis of the targeted (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n compounds, where n = 1, 2, 

and 3. The targeted amounts of each element in the precursors were 

calculated based on the lattice parameters and structures of the binary 

bulk constituents or structurally related layers in other reported 

heterostructures. The total number of atoms / Å2 for Bi, Mo, and Se 

was determined using a previously published calibration XRF method 

and are reported in Table 9.1.22 The number of layers or unit cells 
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possible based on each individual element were determined by dividing 

the experimentally determined total amount of each element by the 

estimated amounts necessary for one layer. Comparing the amount of 

each element in the precursors with the estimated targets shows that 

samples 1a and 3a are within a monolayer of the targeted amounts, 

while sample 2a is ~ three monolayers of MoSe2 short of the target 

value. Mo is the rate limiting reagent for Sample 2a so only 14 layers of 

(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)2 can form and significant interdiffusion between layers 

will be required.  

 

Figure 9.1. XRR (gray) and specular (black) XRD patterns for the as deposited 

precursors.  

 

XRR and specular XRD patterns for the as deposited precursors 

were taken to ascertain the nanoarchitecture of the precursors (Figure 

9.1). Bragg reflections from the sequence of deposited layers were 

observed in XRR scans of the as-deposited precursors, indicating that 

the elemental layers did not completely mix during the deposition. The 

thickness of the repeating sequence of layers was calculated from these 

reflections (Table 9.1). The repeating thicknesses for samples 1a and 3a 

were consistent with estimated c-axis lattice parameters determined by 

adding the c-axis lattice parameters of the constituent layers. The 
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repeating thickness for sample 2a is smaller than the estimated c-axis 

lattice parameter, which is consistent with the deficiency of material 

deposited relative to the targets. Broad reflections above 10o 2θ in all 

three precursors indicate that nucleation of small grains of the 

superlattice occurs during the deposition. Total thicknesses of the 

precursors were determined based on the spacing of the Kiessig fringes 

at low angles (Table 9.1) and are consistent with the amount of material 

within the samples. The XRF and XRR data indicates that the 

composition and thickness of the repeating sequence of elemental  

 
Figure 9.2. (a) XRR (gray) and specular (black) XRD patterns and (b) grazing 

incidence in-plane XRD patterns for the sample 3a as a function of 

temperature.  
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layers in the as deposited precursors for each sample are close enough 

to that expected for the targeted heterostructures for an exploration of 

their formation and properties. 

Specular and in-plane XRD scans (Figure 9.2) were collected on 

sample 3a after annealing at the indicated temperatures to follow the 

formation of the heterostructure and determine the optimal annealing 

temperatures. The specular XRD pattern of the as deposited precursor 

contains Bragg reflections that result from two different sources in the 

sample. The first is a sharp first order Bragg reflection resulting from 

the composition modulation of the precursor due to the deposited 

sequence of elemental layers. The repeating thickness determined from 

the sharp first order Bragg reflection is higher than expected for 

(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 (25.68 Å). The second are broader diffraction maxima 

at higher angles that result from small crystalline domains with c-axis 

lattice parameters close to the modulation lengths that nucleated and 

grew during the deposition process. The broad diffraction maxima can 

all be index to a single family of (00l) reflections with a repeating 

thickness of 25.69(2) Å. The repeating thickness is consistent with both 

the estimated c-axis lattice parameter for (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 and the 

modulation length in the low angle. Evidence for crystallization during 

deposition is also found in the in-plane XRD pattern in the broad 

reflections observed at 30.1o and 55.0o 2θ, which are consistent with 

the (100) and (110) reflections MoSe2,24 and a broad, low intensity 

reflection at around ~43o 2θ, indicative of BiSe.20 Increases in intensity 

and decreases in line width are observed after annealing at 150 and 

250 °C. Significant differences are observed in the in-plane reflections 

after annealing at 350 °C. The reflection at ~43o 2θ has grown in 

intensity and a new reflection is observed at ~28o 2θ, indicating larger 

BiSe grains are growing. The specular reflections continue to increase 

in intensity and decrease in line width. After annealing to 450 °C, all of 
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the reflections in the the specular pattern index to a single family of 

(00l) reflections, yielding a c-axis lattice parameter of 25.651(3) Å. This 

c-axis lattice parameter is consistent with the estimated a c-axis lattice 

parameter for (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 (25.68 Å). The in-plane reflections can 

be indexed to (hk0) reflections consistent with a hexagonal unit cell and 

a rectangular basal plane. The hexagonal unit cell yields an a-axis 

lattice parameter of 3.322(7) Å while the rectangular basal plane yields 

an a-axis lattice parameter of 4.614(9) Å and a b-axis lattice parameter  

 

 
Figure 9.3. (a) Specular and (b) in-plane XRD patterns for the 

(BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n precursors annealed to their optimal annealing 

temperatures.  
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of 4.236(6) Å.These are consistent with those previously reported for 

the (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1.20 There is no evidence in either pattern of Bi2Se3 

impurities. The optimal annealing conditions for the heterostructure 

were 450 °C for 15 minutes, which is higher than expected based on 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).20 The higher annealing temperature likely resulted 

from the increased layers of MoSe2, as bulk MoSe2 requires high 

temperatures and long reaction times to nucleate.24 

Representative specular and grazing incidence in-plane XRD 

patterns were collected for the samples after annealing to their optimal 

annealing temperatures (Figure 9.3). All maxima are evenly spaced and 

index to single families of (00l) reflections, indicating a strong 

crystallographic alignment to the substrate. The c-axis lattice 

parameter for the n = 1 sample agrees with that previously reported for 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2). The c-axis lattice parameter for each heterostructure 

increases by 6.62(9) Å as n increases, which is slightly larger than 

expected based on the previously reported c-axis lattice parameter of 

2H-MoSe2 (6.460(1) Å).25 The crystallographic alignment of the layers 

with the substrate is corroborated by the in-plane patterns where all 

the maxima can be indexed as (hk0) reflections. All of the samples 

formed a hexagonal unit cell (MoSe2) and a rectangular basal plane 

(BiSe), which is consistent with the previously published 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2) sample.20 The lattice parameters for each sample can 

be found in Table 9.2.  

 

Table 9.2. Lattice parameters for the (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n samples after 

annealing.  
 Lattice Constants (Å)  

Sample n c a-BiSe b-BiSe a-MoSe2 Misfit param. 
Target 1 ~12.56 4.61(1) 4.23(2) 3.288(2)  

Sample 1a 1 12.416(8) 4.602(5) 4.249(3) 3.32(1) 0.98 
Target 2 ~19.12 4.61(1) 4.23(2) 3.288(2)  

Sample 2a 2 18.876(1) 4.604(7) 4.235(5) 3.325(8) 0.98 
Target 3 ~25.68 4.61(1) 4.23(2) 3.288(2)  

Sample 3a 3 25.651(3) 4.614(9) 4.236(6) 3.322(7) 0.98 
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Figure 9.4. Representative HAADF-STEM image of the (a) full and (b) one layer 

of sample 3a. The red dashed lines indicate the different repeating units. The 

zone axes observed are marked.  

HAADF-STEM images from a cross section of the 

(BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)3 heterostructure formed by annealing Sample 3a were 

collected to determine the ordering of the constituent layers and the 

number of layers.  A representative image of the entire film is shown in 

Figure 9.4a. A majority of the sample contains ten repeating units of a 

bilayer of BiSe and three trilayers of MoSe2, with excess crystalline 

layers on the bottom of the sample. This is surprising based on the XRF 

and XRD patterns as the sample had enough material to make twelve 
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layers of the (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)3 heterostructure. The first layer at the top 

of the sample is MoSe2, which is unexpected given the layering 

sequence of the deposition. There are crystalline deposits on the top of 

the sample that may contain the Bi and Se (plus O) from the deposited 

BiSe precursor layer. The bottom seven layers of the film may contain 

BiSe-MoSe2 inclusions but due to the turbostractic disorder, which is 

common in samples prepared from modulated precursors, we are not 

able to identify the layers.26-28A representative image of one of the 

repeating units is shown in Figure 9.4b. There are abrupt interfaces 

between the layers of each constituent. Two zone axes are observed: the 

<100> of BiSe and the <110> of 2H-MoSe2. No zone axes consistent 

with 1T-MoSe2 or the <110> of BiSe are observed within the sample but 

this may be due to the turbostractive disorder. Further investigation 

via XPS is necessary to determine the extent of each MoSe2 polymorph 

within the sample and the amount of Bi-Bi bonds that occur at 

antiphase boundaries.  

 

Figure 9.5. Temperature-dependent resistivity data plotted as [ln(1/ρ)] versus 

(1/T) for the (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n heterostructures.  

  

To understand how the resistivity changes as the number of 

MoSe2 layers increases, resistivity as a function of temperature was 
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collected (Figure 9.5). The temperature dependence of the resistivity of 

(BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)1 is challenging to interpret, because the MoSe2 layer 

consists of domains of both 1T and 2H polytype. Since the resistivity 

suggests an activated conductivity, the conducting 1T domains must 

not form a continuous pathway, and the activation energy(s) may 

represent a hopping energy between these conducting domains. The 

low temperature data fits to a band gap of 0.0146(3) eV while the high 

temperature data indicates a band gap of 0.0430(9) eV. This is smaller 

than that reported for bulk 2H-MoSe2 (1.28-1.45 eV)29 and for few layer 

2H-MoSe2 (~0.2 eV).30 The temperature dependence of 

(BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)2 has yet to be measured. The resistivity of 

(BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)3 is significantly higher than that of (BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)1, 

reflecting the lack of 1T-MoSe2 indicated by both XPS data and HAADF-

STEM images. A band gap extracted from the temperature dependence 

of the resistivity of (BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)3 is 0.045(8) eV, suggesting the 

charge transfer creates an impurity band below the conduction band.  

 

Figure 9.6. Temperature-dependent carrier concentration [ln(1/n)] plotted as 

a function of temperature (1/T) for the (BiSe)1+x(MoSe2)n heterostructures 

assuming a single band model.  

 

Additional data about the conductivity of these samples were 
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obtained by measuring Hall coefficients as a function of temperature. 

Figure 9.6 graphs the carrier concentration [ln(1/n)] as a function of 

inverse temperature (1/T), from which activation energy can be 

extracted assuming a single band model. A single band model is 

probably not accurate for the (BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)1 heterostructure since it 

is a composite with two different polymorphs of MoSe2. We have not yet 

measured the temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient for 

(BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)2. The carrier concentration of (BiSe)0.98(MoSe2)3 

decreases as the temperature decreases, indicative of a semiconductor. 

This yields an intrinsic number of carriers in this sample of 7(3) x 1020 

cm-3, which is several orders of magnitude lower that the carrier 

concentration assumes that each Bi atom donates one electron to 

MoSe2 (4.9(3) x 1022 cm-3). Additional data is necessary to formulate a 

rational explanation for the observed behavior. 

9.4. Conclusions  

The (BiSe)(1+x)(MoSe2)n family of precursors, where n = 1, 2, and 

3, were synthesized to probe charge donation from BiSe to increasing 

layers of MoSe2. The heterostructures formed crystallgraphically 

aligned to the substrate with differences in their c-axis lattice 

parameters consistent with the size of a MoSe2 trilayer and a BiSe 

bilayer with a rectangular basal plane. XPS measurements on the 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 and (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 are necessary to determine how 

much, if any, 1T-MoSe2 formed as no 1T-MoSe2 was observed in the 

HAADF-STEM images due to the turbostratic disorder. 1T-MoSe2 was 

observed in the XPS measurements of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1, which account 

for the lower resistivity compared to (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3. The carrier 

concentration of (BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 when assuming a single band model 

is several magnitudes lower than the estimated number of carriers. 

More information is needed to fully understand the conduction of these 

samples.  
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9.5. Bridge  

Chapter IX focused on how changing the nanoarchitecture of the 

heterostructure impacts the electrical properties of BiSe-MoSe2 

containing heterostructures where the basal plane is rectangular. This 

is unpublished and ongoing work. I made the samples, analyzed the 

diffraction and electrical data, and wrote the manuscript. Fabian 

Göhler and Thomas Seyller collected and analyzed the XPS data. David 

C. Johnson was my advisor and edited the manuscript. The final 

chapter will provide a summary of my work and provide an outlook for 

future projects, focused on exploring structure/property relationships 

and understanding of how solids react.  
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CHAPTER X 
 

CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY, AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 

 

Silicon transistors have reached the fundamental limits of their 

applications. The development of new materials is necessary as 

demands for rapid improvements in our technology continue to rise. 

The emergent properties and the ability to tune the interfacial 

interactions between layers in heterostructures are two major reasons 

they have been considered for implementation in devices. However, 

synthesis was and remains a significant limitation to our ability to 

synthesize new predicted products and/or heterostructures, both in 

research and in manufacturing.  

Modulated elemental reactants synthesis method allows for the 

synthesis of single-phase structures and heterostructures. In this 

method, there are two tunable parameters, local composition and layer 

thickness, by which to control the formation of the final product. This 

dissertation has emphasized the importance of the local composition of 

the heterostructure in the formation of the final products, both in single 

phase structures (Mn-Se) and heterostructures (Bi-Mo-Se). The control 

over the local compositions would not be possible without the ability to 

measure the amounts of material within the sample using X-ray 

fluorescence. With this method, we are able to not only measure the 

amount of material within our sample but better control the amounts 

deposited in our precursor and route out sources of error in our 

deposition process.  

While local composition is important in synthesis of designed 

heterostructures, other factors may influence the formation of the final 

product. This was apparent in the attempts to synthesize Bi2Se3-MSe2 

heterostructures. Precursors layered with metallic layers segregated to 
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form [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MSe2)]1 and Bi2Se3. Precursors with semiconducting 

layers formed [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MSen)]1. The influence of the electronic 

properties of the neighboring layer and charge transfer were 

reminiscent of the substituent effects observed in organic chemistry 

and are another tunable parameter to influence the formation of 

heterostructures.  

The remainder of this dissertation focused on the preliminary 

investigations in the composition space between the Bi2Se3-MoSe2 and 

BiSe-MoSe2 tie lines in the Bi-Mo-Se ternary phase diagram. The 

heterostructures described herein were of interest to probe the charge 

transfer and formation of Bi-Bi bonds in BiSe. Local composition largely 

influenced the formation of products that were close in composition. 

While competition was expected between the charge transfer and the 

formation of Bi-Bi bonds, there was unexpected competition between 

which layer the charge would donate to in heterostructures containing 

both Bi2Se3 and MoSe2. The charge transfer affected the conduction in 

of the heterostructures in a variety of ways. BiSe-MoSe2 containing 

heterostructures were of interest for the charge transfer to multiple 

layers of MoSe2 and the composition dependence of the BiSe basal 

plane structure.  

This dissertation is a starting point for synthesizing 

heterostructures in the Bi-Mo-Se ternary phase diagram. In the future, 

the nanoarchitectures described herein can be varied by increasing the 

number of layers of Bi2Se3 or MoSe2. The heterostructures would 

further probe the interactions between layers and structure and the 

influence of charge transfer and local composition on formation.  

Novel heterostructures were synthesized with the modulated 

elemental reactants synthesis method. The projects proposed a new 

parameter that may influence the synthesis of designed 
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heterostructures while reinforcing the importance of local composition. 

Increased understanding of the importance of parameters the effect 

diffusion, nucleation, and growth improve our ability to synthesize new 

compounds and/or heterostructures for future use in devices.  
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APPENDIX A 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER IV 
 

 
Figure A.1. (a) Specular and (b) in-plane diffraction patterns on Bi|Se Sample 

B collected as a function of annealing temperature.  

 

Diffraction patterns were collected on Bi|Se Sample B as a function of 

annealing temperature and are shown in Figure S1. This precursor follows 

the same reaction pathway as Bi|Se Sample A. Sample B forms the same 

unknown hexagonal intermediate at low temperatures. The reflections in the 

as-deposited and after annealing at 100 oC patterns are consistent with those 

observed for the Bi|Se Sample A. The positions of the reflections shift and 

their intensity increases after annealing to 150 oC. These reflections can be 

indexed as (hkl) reflections from a hexagonal unit cell yielding an a-axis lattice 

parameter of 4.154(2) Å and a c-axis lattice parameter of 28.702(7) Å, which 

are consistent with Bi2Se3.1 The sample forms the expected thermodynamic 

compound at low temperatures, with similar evolution as Sample A.  
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Figure A.2. (a) Specular and (b) in-plane diffraction patterns on Bi|Se Sample 

B collected as a function of annealing temperature. The sharp reflection at 

~33° 2θ is consistent with the Si substrate.   

 

Diffraction patterns were collected on Mo|Se|Bi|Se Sample B as a 

function of annealing temperature and are shown in Figure 5. Mo|Se|Bi|Se 

Sample B follows a similar evolution as Mo|Se|Bi|Se Sample A. An artificial 

layering reflection is observed at low 2θ with a d-spacing of 16.46 (2) Å, which 

is consistent with the estimated c-axis lattice parameter of 

[(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 (16.06 Å). The specular pattern of the precursor also 

exhibits a broad reflection at 15.60(1)o 2θ that is not related to the initial 

layering reflection. There is a single broad and weak reflection at 31.10(1)o 2θ 

in the in-plane pattern that is consistent with the (100) reflection of MoSe2.  

As the sample was annealed at 100, 150, 200, and 250 oC. the intensity of 

the initial layering reflection decreases and reflection at ~15o 2θ increases in 

the specular pattern.  There are too few reflections in either the specular or 

the in-plane patterns to unambiguously index or identify any phases after 

any of these annealing steps. After annealing at 350 oC, new reflections are 

observed in the specular and in-plane patterns. After annealing to 400 oC, the 

reflections in both patterns grow in intensity. The reflections in the specular 

pattern can be indexed to two families of (00l) reflections with c-axis lattice 

parameters of 16.07(3) Å and 12.02(2) Å. These are consistent with c-axis 

lattice parameters estimated for [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 and reported for 

[(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 (12.45(2) Å),2 respectively. The reflections in the in-plane 

pattern can be indexed as (hk0) reflections of two different hexagonal unit 
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cells with a-axis lattice parameters of 4.16(1) Å and 3.299(8) Å, and a third 

phase with a rectangular basal plane with lattice parameters of a = 4.635(7) 

Å and b = 4.230(4) Å. These lattice parameters are consistent with those 

reported for Bi2Se3 for Bi2Se3 (a = 4.1355(5) Å),1 MoSe2 (a = 3.32(1) Å),2 and 

BiSe (a = 4.61(1) Å and b = 4.26(1) Å),2 respectively. The sample decomposes 

after annealing to 450 oC due to loss of Se. The sample forms a mixture not 

very well crystalized [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 and [(BiSe)1+γ]1[(MoSe2)]1 at low 

temperatures. The formation of the desired [(Bi2Se3)1+d]1[(MoSe2)]1 

heterostructure depends on the composition of the precursor. Sufficient Se is 

necessary in order to prevent the formation of 1T-MoSe2, as seen in the 

annealing study of Mo|Se|Bi|Se Sample A.  
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APPENDIX B 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER V 

 
Figure B.1. Electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line profile from 

substrate to surface of (BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.26(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2).  
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APPENDIX C 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER VII 
 

Table C.1. Total number of atoms per Å2 and average chemical composition 

(in at.%) of the six different compounds as measured via X-ray fluorescence 

(XRF) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XRF data was not available 

for (BiSe)0.97MoSe2. The composition is measured over the whole film 

thickness in XRF. In XPS, the collected signal originates from a few layers at 

the surface, and thus only provides the composition of the topmost layers at 

the exposed interface after cleaving of the film. Consequently, the sample 

compositions derived from XRF and XPS differ, but general trends when 

comparing different sample types are consistent for both methods.  

 
Atoms / Å2 XRF 

 

Percent 
Composition (%) 

XRF 

Percent 
Composition (%) 

XPS 
Precursor Bi Mo Se Bi Mo Se Bi Mo Se 

(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)3 1.07(5) 3.6(2) 8.6(4) 8 27 65 8 34 58 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)2 1.41(7) 3.1(2) 8.3(4) 11 24 65 15 33 52 
(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1       27 20 53 
(Bi2Se3)1.25(BiSe)0.9

7(MoSe2)1 3.1(2) 1.61(8) 6.6(3) 27 14 58 40 19 41 

(BiSe)0.97(Bi2Se3)1.2

6(BiSe)0.97(MoSe2)1 3.9(2) 1.15(6) 6.4(3) 34 10 56 47 11 42 

[(Bi2Se3)1.27]2 

(MoSe2)1 3.1(2) 1.19(6) 6.8(3) 28 11 61 37 14 49 
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Figure C.1. Raman spectra of BiSe1.00TiSe2 and BiSe1.11NbSe2 in 

comparison to BiSe0.97MoSe2. The expected positions of the Raman modes 

of bulk or few-layer TiSe2 [1], NbSe2 [2], 2H- MoSe2 [3], 1T-MoSe2 [4] and 

Bi2Se3 [5] are indicated by vertical lines. The energy range between 60 – 180 

cm-1 features a number of signals that can be attributed to rock-salt BiSe. 

The different intensities and peak shapes observed for these modes, when 

comparing BiSe1.00TiSe2 and BiSe1.11NbSe2, is likely due to a variation in 

antiphase boundary formation in these heterostructures, and/or an effect of 

interactions with different TMDC layers.  
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Figure C.2. Fit of the BiSe region of the Raman spectrum of BiSe1.00TiSe2 

with multiple Gaussians of identical peak shape. At least nine different modes 

are necessary to adequately fit the spectrum. Assigning the components to 

individual vibrational modes requires further theoretical work. The small 

signal around 195 cm-1 corresponds to the A1g mode of TiSe2.  
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